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U. S. BOARD ON GEOGRAPHIC NAMES TRANSLITERATION SYSTEM 

Block Italic Transliteration Block Italic Transliteration 

A a A a A, a P P P P R, r 

B 6 B 6 B, b c c C € S, s 

B B B i V, V T T T m T. t 

r r r 9 G, g y y y y U, u 

Ä A a 9 D, d « * 0 * F, f 

E e B t Ye, ye; E, e» X X X X Kh, kh 

W w m X Zh, zh u U u V Ts, ts 

3 3 3 t Z, z M H H H Ch, ch 

'A    H M u I, 1 UJ LU W HI Sh, sh 

0 M B a Y, y m m m »¥ Shch, shch 

H H K K K, k b ■b T> % ti 

. I 1 n M L, 1 bi bi hi u Y, y 

■! M H M M, m b b b k i 

H H H M N, n 3 3 $ • E, e 

0 o 0 « 0, o fl (0 K> » Yu, yu 

" n n II P, P H H SI M Ya, ya 

*ye initially, after vowels, and after b, b; e elsewhere. 
When written as e in Russian, transliterate as ye or e. 
The use of diacritical marks is preferred, but such marks 
may be omitted when expediency dictates. 

GREEK ALPHABET 

Alpha A a « Nu N V 

Beta B ß Xi - s 
Gamma i Y Omlcron 0 0 

Delta A 6 Pi n IT 

Epsilon E c c Rho p P f 

Zeta Z ; Sigma z 0 < 

Eta H n Tau T T 

Theta G 0 » Upsilon T U 

Iota I \ Phi * 9 ♦ 
Kappa K H < » Chi X X 

Lambda A X Psi V * 

Mu M u Omega n w 
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RUSSIAN AND ENGLISH TRIGONOMETRIC rUNCTIONS 
Russian English 

sin sin 
cos cos 

tg tan 
ctg cot 

sec sec 
cosec esc 

sh sinh 

ch cosh 

th tanh 

cth coth 

öch sech 

csch csch 

arc sin sin- 

arc cos cos 
arc tg tan 
arc ctg cot" 

arc sec sec" 

arc cosec esc" 

arc sh sinh"1 

arc ch cosh" 

arc th tanh"1 

arc cth coth"1 

arc sch sech 

arc csch csch" 

rot curl 

lg log 

GRAPHICS DISCLAIMER 

All figures, graphics, tables, equations, etc 
merged Into this translation were extracted 
from the best quality copy available. 
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K1/ST-77-Ö017 dcIO 

SÜEJECT CODE 214D 

Eages   1-29. 

r-\ 

RADIO   ENGINEERING   SYSTEM   CF   Sh(FT-FANGE   NüVIGAlION.    PSBN-2.    Is 

affined   UUZ [gOsp**  -   Administration of   Educaticnal  Institutions) the 

IGA of  the   üSSt-:  as  textbook   for  the  technical  schools  of  the civil 

aviation. 

Eayes   1-29. 
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Eage  2, 

Radio engineering  syst£ni  of  the  shcrt-range  navigation  of 

ESBN-2.   Yakovlev Ye.   n, ,   Klepikov,   A.   N,,   Shteynberg,   A.   L., 

Mcrgukov,   L.   F.,   Fedorov,!.   k,   FuMishirg  house the «transport«,   of 

1971,   page   1-220. 

In the  book are set  forth  designatiori/putpcse  the composition 

and  the  operating   principle  of   systc-m   FSBN-2,   is   given detailed 

description of   the  schematic; diagrams  of  all  devices  and  blocks of 

ground-Lascd radio  fceaccn.   Is  givfn   the  sbcrt  irformation  about 

aircraft  otigipnsent   of  systeir  PSEN-2,   are   illuminated the operating 

principles of  individual  blocks  and  also tht  interaction of 

ground-based  and aircraft  eQuipfent- 

The  book  is  int^r.^d  as textbook   fcr air   technical  school  of  the 

special  sc-rvict   of   thv  civil  aviation.   It  can   te  used  by  technical 

perscnrei  of  civil   av.iticr,   WS [ 99£p03 -  Air  Force] and   DOSAAF 

[99spCf(  -   Ail-union   Voluntary Society   tcr  Assistance  to the  Army,   Air 

force,   and   Navy.   Fig.   167,   Table   1. 
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Eage   3.   Chapter   1. 

GENERAL   INFOEKÄTION, •■l^Pirpose  acd  technical  specification. 

The  radio engineering  syscera  of the  shcrt-tange navigation of 

BSBN-2  is  intended   for   setting   up in  airports  and on the aircraft  of 

the civil aviation.   It   provides piloting  in cciplsx aeteorological 

conditions with the day  and at  right. 

System  RSBN-2   consists  oi  the ground-based omnidicectional 

azimuth-ranging  radio  ueacon  and  the  aircraft   equipuent,   which »ake 

it  possible  to doteripin^  en  aircraft tl;<? current  polar coordinates - 

azimuth and  slant   rang-  relative  tc  the  site  ct  installation of radio 

beacon.   Data,  obtained   by  the eid  ol  systeni  RSEN-2 measured are 

ccntir.uous  with   hijh   iccuracy,   and   also the  data on  height/altitude, 

rate  and the  course  of   aiiciaft,   dotermined  en  the corresponding 

instrcmentr,   they  ni-ik.^   it  rossir.l^   to crew  to  sclve the  following 

piloting  and  naviyaf ional   itotUirs: 

PTD-ID(RS)T-0017-77 
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air navigation in any rectilinear äirecticn (azlamth)* passing 

through the point of setting radio beaccn, and also on the orbit of 

an arbitrary  radius on  the  liaits of the  range cf systeia; 

air  naviyation  on  any  rectilinear   route,   net  passing   through  the 

pcint  cf  setting  radio  beacon,   with the  aid of coaputer   (SEP) ; 

recovery to yrcund-based  reference  points  »ith  the  indication of 

approach and  toryue/moinent  cf  the  flight/span  cf each reference 

point; 

the drive of   aircraft  into point  it bfgan decreases with  cloud 

penetration  en  that   which  was  assigned  for  this aircraft type cf 

trajectory; 

continuous position  findirg cf  aircraft  fica the obtained 

ir.stantaneouf  values of  aziiauth  and  slant  range; 

_ __». ^r   ' '-—■=■ •    ■ mmm mm^m*ai**iMfrfttfj*^ 
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crosstalk of the call signals of radio beacon, coded on Morse 

code. 

On  radio beacon  there  is  a  plan-posit icn   iisdicator   (PPI)   and 

connected  VHF- radio station  ESIU-ü.   On  PPI dispatchers or  technical 

personnel  can determine the  polar  coordinates  cf the aircraft,   which 

work  «ith  this radio  oeaccn,   and  realize  their  individual 

reccgrition,  but  «ith   the aid  of  the radiostaticn RSIÖ-4 carry  out 

two-way  VHF-coaimunicaticn/ccnnection  with  aircraft. 

In  system  FtSBN-2,   is  ftovided  the  siffultaneous transmission: 

in  direction  aircraft   -  th<- parth/grcur.d:   inquiring 

range-finders signal   »,   r^sponstr signals  tc  grcund-based NKO [99sp3 

People's Ccmmisariat oi  Defense],   the  identification signals ot 

aircraft; 

in  direction   the  eartb/gccund  -  the  aircraft:   the aziiuth 

I^IüHüMI B^fcrtri - - -■ ■ --—^—. 
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signals of  omnidifGctional radio beacon, sutpctting/reference  signals 

"SS" and  "Se",  of  response  cf range-finders sigral,   two-degree 

(identification)  signals of radio  beacon. 

FCCTNOTE   *,  Here and throughout  hearth  by   "signals"  are iaplied the 

loientuia/iBpulse/pulses of  high  and  intermediate frequency 

(radicpulses) .   ENDFCOTNOTE. 

läge  «. 

All tiansaitteiTS and the  betttodyres of  receivers have the 

quartz-cryFtal control  of  carrier   treguencies,   which takes  it 

possible to produce   untuned  cominuricaticn/ccnnection,   the  rapid and 

reliatle exchange cf  freguercy channels  in flight. 

"Irarismittpt   P-200K ot  azia-uth  signals  uorks in the «ode of 

ccntinuous ^niisbioii/räiiiatior.,  vhilw transmitter P-20A  - in  pulsed 

operation   (I cth on  th-   ^svo  trtgutney  channels). The separate 

transmission  of  r? feroncp sigr.els  "S?"  and  ,,36H is  provided   with the 

aid «"f  two-pulse cod«;. 

mmmm 
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TransBiitter P-20D of  the repeater of range finder operates on a 

pulsed basis at  frequencies of those occupying  band 28 MHz. 

The  inquisitor of  range   (SzD)   issues the  inquiring ranging, 

response indicator  and  unique signals  cf aircraft on one of the 

freguency-codo channels of system.   The  aircraft receptor of 

range-finders signal has  a  tanu,  ntcessary  tor  the undistorted 

reception of  the signals,  eaätteä  transmitter  F-20D. 

For  the separation  of the  signals  cf  the  radio beacons,  which 

ttork  at adjacent frequencies,  is utilized  three-pulse coding.   In this 

case,   the  frequencies  cf   unique codes  are  spread not  less  than  to 

four frequency channels.   The alternation cf fcur  records »akes  it 

fossib3e tc avoid  mutual interferences en  acjacent  frequency i 

channels. 1 

mmmm -mÄWwr^; \,, , 
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Key:    (1) ,   Ihe  performance  data  of  radic  beacon-   (2). 

fassability/trafficability,  kir./h.    (3)   25  en  the ground roads of the 

improved coating.    (4).   Veight   of auto,   itgf.   (5)   the power   plant of 

EES-6,  kg.   (6).   Overall  sizes,  ir.ra.   (7)   in  aarch  position,    (8)   in 

operating   position.   (9).   Consumption   fica   grid/network 50  Hz,   220/380 

in,   kVA.   (10).   Consumption   Irom  grid/network  U00 Hz,   208 in,  kVA. 

(11)   aaxifflum.   (12)    iDiniauiH.   (13).   Fuel/prcpellant:   for an  auto.   (U) 

diesel   (COST [99sp04  -   All-union  State  Standard] 4749-49)   or tractor 

(COST  305-42),   the   reserve  mobile   fuel -  -  U00   kgf,   the cons'imption 

of fuel/prcpellant  -   145  kgf on   100  km.   (15)   for the diesel-electric 

aggregates of  power  station  PES-6.    (16)   diesel   (COST 4749-49)   or 

tractor GOST  305-42),   the  reserve  of  the  conveyed  fuel  390   kgf,  of 

consumption  for   1   h   works  at  th^  nominal   power   17   kgf. 

Content  of equipment. 

The  instrumentation   of  system   RSEN-2   is   divided  into 

ground-based  and aiL-r-it.   Ground  equipment  is   installed in  apparatus 

cabin and   thp  ipobile  power  plant  r£S-6,   This  irstrumentation  is 

called and  ground  radio  beacon   (Fig,   1,2)   and   is designated  by   RSBN 

2i. 
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Radio beacon  is  placed on  the  tractor  KHAZ-22G by  two-axis the 

trailer  ANL  in  which is  mounlrnl the power ^Unt PES-6.   Daring 

transporation,  entire  ringing  ai-^  spare  property   is placed  on  trailer 

m. 

* i 
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Eage  5. 

Fig.   1.   Grcun(i-ba£iec radio  heacon  in  wcvinq  position. 

1 
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Fig, 2. Grcund-based radio beacon in expanded/scanned position 

; -- ■■- - 
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In apparatus  bay are  placed the eyuipient  for oanidirecticnal 

azimuth  radir  beacon and  repeater  cf  range  finder,  PPI, 

Bcnitcring-measuring equipment,   the radio station RSIU-U electrical 

equipment. 

Eguipment for  the   cmnidirectional   azimuth  radio beacon  of  system 

BSEN-2 consists of: 

I 

transmitting  antenna  with  the   carrcw-fceam  radiation 

characteristic  in  the  horizontal  plane,   which rotates at a  rate of 

100 r/min; 

the  transmitting  antenna   with  the   rcndirectional radiation 

characteristic  in   horizontal  plane; 

the transmitter  of   F-200M,   wcrking  in  node/conditions  continuous 

generation anä   powering  antenna   with  narrow radiation  pattern   in 

horizontal   plane; 

^^üäHOMMliHh mam^snä j-'^^M^irl^^ff^knT^irim 
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the  transmittei of   P-10A,   which operates  on a  pulsed  basis and 

powering antenna with   nondirccted radiation characteristic  in 

horizontal  plane by  reference  signals  n25u  and   •,36''. 

Fage 6, 

The equipment  ot   repeater of  range finder   includes: 

the  receiving   antennas of   the   upper  and  lewer  angles; 

ground-rased  receptor   (NPU),   providing the  reception  of the 

signals  of   inguisitors,   decoding,   constant  delay,   the automatic 

limitation  of the  charging  cf  the  transnitter  cf  P-20D  the delivery 

cf  signals from aircraft   on  PP1; 

the transmitting  antenna   systein of  the  repeater of  range  finder 

ir.  ncrdirccteJ  radiation characteristic  in  horizontal  plane 

■^^^■""^-'"^liiti 
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tcansmitter P-20D  which operates  en a   juised basis,  provides the 

ceding of  the inquiring  signals,  obtained  ftois receptor,   it develops 

unique signals of radio  teaccr. and  teeds antenna  with nondirected 

radiation characteristic  in horizontal   plane. 

In  the assembly of  the aircraft eguipnent,  designated  RSBN 2st 

they  enter: 

antenna  systeois; 

SZD; 

the aircraft  sensing  transducer  of  a7iBUth and  range   (decay), 

tha*   accepts azimuth  and  retereuce  signals,  the response signals  of 

the ground-oased transmittet  ot  the repeater  of range finder and 

inquiring   indicator  sijnals; 

tearing  unit   (PA),   autcmatically  BieaEuning  the azimuth; 

NtfiriniTiritlriiiMti 
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range unit (BD)f automatically measuring the range and having 

the device of the programraed decrease it the aircraft froi any 

height/altitudes, which indicates to cr«» the predetersined 

trajectory of flight and output/yield tc the glide path of landing 

beaccn; 

control   panels  one of  which   is  established/installed  in  pilot 

(ShchO) ,   and  another -   in  navigator   (ShchtlSh)   intended  for a control 

of aircraft equipment   of  system; 

the directly   reauing  instruments  cf  rarges and azimuth some of 

Khich  is estaßlished/installed  in  pilot   (FFCA)   a another -   in 

navigator   (PPDA-Sh) ,  that  identify/index  and  counting off  the azimuth 

and the  range of aircraft relative  to  radio  beacon; 

the combined   flight   irstruments   (KEP-f),   which have the  vertical 

and  hciizcnt.al arrcv/pointecs,   intended   for  piloting  in the 

■ode/conditions of   zero-driving,   and also  for  instrument landing but 

to the  beacon.« of   PRMG-u or SP-50; 

-TnTTi'"ftfmrtrr mam rmrwrmmm a^^^^Mi^^iiE^^fc.it^a.^i^i: 
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the computer,   which consists of  the  units  of  contcol   (BU)   and of 

final adjustaient   (side-locking) ,   that   ensure  flight  in the  specified 

track  of any  direction. 

Operating   principle. 

fiaiinuth  determination  of   aircraft  relative to ground-based radio 

beacon.   This  determination  is  realized   ty  the   Eeasurement  of the ti«e 

interval  between the  moment  of   reading,   identical for all  aircraft 

which are  located  in  the  zone  of  action  of  radio  beacon,   and the 

torgue/moment of the  reception  cf  azimuth  signal  by each of  then 

individually. 

In  aircnft equipment   fcSBN  2s   (Fig.   3)   azimuth signal  is 

fcrn/shappd  during   irraüiaticn  of  aircraft  ty the antenna  A-l   (Pig. 

H)   which  is  powered  from  thf1  11 anssritter   F-200  B of continuous 

e»iss ion/radiation. 

-    - ——-*-* — m^^.. ^^^^.s -zr- - -s^- 
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The evenly revolving antenna Ä-1 bas nartc« radiation pattern in 

hcrizcctal plane, for raising the accuracy of reading of aziauth, the 

cctator is stabilized. 

The lEOaientua/iiBpulse/pulse, which determines reference point in 

aircraft equipment is fona/shaped into that torque/moaient, when the 

■iddle cf tailure between the lobes of the antenna radiation pattern 

A-1 is directed strictly tcwaid true north. Is realized this as 

fCllCWE. 

i^HügniüliiiiiiiHHii —•—~'-^'- ''mmTTwrri'itftrwmii--, ^-.^..^-.^.^. liMBi"ff'^tffifl .^m 
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iig.   3.   Simplified   block  diagram of   installed  equipneat. 

Key:    (1).  Decoder  of supporting/reference signals-   (2).   Receiver, 

(3).   Block  of the mcasureirent cf azimuth.   (4).   Indicator.    (5). 

Adapter. 

Fig,   «.   Simplified   is  unit  the  diagraaa  cf  ground-based  rauio beacon. 

Key:   (1).   Directional antenna,   (2)   sensor  "suFpcrting/reference  35", 

(3)   azifiiuth  transmitter  F-200K.    (4)   the  transmitter of reference 

signals  P-20A. 

msmtamgmmmmiimmMaj^^^^^ Miiil'iiMaiMMitiilti-iiiMf'i Tjti - ifaiiiliiiffliif iBirmfWiiii-ti 
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Cn the  axis of  antenna  iaiiFobly  are  fastened the disks,   which rotate 

together  by  it.   In   the  circusiference of disks,   are evenly  arranged 

aagnetic  inserts  with  the  aid of  which  they are formed  the 

nomentuB/inipulse/pulses,   conditionally  raised by supporting/reference 

pulses "35"  and  "36",   These momentuiD/iiDpulEe/pulses siaulate 

transmitter   P-20A.   Ihey  are emitted  by  the  anterna of  A-2,   which  has 

the  ncrdirectionai   radiation characteristic  in   horizontal   plane. 

Ihe  sensors of  reference  monientmn/impulse/pulses "35"   and  w3Sn 

are established/installed  fc  that  in  the  direction of the   middle  of 

failure of  the antenna  radiation  pattern  A-1  in  north 

■Oientuo/inipulse/pulses  "SS" coincide  nith  moBertum/impulse/pulses 

•"So".   This  coincidence  subsequentiy   we   kill call northern  agreement, 

and  thf-  moinerituni/im jrulseypulst,   which  is obtained  as a  result  of  this 

of agreeu^iit,   northern.   Northern B.omentum/ii:pulsc/pulse  serves as 

beginring  foe  the   leading  of azimuth.   Thus,  the time  interval  between 

northetn agreement   and   the   toigue/ictrert  ct  the  reception   of the 

azimuth  signal  of   the  pencil-lftaii  antenna   is  ptcportional   to the 

aziwutl   of   ctiicratt  relative  to radic  tcaccn. 

Ti.c  reference  and  azimuth  signals,  accepted  by aircraft  receptor 

and  decoded,   are su^plit-«.  tc  the   Pleasuring   unit of aziiuth. 

m  --■'-*-■■■■■- ■■--  -v nMfafawiftlrmtiittitaiii 
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The  time diagtams,   which  elucidate  the  principle of the 

■easuremGnt  of azimuth,  are  shown   in Fig.   5.   Thf time  interval 

between the northern and  the azimuth mcaentum/iffFulse/pulses of aaaaa 

is  utilized  for the  rough  measureeent  of  azimuth,   but  the   interval 

tet«een  the azimuth  and  the  nearest,  the  sufforting/reference "36"  by 

■csentum/impulse/pulsfcs of   aaaaaaa  -  for precision measurement. 

Azimuth  on  aircraft   is  measured  as  follows   (Fig.   6).   In  the 

time/temporary  modulator  of rough  azimuth deterffination during  the 

agreenent  of reference   pulses "JS"   "36"  are developed  the  strobe 

pulses.   With  the aid of  phase converter FG  rough azimuth 

determination it is realized the smooth  shitt/shear of  strobe  pulses 

to agreement  with  azimuth.   This cferatirg  acde  cf  is called  search. 

In  the caoe of   the   titne/temfor ary   uisagreement/iisoatch  betwoen 

selector  and  azimuth  mouentum/itupulsp/Fulsc-a  in discriminator,   is 

developed  the error  voltage.  This  voltage  tnrcugh  the  amplifier 

affects the electric motor  m,   connected through the reducer with 

fhase   inverter  FG, 

■■ TnTTi masmmmmmmmm&äm IlMMiillfcH-IITIMMrii 
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Electric motor  ra  sets  into  phase   inverter  FG,  as a result  of 

which the  phase of  strote  pulses stECCthly changes to agreeaent  with 

the  phase azimuth.   During  the  coaplete  belt agreeaent of these 

voltage pulses,   of  error on the output  cf discriminator becoaes equal 

to zero,   äS a  result  of  this,   occurs the  autoaatic changeover of 

diagram from  search  mode  into  the   icode/conditicES of tracking. 

Work  in  the mode/conditions of  tracking  occurs analogously. 

Azimuth  momentum/impulse/pulse^ are  ccirfareci  in time  with   the 

reference   pulses "36",   smooth  shift/shtar  of  «hich  is done  with the 

aid of  phase  inverter  FT  the  precision  deteraination of  azimuth. 

System automatically  baiasisiiuyetsya  with  zerc error voltage,   since 

the angle of  ro+ation  cf  axes corresfonds  tc  the  measured   azimuth. 

"™'fcm-M- mm Mlfrtlntifa'*Maa^-'"i 
■   -— - 
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Fig-   5.   The  tiaie diagrams of  the input  signals:  a) 

supporting/reference signals «Be«;   b)   reference signals W35M;  c) 

azitnuth  signals. 

Key:   (1)   anta. 

MUMiKMEii^y^fe?' - *'■'' 
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Fig-   6.   Blcck dia'jrain  of  the Hteasmeiaeiit  of the  azimuth on  of 

aircraft. 

4 

Key:    (1).   Aziiauth   signal.    (2).   Reference  signal  M35".    (3), 

lime/temporary  modulation  of rough  azimuth  dfe :etffiination.    (4). 

Switching  circuit   of  mode/ccnditions.   (5).   li me/teaporary  modulation 

cf the  precision detersnication  of  azimuth.   (6).  lime/temporary 

discriminator.   (7).   Voltage  amplifier  cf  the  error signal. 
-I 
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Phase  invecters FG  and FT  are  ccncected between theaselves by 

reducer  with  relation   1:36.   one turn of the axis of phase  inverter FT 

is   10° rotation of   axis of  phase converter FG.   Eecause of  this  diplex 

»ethcd of.  the measurement  of azimuth,   is  reached  high accuracy. 

Seducer  has selsyn transmitters with  the  aid  of which   the  angle 

cf  rotation  of   its   cutput  axes  transmits  tc the  directly  reading 

instrument  of range and  aziaauth,   the  urits  cf  ccntrol and   final 

adjustment,  computer. 

Banging  of  aircraft  relative tc grcund-based radio  beacon.  The 

range   is rietormined  by  {.ulse method  by  the  measurement  of  the total 

propagation  time of  inguirirg  signal from aircraft to radio beacon 

and  response  signal  from  radio   teacon  tc  aircraft.  This time 

proportionally  measured  cf  the   premise/impulses  which  start  SZD  2. 

SZD at  frequencies,  stabilized   by  quartz,   is  sent  through 

antenna-feeder  systeai  3,   12  pairs of  motrentum/iipulse/pulses.   The 

interval  between momontum/impulse/pulses  is assigned  by   encoder  H, 

which  are located   into  SZD.   Signals   frcn aircraft  are accepted   NPÜ  6, 

that  has all-directional  antenna  5.   ceccder  7   passes the  only   pairs 

c£   the  momt-ntum/ira pulse/pulses  the  distance between which  was 

deterBined  and  preestatlished  ty  the  pnecdet  cf  SZD. 

- '"'>^J—"•-:-T,;- '-""■"-' - ii&'Wiiii i ii-ii i &&2&&&i^&>e>»i ji 
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The decoded mofflentuffl/iffipulse/pulses  pass  through the  unit   15 

liBitations of charging,  balancing   delay  line  8 of transmitter   10 

repeater of range   finder.   This   transmitter   socks at frequencies, 

stabilized  by  quartz,   and  it has encoder  9   with  four  pairs  of   impulse    1 

codes. 

Fulse signals  are  emitted  by  cranidirecticral antenna   11 of  the 

transmitter  of  the  repeater  of  range  finder  and are received as slave 

unit   13,   receiver   has  at  output/yield  decoder   1U,  that  passes  the 

pairs  cf   mcmentura/inipulse/pulses with  the   interval,  assigned as 

encoder. 

I: 
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Fig-   7.  Diagraa of   radio distance  gauge. 

Key:    (1).   Aircraft  channel,   (2).   Measuring  circuit  of  radio distance 

gauge.   (3).   Encoder.   (4).   Decoder.   (5).  Gtcund-tased channel.   (6). 

Balancing delay line.   (7).   Unit  i2. 

üau^um^aMiMü :^m^..^Miii..:«....,«.^,-,.•.. 
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Ihe äecoäed reciprccal  tnoaientuBi/ifffulse/polses approach 

measucing  circuit   1  in   which automatically  an<3 continuously is 

■easured   the  time  between  the sending of  starting 

BOiBentuiB/iinPulse/pulses and  the  mciDentua/iitjulse/pulses of 

answer/response.   The raeasured  time  is  identify/indexed  in   kiloieters 

to  PPEÄ. 

Banging  and aziiauth  on gtound-kased  plan   position indicator- 

According  to ground-based   fEI  are  detetmined  the azimuth and the 

range aircraft  that  work   with   this  radio  fceacor,   and also  is realized 

their   individual desiqnaticr.   Is  provided   this  as follows.   On  one  of 

the diskr-,   which,  rotate  cynchxonously  with  eziniuth are  evenly  placed 

180  inserts  with the aid  of  which  through each  2°  rotation  antenna 

sends off  Biomentuia/impulse/pulse.  Ihese two-degree  pulses,   or 

momentum/iKipulse/pulsos   180,  modulate transmitter  P-20D  and 

simultaneously  start scanning/sweep  EFI, 

From  the output/yield   of   the  transmitter   of  P-20D,  two-degree 

Eomentum/impulse/puls^s,   oi  as  then still  call,   inquiring   indicator 

momentum/inpuise/puis^o,   art supplied  tc  the  CBnidirectional  antenna, 

they  ate emitted ana  are   accfcpted   iry   aicctait   receiver.   In  aircraft 

eguipnent  the: special    liagiair  of  the-   isolation cf  two-degree 
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aoiaentuiia/iBipulse/pulses selects that  ftca  tbeit,  that is accepted 

iiiediately after  the irradiation of aircraft  by the directional 

aziauth antenna»  The chosen  n-oient uai/JL"Fu3.£€/Ful.£e starts  the  SZD, 

which transmits to  the  catth response signal.   This signal  is  received 

as the oBnidirectional  receiving antenna cf the upper or  lower 

angles,   it  approaches  NPÜ,   «hence  it is sufplied on the  PPI, at 

screen of which appears brightness  mark.  The distance of aark  froa 

the center  of tube  is  profctticnal tc distance  cf aircraft,  and the 

angular position of  mark corresponds to the aziauth of  aircraft. 

For  the  facilitation  of  coordinate determinaticn of aircraft  on 

EPI,   are calibration  range   aarks ar.d azimuth,   obtained  from the 

special diagrair   which  is started simultaneously  with scanning/sweep. 

In the  work of  the  transmitter of  the  flan« radio of   BSIU-«*,   is 

included two's complement,   thanKc to  which the  Bark of  aircraft on 

PPI  bifurcates  itself  how  is  provided   its  individuality of 

identificaticn. 

For the  trausmissicn of the identification signals of  radio 

beacon,   aio utilized the  three—julse  ptcmise/iirpulEes of  the demand 

■   ■ 
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of  indication,   one  of   the  momentuin/impulse/pulses  at each 

premise/iiapulse is  switched  so  that  is  obtained the two-letter  code 

of recognition coded  on   Korse code« 

Ccnstruction, 

For setting directed  a2iniuth the  antenna   and  its drive of 

chassis/landing gear of  the auto  cf KaAZ-22lGf   is increased on   0.5 », 

Here are  placed the column of  the  drive  of  aziiruth  antenna  and the 

unit  of the  fundamental  machines,   and  ate  alsc  fastened  two hoists 

cne of  which  serves  for  lift  and the settling  cf the  mast   cf  the 

receiving  antenna  of  low angles and  the  ether - for lift and the 

settling  spare  track. 

Eage   10. 

On  the  shaft  of  the  stattet   motor  of  the   cclumn  of   the  drive  is 

fastened  aziffiutlul   antenna.   Fci   a  decrfase   in   the  aerodynamic 

leadings,   the antenna   rotates   väthin  "tent" -   wind shield«   The  roof 

of  wind  shield  consists of  thf.   iretal  frame,   covered on  top  by  canvas. 

■MM mmm m^smmmsmmmmi s^ms ^mmiSm'h-r-Mtäit^mxii^^äamität^.^.. .-..,       , eMäisaWltluieiH^I 
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Side  walls  of wind  shield are-  amde  from the  light   panels of the  foam 

whose  dielectric properties  do  not exert a  substantial influence on 

radiation  pattern and  the  power,   emitted  azimuth antenna. 

For warming the  body  between  external  and  internal circuits and 

also   in sex/floor  is  packed  the   foam. 

Body   has two  tear:   worker  - starbcard  in   the course of  auto and 

eiergency  -  with  left,   two  window   with  blinds.   From starboard  next  to 

deer  is arranged cable   panel.   On the  frent/leading external  wall of 

body   in the separate  cabinets are  rocunted  storage  batteries  ZST-98 - 

en  five   in each  cabinet.  Above  driver's cabin   in  cabinet,   are 

arranged  two  fan  for   the  blowout  of  the ceriaet  tubes of transmitters 

and one  ian  for  the  blowout  of   eguipaient   in the  cabinets of  the 

frcnt/leading wall   ot  DOdy.  In   this  same cacinet is 

established/installed the converter EC-50C for the feed of the radio 

station of RSIU-U. The blowout of «qaipirent of the rear wall of body 

and cabinet cf feed is realized by the fan, strengthened to the rear 

wall cf body. The air, which ccols ecjui^aiont, is cleanned of dust by 

the  filters,   placed   of   the   air   intaxss  cf   fan. 

-i 
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For the preservation/retertion/aairtaining of  the nornal 

cperating  temperature  in  body,   are three  exhaust  fans one  of which is 

arranged on  the  front/leading  wall  of  bcdy,  and two others  - on rear« 

Between the  blown  off/out  cabinets and   the  walls  cf body,   are  mounted 

distributive duct   «ith   cpening/apertures.   Ir. winter equipment  is 

blown  off/out  by the  air,   gathered   freie the body  through the  windows 

of  front/leading arid rear  walls.   The  shctter/valves of  the   windows of 

front   wall,   which ccntrcl  air  supply,   are  connected by   lever»   which 

are located  under  ceiling. 

For the  connection of  antennas  to  egui^ent  on front/leading and 

rear  walls  outside   body  under  fans,   are  estehlished/installed antenna 

input/introductions.   To front/leading  antenna   input/introduction  are 

conducted:   cable PKK-5/16  from  receiving  artenna,   two cable of 

BKK-5/1B  from   the   transmitting  antennas the  cables  of  light 

enclosure/protection receiving  end transmitting antennas.   To antenna 

input/introduction   en   the  rear   wall   cf   body,  are conducted   two cable 

cf   RK-1   the  cable  of f-e^d  fioai extension  receiver,   the cables of 

RKK-5/18 from  the   antmnas,   arrange/located  on  trailer,   and  cable 

BKG-1C from  the  revolving  transition of azimuth  antenna and  to  the 

fetet  of  the   passage  power  cf   the  transmitter  cf  P-200H. 

■^BMB mmm »^«^■^^a^a-^aaBt,. ^^^^..^g^^^a^Bg^Utaian^^ 
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For the connection/inclusion of  the  pcrtafcle control  panel of 

the radio station  of RSI0-*I#  smokestack  fan and portable light 

outside  body,  are special couplings. 

Cn front  «ail   of  the  fcodies  are placed to  the  left   racks  of 

transiitters,  P-200M,   P~20D,  P-20A,  responder's ground-based receiver 

(NPO),  In  right to  angle  is established/installed the section  with 

furnace,, water  storage  tank  and  by  cabiret  for  firewood. 

Cf rear  wall  are  arranged  froin  right  tc  left  the cabinets  PPI, 

the radio  station   of  RSIÜ-4,  of supervisory equipaent   (kA),  of   NPÜ, 

roll control of  antenna   jUVA).   On the  cabinet  of the radio station of 

ESPU-U,   are  established/installed  portable  cscillographs. 

Cf  the tight   wail   of  body,   is  located  the  cabinet  of  feed   (ethyl 

alcohol)   above   which  is  mounted  the  tnfiter  cf  the   passage power  of   the 

transiitter  of  P-200M.   Meter passage  power  connect with the  which 

rotates transition   of   tne  azimuth  antenna  through  the  filter by  the 

cable of  HKG-10. 

tMmmm V Im *£''ih]"*—•'*'- '• 11 inu m  i-M i ■ 
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fig.   8.   Antenna-feeder   devices:   ,  and  ,   {base  converters:   ft   - 

fj  - HF- filters. 

Key: (1). Antenna of reference signals "35" and "36". (2). Antenna of 

the repeatec of rangefinder. (3). Azimuth antenna. (U), Antenna of 

lower angles. (5). Anterna cf the upper angles. (6). Drive, (7), 

Bevclving transition. 

timäumimmää laMMMiaMaaiaiMa^iLa^-^a^. -T-u-L. ,. * 
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On  the right  wall   cf  body are placed   fire  extinguisher OfI-2f 

siren  RVS-24,  telephone T&N-6,  hanger  and  t«o ccllapcible chairs.   On 

by  virgin to  the  wall  of  the body   is  fastentd  tfce  hinged/reversible 

stand   (on emergency  doer)   c£ sconce  for  the illuaination of  this 

stand,  the  case of  first-aid kit,   folding  ckadanoy chair and the 

field telephone TAN-43.   Cabinet  with  instruisents and operators chair 

are  fixed  on the  sex/flcor  cf  body. 

In tiie  middle   of   the  sex/floor   cf  tody,   is made the hatch   «ith 

the removable cover where  are   facked  transient   (repair)   cables, 

Sfckestack  fan,   cabinet   with  rfeirovable  lights,   units  II  spare  parts 

of  the  EjJio  station  of   RSIU-4,   etc. 

Cn the outside of  fcedy havi  four  cabinet  fcr the laying ot the 

spare equipment  which  is  utilized with  the seaming of  radio beacon. 

Chapter II, 

AN1ENNA   FEEDER   UNITS. 

Fee  providing   i simultaneous operaticn of  three channels cf 

mmj^siMm 
ü&^&mtmmmk 
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coaaunication/coiuiection  th€  "earth/gtcun'i  -  aircraft",   two 

ccBBunication channels of  ccmiBunicatiori "aircraft - the 

€arth/ground,,f   the   works  cf supervisory equip«ent  and raäio station 

ESIÜ~U in  the instrumentation  SSBN   2i  are  utilized  the  following 

antenna  feeder  units   (Fig.   8): 

the directional antenna of  transtnitter  P-2C0  a   (azituth 

antenna); 

th«,  oünidirectional  antensa of  transmitter P-20Ä   (antenna  of 

reference  signals  "35"   and   "Bo") : 

the  cinnidirectior.al antenra of  transmitter P-20D of the repeater 

cf rarge finder   (antonna  cf  the  repeater of range  finder): 

the       ceiving   antennas NFü  and   EFC; 

the  parabolic   receiving artenna  cf ccrtrcl  »obile  station   (KVP), 

the  picking  uj   signal  cf   ttansritter  P-iCCR; 

mmmumäam. 
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the hern antenna   KVF,   which  picks  up signal  of transaitters 

E-20Ä   and   of   P-20D; 

the discone antenna  of  the  radio  station  cf  RSia-4. 

■ > aaaaHHB .i.>---^.. y .•;... .J^...-,,,,^^. r        • f" «aaai 
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Fig.   9.   Aziaiutb  antenna. 
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Fig. 10, Diagram of the directivity of the azituthal antenna: a) in 

hcrizcntal plane; b) in vertical plane. 

Key: (1). Individual diagrams. 

>,..^. määei^M r..!-..>. 
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Antenna  of   the  transmitter   E-200M. 

This antenna is intended ior the fccaiaticn of azinuth signal. In 

hcrizcntal plane it has twc-lote radiation fattern, while in vertical 

- it  provides visual range  within  limits  from  C to 45°. 

Ante.nna  is the truncated   farablcid  of   rotation 4.5 X   1.6 m in 

size/disiensian  with three antiphase  irtadiators,   placed on vertical 

line   (Fig-   9), 

Approximately  50o/o of  power of  the transmitter of P-200M   will 

le  feed/conducted  to the   upper  irtadiator   A   (Pig-   10)#   and   into 

average b and lower  into irradiatocs -  en  25o/c.  This power 

distribution  is  provided   by  coaxial   type   divider/denominatcr.   The 

lengths  of  the  cables,   which  go  from   the  divider/denominator  of  power 

to separate  irradiatoi,   are  selected  by such,   that  occurs  the 

following  phasing  of  the   field  currents of   the  resonators:   A-90o, 

B-0o,   V-2700.   The  selection   of   the   phases  of  the   field  currents  of 

mM «m^si^^wi*^^ -.-Tp-yr- -1 
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irradiators  makes  it possible  tc attenuate/seaken  the  interference 

Einiffluits,   caused by  the  separation  of   irradiatcrs on vertical   line, 

and to even  the resulting   radiation  pattern in   vertical  plane. 

For  a  decrease  in  the  aerodynamic  drag,   the reflecting  surface 

antenna  is carried  out   in  the   for»  of  grid.  The area  of 

opening/apertures  is 80-85o/o of entire sur.face. 

The  principle of  the  fcrmation  of  radiation  pattern in 

horizcntal  and   vertical   planes  is based  en   the   property  parabolic 

antenna  which entails  the  fact   that  if   we  displace  point irradiator 

relative   tc  the  focal   axis  of   reflector,   then   the  form/shaped 

ray/heam  is  deflected  to  cfpcsite  side   to  the   angle,   proportional to 

this   displacement. 

During   small   disp lacentfent  of   emitter,   the   value of  angle  6  the 

deviation  of   the   maximum  of   diagram   it   is   pcssihle  to determine  by 

formula 

^.^.^...^„.-li.-.A...:;. ..■.-.. aj&aiMft-toiäa UM>il kp.4» JK| 
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«here  h is displacement  of  the  irradiatcc:   f - focal distance. 
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Fig«   11.   Dcuble-slotted   ircadiator  and  the  structure of  the  fields: 

a)   the general view of   irradiator;   b)   the  term  cf  irradiator along 

the  ncrmal  to Howe'c plane;   1  -  the electric  field of  resonator;  2 

tagnetic  poMer lines;   3 -  surface currents. 

f 
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If   we   use antiphase  inadiator  and  to  flacc   its it  is 

symmetrical relative tc the  vertical   fecal   flaue,   then  the   resulting 

radiation   pattern   sail   have  two  lug/lote  with  the  zero value of  field 

in the  direction of  this   plane   (see Fig.   10a). 

In  order aore accuxatoly  to  deterioine  the  position  of  the 

electrical  axis of   azimuth  antenna and to  raise the accuracy of the 

ieasurement  of azirautb   en  aircraft,   it   is  necessary to  have the 

acute/sharp   cinimuni  of   radiaticn  pattern.   Ihe   sharpness of   the 

nirifliuif depends on   the   slope/transconductauce  of the internal  fronts 

of  lug/lobes and  it   reaches  the  aiaxinuir  value  at  the intersection  of 

individual  radiation  patterns  at  the  level   C,7   (shown  broken  line  in 

Pig.   10a). 

The  principle   of   the   formation  of   radiaticn  pattern  in   vertical 

plane  is explained   by   Fig,   10b.   By  broken   lines are shown   the 

approximate  individual  radiaticn  pattcrrs,   obtained during 

irradiation  of   reflector   by separate  irradiators,   and the  approximate 

resultant,   radiation   pattern. 

For   a  decrease   in   the   qround  effect   or   thp  formation   of   the 

■Mam^M^^";a^^^";-''':- ^.,^,„^,„,.11 i^^Mat^^.» 
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radiation  pattern,   decrease  in  the dead  space  and  weakening of   the 

interference  niniaiuais,   the  antenna  is   irclined  to  15° upward.   To 

coBpletely eliminate ground effects is  iapcssitle; therefore 

approxiraately at an  angle of  2°,   is created the  aininu«,   caused by 

the  interference of  straight  line  and  reflected ray/beams. 

Thus,   the  system  of   three  diverse on  vertical line antiphase 

irradiators together with  reflector  prcvidss double-lobe radiation 

pattern  in  horizontal   plane ana  initial radiaticn  pattern   in 

vertical. 

Antiphase to irradiate  is  the  rectangular  resonator,   in which 

are  gashed  rectangular   parallel  slots   (fig.   11a). 

The excitation  of   rosonator   is realized  ty the stub,   intrccuced 

through the opeiiing/aperture   ir  the  certer  cf   the  large   wall of 

rescnatcr and  position  en line  perpendicular  tc  plane  XoY   (Fig.   lib). 

^>^-..^^,- .^,.. -^. ^ T  M (] ^. | 
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Eage   la. 

The fundamental  magnetic   (electrical)   fluctuation,   which 

fcssesses  the  lowest  frequency  and the simplest structure,   has the 

follouing  components: 

where the  aaaaa -   thp   projection  cf  the  affplitude  value  of  electric 

intensity  for  Z-axis;   aaaaaa -  the   projection  cf the  naxiroum value of 

the arflitude  of electric  irt«-i:sity   for Z-axis;  aaaaaaaaaa  - the 

fccjecticn  of   the  aipplitude  values of  the strength  magnetic  field  on 

the  axis X  and Y;   the  aaaaaaa  cf  the  prcjecticc of   the  maximum  values 

cf amflitade  of  stcenyth^ ot  the iragnetic  field of  axis  X  and  Y;  a,  b 

"•--•^a°a-M-",lM& ^^^ ^-mmiSnmitrirnWT=f^ ~.^.,i£. 
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- the size/dimensions of  resonator  along  the  axes  X and Y 

respectively. 

this  field  is  called  a  field  of the  type  of  aaaaaaaaaaaaaa. 

In  the case in  ijufisticn the  electric  field  has a  only one 

longitudinal component  aaaaa.   It  maxinsaily   in  the  middle of  resonator 

(direct/straight  aaeaaaaaaaaa  and  aaaaaaaaaa  coinciding  with  the axis 

of  stub) ,   but  to directions to  upper  and  lower,   right  and   left,   walls 

decreases according to  sinusoidal  law.   ihe  electrical  lines of   force 

are  straiyht  lines,   that go  from temote  wall  tc  near.  Magnetic  power, 

the lines  are closed curves.  The   planes  in   which it are arranged, 

parallel to  the  near and   retnote  walls  ct  resonator. 

aaynet'o field  equal  to zero  into   the  iriddle  of resonator 

(direct/straight aaaadaadaaaaaoaaaiaaaa)   and  reaches ntaximutn  value of 

its   walls.   Value  Loth  electrical  and   magnetic   zerooes  does   not   depend 

en coordinate  z. 

JWMMiWirWiinifliiM^ ,,„1, ^^Lli¥^s,iak&&i^d!i-^^^^*-si,i;ffi;^:^:*i i.ioi,. li.'.i 
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The  value  of   resonance  frequency   fcr  the  fluctuation  of  the 

aaaaaaa of  aaaaaaad  depends or,  size/diisnsicns  cf   resonator   (a  =  250 

IB,   b =  210  Bira,   1  =   110  mm)   and  is  deterisinid   fron  foraula 

where  the  aaaaa  is  an electrical   fenetraüility; 

aaaaaa -  magnetic  penetrability. 

Surface  currents   3  in  near   and  remote  vertical walls  at  each 

point in   time are  eijual   in  aagnitude and  flew   relative  to  node   K to 

cfposite  sides. 

Iht-  places of   the  arrangcmcn^/periKUtation  cf slots on   the   walls 

of  cavity  resonator  are  stltctfd,   en  the  strength  of the  following 

considerations,   one or   the  wiatspr^ad   terms of  slot antenna  is the 

antenna   in  the  lorm or   halt-wave ülot,   for   cfctaininq antiphase 

mmmmmm i n-'lTfrilrimnrnT iifufl 
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slotted  irradiator,   the  slots  are  arranged  syniBetrically  relative  to 

stub - cavity driver.   During  this excitation  of  resonator,   the  power, 

eaitted by  slots,  are  identical. 

The   most intense  excitation   of   slots   is   achieved  by  their 

location  in  the   places  cf the greatest   density  cf surtace  currents 

(conduction  currents)   on the   internal   halls of  resonator and  so that 

thtse currents  would  intersect slot  at   the  angles,   close to  straight 

lines.   Conduction  currents  en  the  internal   walls  cf  resonator are 

closed  through  tir   trees in  the  form  of   fcias  currents. 

The distribution  of   voltaqr  along  the   length  of resonant slot 

has  sinusoidal  character  with  antincde   in   the   niddle. 

Ihe coaxial   lividtr/do rou-inatcr  cf  pefcer   is  crest-like  coaxial 

distributor  with the aiiterer.t  input  i.csistor/rGsistances  of 

reooval/outlets. 

The entry  impedince of  aaaaaaa  is  determined  by  the  wave 

resistance  of  reaovii/outlets p  and  load  xm^edance of  aaaaaaa 

■■■a ■""^^^^limtfW .1 i n n., M TlifiiHiilff^^'*^''^ 
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ccnnected  to it. 

"Ihe  leads of   removal/cutlets are  the  resonators;  therefore 

.  end   Section, 

mtmmma -•^tmiinmr*^^^-1' 
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Fig.   12.   Rotatinj   junction and  its electrical   circuit. 

Key:    (1).   Inner  Lead.    (2).   Outer  lead. 

fcMBÜi ii mtumi^mämi^m ■■- -^:-^ >^-,    .. 
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The power   level P   in  removal/outlets is determiaed  from formulas 

whera   U  -  the   voltage/stress,   fed  to  removal/outlet. 

In   order  that   power   Pj   would  be  2   tiroes  more  than   power  P2/   wave 

impedance  p2  is  taken   aaaaa  times  more  than  px. 

;< 
The  revolving   transition   provides  the   possibility   of   the 

rotation  of  one  part of   the coaxial  line relative   to another without 

the  breakdown  of  conditions of   transmission of  electroaiagnet ic 

energy.   These conditions  are  not disrupted,   if   in  the   revolving 

transition  are applied  the   line  elements  of transmission  with   the 

axial   symnietry   of   an electromay netic  field   cf   the   type   by   the   fact. 

Ii;   system   Pr.BN-2   is   utilized   the  contactless   (choking)   coaxial 

revolving   transition,   in   which   galvanic contact  is  replaced  ty   wore 

aaaaMOTas^^^^ 
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reliable electrical  short circuiting  in high  frequency   (Fig.   12) 

Short  circuit   is   produced   because   of  the   application/use  of  the 

short-circuited  half-wave line,   connected  in  series in  the  external 

wire   of  coaxial   f&eder   (point   a,   b) #   and the extended  l/U-wave  cut 

(H-f.- throttle/choke)   in indoor wiring   (point   d,   e). 

The grinding   itself   joint   (points c,  d)   in the external   wire of 

coaxial  line,   is carried   out  at  a  distance   aaaaaaa  from 

shortcircuited  end/lead.   In  this  place  the  amplitude  of   current   is 

close   to  zero;   therefore  losses   for  heating  and  emission/radiation 

are snutil.   Change  resistor/resistance  in this   place «ith  the  function 

of  the  grinding   itself   joint does  not  exert  a   substantial   influence 

on the  work of   the   revolving coupling. 

Antennas  of  transmittprs  ^-2GA  and  of   P-20D. 

The  difference between  these  antennas  entails  the   fact   that  the 

diameter  of   the  circular  emitter  of  the  antenna of  the  repeater  of 

range  finder   is  somewhat   less  than   the   diameter of   the   emitter   of   the 

UB^t'fMB|3^3^^^t|^i^^r.s^fl^ 
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antenna  of  reference signals,   since  transmitter  frequency   of P-2ÖD  is 

higher than the  transmitter  frequency of  P-20A,  Therefore  minutely 

let  us fexainine  only  the  antenna of  reference signals   (Fig.   13).   This 

antenna  is a vertical  series  of  nine circular emitters,   which  ensure 

nondirectional emission/radiation  in  horizontal plane during the 

horizontal polarization of  field-  Circular emitter consists of  three 

diverse  in circumference curved  half-wave dipoles  which  are connected 

with  the aid  of  probe  with the  inner  wire  of  coaxial feeder. 

For an  increase  in  the range of system,  and also for   obtainirg 

continuous visual   range with angle  of elevation the antenna radiation 

pattern  on   vertical  plane  has  a  form,   shown in  Fig.   13b.   This   is 

achieved  by  the application/use of  a  vertical  series of circular 

emittersi   by   the selection  of   phases  and  amplitude  of   the   feed 

currents  and  by  the  application/use of   a  screen. 

B^äMaa|||&aMia|iyMi ^ |.||i||.||| 
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Fig.   13.   Transiaittirvj   antenna  of  the reference signals:   a)   electric 

circuit;   b)   radiation   pattern   in  vertical  plane;  c)   circular emitter 

and  its  vibrator;   d)   the  general view  of  antenna. 

mmamä^^m aliaürimaMtM^iaMä ■--— 
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The diagram of  the  feed of circular  emitters  1-9  antennas  of 

reference  signals and   power distribution are shown   in  Fig.   13a.  From 

the  figure one  can   see   that   to all  emitters,   except thä  fifth,   will 

be feed/conducted  the   identical  power.   The even distribution  of  power 

is realized  by  a  divider/denominator Tr of  the  transformer  type,   and 

its  supply   to emitters  is conducted   with  the  aid of cables  PK-1.   If 

cables  have  identical   length,   then  all  emitters  are supplied 

cophasaliy  and in   the   absence  of  ground effect  the   Baximum   of 

radiation  pattern  is arranged  horizontally.  However,   since  the  middle 

of  a vertical scries of  antenna   is arrange/located approximately on 

height/altitude 6.5  m,   then on  the  formation of diagram  have an 

effect the  signals,   reflected   from  the  earth/ground.   Therefore   field 

acquires the  interference  structure,   which  is  characterized   by   the 

presence of  the  maxitnuras  and  miuimums. 

For the  weakening  of  roinimums  and  obtaining continuous visual 

range in  vertical  plane,   the  maximum of  diagram is  directed  no* 

horizontally   but at  an  angle of   5°.   For  this,   the  second  cable   is 

shortened  on   15-16  m\\,   the  third to   30-32  mm,   the  fourth to US-UR   mm 

etc.   This   leads  to   increased  th^  strength  ot   field   in  the   minirauris  of 

diagrair. 
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The examined   series of eight circular  emitters   (with  the 

exception of the fifth)   provides shaping of continuous visual range 

in vertical  plane at small angles of  elevation. 

For  the  overlay of  visual   range  at  wide  angles of  elevation  and 

for  obtaining  low   dead   space serves  the  fifth  circular  eaitter   of   the 

arranged/located  above   the  screen  at   height/altitude X/U.   To  this 

emitter  is  fed   approximately half of all power  applied  to  antenna. 

The division  of   power   between   the   fifth emitter and  the  others   is 

done  by a  coaxial   divider,   while  power  supply   to the  fifth  emittpr 

and  transformer -  by  cables  EK-.3. 

Page  17. 

All emitters  arf   included  into  pressurized/sealed cylindrical 

plexiglas  cover  which   shields  them from moisture,   dust,   etc. 

High-frequency  energy  from transmitter P-20A  will   be 

feed/conducted   to antenna   with   the  aid   of  the  cable  RKK-5/1H  through 

the continuous-power  met^r   IPH-il   and  the  phase  inverter   which   makes 

mm Mtiiiiittliif Hiii iiiMimr1-- 
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it  possible  to improve   traveling-wave  ratio   (KBV). 

Antennas  NPU and  NPO. 

The receiving   antennas NPÜ  have the  nondirectional  diagram  in 

hori2cntal  plane and continuous visual  range in vertical plane  at 

small and wide angles  of  elevation   (within  limits froa   0 to  65°), 

providing   the  reception  of  signals   SZD. 

Obtaining continuous visual  range  in  vertical  plane is  achieved 

by  the application/use   ot   two  antennas,   i.e.,   by  fundamental   (antenna 

of  lower  angles)    and auxiliary   (antenna   ot   the   upper anriss). 

Fundamental receiving   antenna   1   (Fig.   I1*)   provides the overlap  of 

zone   in  vertical  plane   at.  small  angles  of elevation and  serves  for 

the reception of  interrogating  signals  from aircraft,   which  are 

located  at   large distances,   while  auxiliary  2  - for the overlap of 

zone  at  the  wide  anjles of elevation  and smoothing of  the 

interference   mini!«urns. 

The operating   principle  of  antennas  is analogous  to  th» 

^^^^^^^..^^.^z.^-.^ 
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principle  of  the  work  of  the transmitting  antennas of rafarence 

signals  and  repeater  of  range  finder. 

The fundamental antenna is a vertical  series of seven circular 

eaitters.   The  center of  this series is  located  on  height/altitude  9.8 

B.   The  maximum  of   the  emission/radiation  of  antenna   is  directed 

horizontally,   which   provides the  reliability  of   the  rscaption   of  the 

signals,   which coae  in  at  small  angles.   However,   because of  the 

signals,   reflected   from   the earth/ground,   ace  created the  deep 

interference   minimumG,   which  overlap  interference  maximums   of   the 

radiation  pattern   of  supplementary  antenna. 

Supplementary   an'-ennd  consists  of   five the same  as  the  whisker 

of  the  fundamental   antienna,   circular  emitters,   but  under  the   third 

eaitter at a  distance,   approximately equal  to  the  fourtn of 

wavelength,   is  arranged   th^   metallic screen,   which  makes  it   possihlo 

to  decrease Tie   ioa-l  space  and   to  create  visual  range  at   wide  angles 

of elevation.   The   height/altitude  of  supplementary antenna   is 

selected   from  the   conditions or   the  overlap of  the  interference 

Binimums  of   the  radiation  pattern  of   the  fundamental  antenna. 

mammkmiäMtmmA,. fr^, ^. 
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Feeder systsias within antennas are made from the cable RK-1, and 

the fur.daniental feeders, which connect antennas with receivers, fiom 

the cable RKK-5/18, which possesses small attenuation in iecimeter 

wave band. In the circuit of the tundamental feeders, are included 

the surge absorbers. 

The receiving antennas NPO in their operating principle and 

construction are analogous to the antennas NPU and differ only in 

terns of amount of circular emitters. 

Fundamental antenna 1 (Fig, 15) is the vertical series of 10 

circular emitters whose middle is established/installed on 

height/altitude B.2 m and serves for the reception of signals, 

arriving at small angles to the horizon. Antenna overlaps visual 

range in vertical plane from 0 to 15° with the first inter fere nc<- 

Biniaums at anjles of I0!?' and 2035,, whicli are overlauped by the 

interference maxiaums of supplementary antenna. 

Supplementury antenna 2  consists of nine circular emif-ers, ?h» 

■ iddle emitter is located on height/altitude 6.2 m. Uniier the upper 

enittHi, at a dist ince e^ual to 1/4 wavelength, is 

mmmmmmMmsamä ü - ^•
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established/installed  the  screen, 

^■^^■^■.^^■...■v. ^.■■..... ..^  r:. ■ 
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Pig« 1U. Fundamental and supplementary antenna of the NFU: a) the 

general view of antennas; b) the resulting radiation pattern in 

»ertical plane. 

Fig. 15. Fundamental and supplementary antenna of the NPO: a) the 

general view of antennas; b) the resulting radiation pattern in 

vertical plane. 

i 
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Pig. 16, Diagrams of the directivity of the antennas of the radio 

beacon: 1 - the azimuth antenna; 2 - the antenna of transmitter 

P-20A; 3 - the antenna of the transmitter F-20D; 4 - antennas Npn ; 5 

- the resulting visual range of radio beacon. 

i 
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Th"  very  i inuor tan t  rperat ionnl  chatacteristic of  the 

grooii'J-lidsed   ayuxjjwaiit   uf   izimuth-ca uy i ng   syates   is  th?   73iie   oi   ta*- 

coveraye   whici;   caerict t-rizr-s  the   poysil-i lities   of   using   a   systf-;n   for 

providin-j   air  navigation  'it   differ^nt  haiqht/altitudes. 

At   liigh   dltituaes   the   interference   minnnuirs  of   the   ra di a*: ion 

patterns  of   separate antennas   {?iy.    16)   create   the  space   in   which   th-^ 

system  aoes  not   dssar--   air   navigation.   These   ininiimms  are   sn;newi:at 

displaced   relative   to   each  other.   Because   of   this   the   space,   in   which 

the   systos   Joes   not   provide   air   navigation,   soniewhat   increases. 

Juring   th"   ''inss   us-«   of   a  systyai   RSEN-2   for  the   air   r.a vi u r ion   of 

the   vir.U'il   ranj"  o*   r.iiio   beacons,   they   must   DC   aniforai,   whicn 

Eeguites   th'^   rin?   adju.-itment   of   antenna   systems  at   plant. 

TiiH  result inj   visual   rangp  depends   on   the   state   of dntejriü 

feeder   units  ana   onv.v;* in j   contacts,   power   supply   raust tie   co« iuctod 

only   by   tiiosr.  cables   which   wer«;   utilized   in   the   process at   -he   ij^uiil 

c£  anteain.i   syst^in^   a*    :vlant   ana   th^y   are   located   in   tue dii^-^ini ly   of 

statior. 

Äjajiiiiii '^Sjg^M^^sä^^^^ tMHttüüii „.-—^.^^—^■.^,. 
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The  replaceai^nt  of   the cables  of   high   trequency  and  the 

disturtance/breakdown   of  contacts can  cause changes  in  ensrgy 

distribution,   whicn  substantially shows  up in  the  form  of  the 

radiation   patterns   of   separate  antennas,   it brings  to appaared   new 

interference   minimuais  and  to an  increase   in  the zones  of  the 

uncertain  indication. 

Chapter   III. 

TBANSMITTERS.   Transmitter   F-200M. 

This  transmitter    (Fig.   17)   is  intended  for  the  generation   of 

continuous  high-frequency  oscillations   in  decimeter  wave band   which 

are utilized  for  the creation  of  azimuth signals. 

zM^M^ä^&t^^ *&i*fciääA&tiB4t'a^^ ^^.. _ _ __ _J 
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Fig-   17.  The cabinet of   transmitter   9-200n:   1  -  high-voltage 

rectifier  block;   2  - control  unit  of  rectifier;   3 - five-stage 

exciter block;   U -   frequency-iaultiplier block;   5 -  power amplifier 

block. 

■^ ^..v;.    ^.■^^A^-.,,..^ 
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Functional  diayraai.   Transniitter   (Fig.   18)   includes: 

the block  ot   live-stage driver; 

the block ot   frequency multiplier; 

the   unit  of  power   amplifier; 

the  control  unit   of   rectifier   +350  V; 

the  unit  of  high-voltage  rectifier; 

the   urit  of   the  »eter  of  passage  power. 

The  unit  of  the five-stage  driver  of  destination  for   producing 

fluctuations   of   forty   record/iixed  and   guartz-stabilized   frequencies 

which  are  obtained   dft>?r   36-fold  frequency   multiplication.   This  unit 

consists  of   the  mastei:   oscillator,   two  cascade/stages  of  the 

frequericy  triplers,   cascade/stage   of   the  power  amplifier  and  output 

stage   of   the  frequency   doubler.   From  the  output/yield   of  the   unit   of 

five-stage  drivei,   the   power  is  supplied  to the   input   of   the   unit   ot 

frequency   multipliers. 

mja^mammmim^g   ^ ^ 
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The  unit  of   frequency   multipliers   is  intended  for  subsequent 

frequency   multiplication  and contains  two  cascade/stage.   Fluctuations 

from  the output/yield   of   the  second  doubler are supplied   to  the  input 

of   the  unit  of   power amplifier. 

The   unit  of  power   amplifier  amplifies  the   fluctuation   of   the 

waves of decimeter   range. 

The  unit  of  the meter  of   passage  power measures  the  power   of   the 

oscillations,   which  enter   from   the   power  amplifier  to  the  antenna, 

the oscillation   frequency  and  coefficients  of   standing   and   traveling 

waves,   in   terms  of   values  of  which   it   is   possible  to  judge  th?1 

agreement  of   the  output   resistance   of   transmitter  and  input  antenna 

resistance. 

The  control  unit   ny   rectifier   +   350  V   is   irtended   for   switching 

on  and  disconnection  of   transmitter,   it  monitors  its   work,   and   also 

feeds  the   anode  and   shielding  circuits  of   the   unit  of   five-stage 

driver.   The  unit of  high-voltage  rectifier   feeds the anode  circuits 

illMffiMfllte,i^'-^^m^^ 
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of  the fifth  -  tha   eighth   the  cascade/stages  of transmitter,   by 

direct current  with  voltage/stress   +1250 V  and  +1700 V. 

For plate cooling   of  the  tubes  of  transmitter and  their 

protection  front overheating  provided  fcrced-air cooling.  Cold  air  is 

supplied  from the   fan   through  special  air   ducts. 

Unit  of  five-stage  driver. 

The  aastor  oscillator   (first  cascade/stage)   is assembled   on   tube 

L1    (6N6S)   and  it   has  crystal  control.   The  equivalent  diagram  of  this 

generator  can  be reduced to a   capacitiva  three-point circuit  with 

coamon/gencral/total anode   (Fig.   20).   Since the plate circuit  LgCj! 

(see   Fig.   19)   of the generator   is  tuned to  the  second  harmonic   or   the 

crystal  freguency,    for   the  first  harmonic  its  resistor/resistancf-   can 

be disregarded. 

mtmaa ymmmm^m&i ^^^^ llmlMiittilMMMaiiiM^^ 
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Fig-   16.   Functional  circuit  of   trdnsmittei:   P-200H. 

Key:    (1).   unit of   five-stage driver.   (2).   Unit  of  frequency 

Bultipliers.   (3).   Master  oscillator.   (4).   Tripler.   (5) . Amplifier. 

(6).   Doubler.    (7).   Uoubler.    (8).   Cooling   unit.    (9).   Control   unit  of 

rectifier.   (10).   Hijh-voltage rectifier  unit.    (11).  Hnit of the  meter 

of   passage   power  IPÜ-1K.    (12).   Unit   of   power  amplifier.    (13).   To 

azimuth  antenna. 
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Capacitor C7  turns  out   to be that connected between the control grid 

and  the  cathode,   because  the shielding   grid  in   high  frequency   has  a 

potential  of  cathode. 

Capacitive  three-point  circuit   is  foraed  as follows.   On  the 

section   between  the  anode  and   the  control   electrode,   is   included  the 

quartz,   equivalent   rpsistance  of  which  has  inductive  character,  and 

between  sections control electrode   -   cathode  and the  anode  -  cathode 

are included  condenser/capacitor  C7  and  duct L4C8.   The  equivalent 

resistance of duct   has   capacitive character,   since it is tuned   to  a 

frequency   of   aaadaaa.   Condenser/capacitor C7  and cathode circuit  L4C8 

serve   for  the creation   of   positive  feedback. 

The  diagram  with  the   incorporation  of  the  quartz  between  ■'"he 

anode  and the control  electrode   provides  more   stable  work   as compared 

with  the diagram  where  the quartz is  included  between  the  control 

electrode and the  cathode,   because  the  frequency stability  of  crystal 

oscillator  to a  cansid.?rable degree  depends on   the   lamp's   internal 

capacitance/capacity,   connected   in   parallel  to  quartz. 

In  the  anode  circuit   of  tube  for  providing excitation   of 

jfe^^a^fc^is^^^^y,^,. ^ t^^^m 
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oscillations over a wide range of frequencies without the retuning of 

ducts, is applied the band-pass filter, which consists of two 

connected oscillatory circuits l.sZxl   and L6Cl4. This system of ducts 

is inclined to the quadratic component of crystal frequency; 

therefore generator performs simultaneously tw, functions; the master 

oscillator and doubler of frequency. Coupled circuits are tuned to 

the second harmonic with the aid of magnetite cores. 

In the master oscillator tor the increasing of frequency 

stability applied series powering of the anode. Voltage on the anode 

of tube is supplieci through resistor/resistance R^ and oscillatory 

circuit LsCjj from this same rectifier through the extinguishing 

resistor/resistance R3 which is shunted by condenser/capi-i
1"0- ci2« 

Displacement to control electrode is supplied because of the drop of 

voltage on resistor/resistance R? in transit through it of grid 

currents. Filament voltage 6.3 v on the master oscillator is supplied 

from the in parallel connectea windings of the transformer Trj. 

For the increase of frequency stability with the variations of 

the temperature of surrounding air in the master oscillator, USP the 

thermostat into which are placed six crystals of operating range. The 

selection of the necessary quartz is realised by switch B, - 

.-MA    ■■■■ ■"   ri: ■   ■■■ -• lUtt wrtfiWffiiftiWiT 
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"Channels". During the installation of switch into one of the six 

positions on the winding of relay, is supplied the voltage ♦ 27 in, 

«MM L—^- J-rM«hlrt.lV.i-«.. if-i.lMi -i r    , .> 
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Fig-   19.   Basic schematic  the unit  of  five-stage  driver- 

Key:    (1).   Frequency  doubler.   (2).   Off.   (3)-   Control/checicing  of  the 

current  of  cascade/stages.    (4)   Ground.   (5)   Blanking  signal.   (6) 

Blocking.    (7).   Channels. 
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Belay will actuate/operate and by its closing contacts 1-2 will 

connect quartz to the control electrode of the tube of the roaster 

oscillator, but by circuit closing contacts 3-U it supplias voltage + 

27 v on the tube LN, which will inflame, signalling about the 

connection of quartz. Condenser/capacitors Q\-Zf„   connected in 

parallel to tha windings of relay Vi-Pf,,   remove the sparking between 

the contacts of switch Bi. 

The temperature in thermostat is supported by constant within 

the limits of 70   1.50C using a heater. The heater is feä by 

alternating voltage 30 V through the breaking contacts 1-2 of relay 

P7 and a heat regulitor. Tube LN8 - "thermostat on" signals, that 

heating is turned on. 

maammm^k ifrifilfrriii jäM&fifaäÄSiä 
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Page  23, 
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Fig-   20,   Euüivalrfnt  diagram  ot   the   master  oscillator. 

ms1!lMmM.^^^^xMm^^t^k^^^.^ **S*"^---J.»>--. 
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Key:   (1),   Quartz. 

jk 
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The work of  temperature control entails the following,' When   the 

tenperature  in thermostat  reaches the  maxiiauai   value   (70  ♦   1.50C)#   the 

mercury column  of  tomperature control drops,  closes contacts  1-2  and 

creates the  circuit, of   the  powering of  relay P7.  Relay  P7   will 

actuate/operate  and will  disconnect  contacts  1-2,   which  will ensure 

the disconnection/cutoff of  the  power  of heater.  Tube LN9  goes  out. 

When   the  temperature  in   thermostat  decreases  and achieves   minimum 

value   (70-1,50C),   the   mercury  column  of  temperature control  will be 

drop/omitted  and  will   break  the circuit of  the  powering  of  relay  P7, 

which  by  its breaking  contact   1-2  will  include/connect  heater. 

The second  cascade/staqe   (first   frequency   tripler)   is   carried 

cut  on  tube  L2   (6P6S).   Excitation voltage on  the control electrode of 

tube  is supplied  from   duct  L6Cn  through  condenser/capacitor C13.   The 

plate circuit  of  th« second  cascade/stage consists of  inductance  L7 

and condenser/capacitor  C1q,   Because  of the  powerful   inductive 

couplirg  of  this circuit   with  input circuit L7C20 the third 

cascado/staje upon  the  exchange ot  quartzes is  not  required the 

retunin-j  of  the  output  circuit   which  is  inclined  to  the  sixth 

harmonic of  crystal  fr?guency  or  the  third  harmonic of  input  siqnal- 

Tht   control/cii^cking  ot tuning  is  realized from the value  of  the 

MmmimämmutMm^rrmtw-nmt^'^.~^^.ml^^ii^^^,,r., 
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anode curcent of the second  cascade/staqe,   measured  by  the 

iost^uni^ntö   I?»   during   the   position  2  of  switch  B2  -  th? 

"Control/checking   of  stage".   The  resistor/resistance R8   is   shunt  to 

the  instrument  of   IPf 

Anode  feed  of   tube  L2   from  rectifier  *3b0  V consecutive:   through 

resistor/resistance R8,   shunted  by  condenser/capacitor Cl7 ,  and plate 

circuit   L7Cla.   Screen-grid   voltage   is  supplied   from the  same 

rectifier through   resistor/resistance   B7,   shunted  by capacitor  Cl6. 

To this grid   through  the  cable,   is  connected  the anode  of   the   tube   of 

the L30  of  the  encoder  of  the  cabinet   of  NPU.   Tube  L30,   being 

open/disclosed,   shunts   screen   grid   and   ceases  oscillating   process  in 

the second   cascaie/stagp   (see  the  description   of  the  diagram  of 

encoder) . 

Displacement   to  the  control electrode   of   tube  L?   is  supplied 

because  ot  a   voltage drop  across  resistor/resistance  ^6   in   transit 

through   it.   of   the   full   current  of  tube.   Resistor/resistance  R6   is 

shunted   by   capacitor  C15.   Feed   of   filament   of   incandescence  of   +ubo 

is  realized   by   voltage   6.1  v  troir   transformer   Tr|. 

.^^.;.,:.i^,.    ^.•^■-■:--^;.^^...:.^-. 
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The  third cascade/stage   (second  tripler)    is  assembled   by 

push-pull  circuit  on  tube  L3   {Glj-32).   Input circuit  consists  of  the 

inductance  coil  L7   and  of  capacitor  CJQ.   The  midpoint  of  inductance 

coil   L7  is  grounded  through  resistor/resistance  B9  and  capacitor  C19. 

Output  circuit  is  carried  out  in  the  form  of the  two-wire 

circuit,   briefly  locked  at  end/lead.   The  length of  line  is  selected 

taking  into  account   capacitance  of  anode-cathode  and 

alternating/variable capacitor  C23   with  the aid of which  is  realized 

the tuning   of  cascade/stage.  Tuning  is   monitored  from  the   readings of 

IPj   in  the  position  of   3  switches  B2. 

To  the  anodes   of   tube   lj,   the   feed   is supplied  from  rectifier 

*-350   v through  H. f.-throttle/choke   L^  and the   midpoint   of   th^ 

two-wire  circuit   «here   is  located  rf  node. Resistor/resistance   R,2 

serves as  shunt  to   the   inilliaBimeter  of   the instrument  of  IPt. 

Screen-grid   voltage  of   foot   is  supplied  from  rectifier  +350   v   through 

the extinyuishinj   resistor/resistance   Rllr shunted  with   capacitor 

C34« 

Page  2U. 
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Bias on the control electrodes of tube L3 automatic, because of 

a voltage drop across resistor/resistance B10 in transit through it 

of the full current of tube. This resistor/resistance is shunted by 

the capacitor of great capacity C2l. The feed of the filament of tube 

is realized by voltaae 6.3 v from transformer Tr^. 

Communicatioii/connection by the third cascade/stage with the fourth 

cascade/stage is realized with the aid cf capacitors C2Z  and C24. 

The fourth cascade/stage is carried out by push-pull circuit on 

tube L4 (GU-32) and works in the mode/conditions of amplification. 

The input circuit of cascade/stage has inductance L9 and L10 

with high reactance in all frequency band- The plate circuit of the 

cascade/stage consists of inductance Liz an(i capacitor Ciq   with the 

aid of which is raalized the tuning of cascade/stage. 

Resistor/resistance R,7 is a shunt to the instrument of the IP!, 

which monitors the tuning of cascade/stage. Voltage on the anodes of 

tube L4 is supplied from rectifier +350 v through the connected 

consecutively high-fie juencys choke Ln  and LiS and tha midpoint of 

:^3LJSil____^_—i«i^li: 
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inductance Lja,   mit  to screen grid -   from  the  same rectifier  through 

the extinguishing   rosistor/resistance  Bl6#   shunted  with  capacitor 

€35.   Displacement   is obtained  because   of   a  voltage drop  across 

resistor/resistances %t3 and R14,  shunted  by capacitors  C26  and C27f 

in  transit through   them  or grid currents.  The  voltage of  the filament 

of tube L4   is remove/taken froir  transfcrmer Trj.  The 

communication/connection  of  the   plate  circuit  of  the  fourth 

cascade/stage with  the   input circuit  of  the fifth  is inductive. 

The  zifth  cascddy/stage   (doubler   of  frequency)   is  carried  out  by 

grounded-grid circuit  on  cermet  tube  L5   (GI-7B) .   This  diagram  assures 

stable operation,   i.e.,   decreases  the   possibility  of self-excitation. 

Input  circuit consists  of   inductance  Li3,   the  alternating/variable 

capacitor  C30 and   interelactrodc  capacitance  grid  -  cathode of   tube 

Ls*   Input  circuit  they   tune  with  the aid  of capacitor  C30   and   uy 

changing  the   inductive  coupling  between   L^  and Li2. 

The  plate  circuit   of  the  cascade/stage consists of   the  cut  of 

coaxial   line,   on  th»-  one   hand   by  the  loaded  transfer   capacitance  of 

tube,   and   from   by   another   short-circuited   tuning   plunger   with   th<e   aid 

of  which  duct,  thay   tune   for   the  assigned  frequency.   The  capacitor C31 

is separating for  tivs  direct-current circuits  and high-frequency 
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current.   The  selection  of oscillatory   power  from the  plata  circuit of 

the fifth   cascade/stage  is  realized  with  the  aid  of the  capacitive 

probe,   carried out   in  the  form  of  stub  with  disk at end/laad  and 

oaitted   into  the cavity of  coaxial   line.   By  the submersion  depth  of 

probe   it   is  possible to  regulate the  value  of   the  talte/salected 

power. 

Voltaqe  on   tne  anode  of  tube  L5  is  supplied  from  rectifier  ••■1250 

v  through  H.f.-throttle/choke  It*,   shunted   with  capacitor   Ca^.   Filter 

^i^jf» removes  the   parasitic  ccrainunication/connections  through   the 

power  supply. 

Oias  on  the  control  electrode   of  tube   L5   is  formed  because  of 

the drop  of   voltage  on   resistor/resistance  Rx8   in  transit   throuqn   it 

of  the  full   current   of   "■übe.   Eesist.or/resistance  Rla   is   variable, 

which   makes  it   possible  to change the  operating  mode  of 

cascade/stage. 

Filaniont  voltage   12,6   V  is  supplied   to  tube  from  tran.sformor  Tr,, 

through   the   blocking  H.f.-throttle/chokes  Lj   and  L2,   which   roaov-s 

the  passage  of   high-frequency   oscillations  in   filament   circuit.   Thn 
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«indings  of  transformer  are connected  in series  for  obtaining 

necessary   voltaqe  of   12.6   V.   The   resistor/resistance  Rt9  is  shunt   to 

the instrument of   the  IPt,   which  serves  as  indicator during  the 

tuning of   the fifth  cascade/stage. 

Constructions.   Network   elements  are   assembled  on  stes1  L-shaped 

chassis/landing   gear.   On  the  rear  wall   of  chassis/landing   gear,   is 

established/installed   connectoi   Sh*,   through   which   to  unit   will   be 

feed/conducted  all   feed   voltiges. 

mmmmmaM^^ tä<!^te^-*tiiMimMsämm<Mixvi*vi ■ •   ■« .^...i».««»^,: 
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Pig.   21,   Unit  of  the  five-stage  driver:   1  -  the display   of   the   tuning 

of  cascade/stages;   2 -   the  tube of  the  control/checking  of   the 

selected channel;   3 -  cciainutator switch;   <* -  H.f.   coupling;   5 -  the 

toggle  switch  of  the start  of  the  lighting  of   instrument;   6,  B,   10, 

11  -  the organ/controls of  the  tuning  cf  cascade/stages;   7  - the 

cap/cover of  inspection  hole for the replacement of  tube and 

quartzes;   9  -  the   knob/button  of  blocking;   12   -  the  tube  of  the 

control/checking  of   the  work of   thermostat;   13 - the  switch  of   the 

instruaent  ot   tuning. 

MMiiiaai^Mii ümtü^f- > - .   ,    _       _i    __ 
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On   the  front/leadiny   panel  of   unit   (Fiy.   21)   ace  arranged  thp 

organ/controls of   the  tuning of control and control/checlcing  of  work» 

there  is an  inspection   hole  for the  installation of  quartzes  into 

thermostat  and the  replacement  of   tube  L5.   The  cap/covsr  of  the 

inspection  hole  has electrical  interlock of KPj  and Kp2   (see Fig. 

19),   which   disconnects   high  voltage  with  the opening  of   cap/cover. 

The  unit  of  the  five-stage  driver   is  installed  in  the   cabinet  of 

the transmitter of   P-200M  and  is  fixed   in   it  with the aid   of  four 

captive   screw/propellers. 

Unit  of   frequency   multipliers. 

This   unit  is  intended   for  the   frequency   multiplication  and 

amplification of  h-f  oscillations  to  the  value,   necessary   for thp 

excitation   of output  unit  -  power  amplifier,   unit  consists  of  thp 

sixth  and  seventh  ciscade/stages  of   frequency   multipliers. 

Scheuiatic  diviraa    (Fig.   22).   The  six^h  cascade/stage   is  carried 

out  by  diagram  with comiron/general/total grid   on the cermet  tnliy ot 

wmmmmmm^äa tei^Hiafa^,..^.:.. ..  
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GI-7B   (Li)   and  works  in  the  »odf/conditions of   frequency  doubling. 

The  diayrafli  with coiamon/general/total  grid   provides  a  good   decoupling 

of  input  and output circuits,   which   is  especially   important  in  the 

next-to-last  and  final   stages  for  the  elimination  of  self-excitation. 

Input  circuit   is   formed  by  the  cut  of   coaxial  line  and   by  the 

input  capacitance  of  tube.   Duct  is  tuned   to  36th  harmonic   of  crystal 

frequency   with   the   aid   ot  capacitive plunger.   Excitation   voltages 

from  the  fifth  cascade/stage enter   the   sixth  through  h-f  cable   and 

through  phase   inverter   PVi   to  the  loop  of  the 

communication/connection   which   is  arranged   in   input  duct.   Phasp 

inverter  serves  for  the  agreement  or   the  output  resistance  of  the 

fifth  cascade/stage  with   the entry  impedance  of  the  sixth.   It   is  the 

coaxial   line  of  the   variable  length. 

Output  circuit,  consists  of  the  cut   of   coaxial   line,   on   the  one 

hand   by   the  loaded   Uausfer   capacitance  of   tube  Li,   and  on   the   other 

hand   shortcircuit^d   capacitive  tuning   plunger. 

r,^r,.^,___i_:__ 
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Fig.   22.   Basic  schematic  of the  unit  of  frequency   multipliers. 

^agmmmmmmmk j^^M^mim äi:s.i^Ä2Li::lü_:j_ 
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Capacitor  Cl   divides the circuit of   variable and constant   components 

of current.   Power   take-off   from  the  output  circuit  of   th*   sixth 

cascade/staje  is realized   with  the  aid   of  the   capacitive  probe, 

carrieci out   in the   form  of stub  with the  fastened  to its end/lead 

disk,   probe  is  lowered   in  the  cavity  of  coaxial  line. 

The   tuning   of   cascade/stage  is  conducted   by   movement   of  the 

plungers and   is monitored   from   the   readings  of  the IPj,   which   is 

included   in   the   cathode  circuit  ot   tube   Lj   and   is  shunted   by 

capacitor  C3  tor a   protection   from   high-freyuericy  currents. 

Anode  voltage  is  supplied  from  rectifier   •♦■1250  v through 

H.f.-throttle/choke  Lg,   shunted  with  capacitor  C5.   "iltcr   L5C5 

eliminates spurious coupling through  power supplies with  other 

cascade/stages.   Displacement  to   the  sixth  cascade/stage   automatic. 

Its  value  is  regulated   by   variable  resistor/resistance  Rl#   connected 

in series   with  tus   'niliiammeter of   the   instrument   of IP1   in  the 

cathode circuit  of   tube.   Excitation   voltage  from the  sixth 

cascade/stage through   the   high-frequency  cable   is  supplied   on   *!»<■■ 

se ve n th. 

LA^jjfc^te ■ ■jmgM^&mmA ;■■>■: 
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The seventh cascaie/stage in diagram and structural fulfillment 

practically does not differ from the sixth. Input circuit is tuned to 

72nd harmonic of crystal frequency, output - to 144th. 

Filament voltage 12.6 v on the tubes of the sixth and seventh 

cascade/stages is supplied from transformer Trl through 

throttle/chokes Li,   L?, I3, L4, which remove the passage of 

high-frequency currants in filament circuit- A transformer have three 

windings: to primary is supplied the current with voltage 208 v and 

frequency 400 Hz; two secondary windings serve for powering the 

filaments of the tubes. 

Construction. On the front/loading panel of unit (Fig. 23) are 

arranged the organ/controls of the tuning of the sixth and seventh 

cascade/stages, instriunents IP, and IP2 for the control/checking of 

the tuning of cascaJ'ystajes inspection hole for the exchange of 

tubes. The cover of inspection hole is equipped by electrical 

interlock (KPX and KPa, see Fig. 22)   for the disconnection of high 

voltage witu the opening of cover. 
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Pig. 23. Unit of frequency multipliers: 1, 3, 6, y, 11 - the 

organ/controls of tuning; 2, « - the instruments of the tuning of the 

sixth and of the seventh cascade/stages respectively: 5, 7 - 

high-frequency couplings, 8 - the cover of inspection hole for the 

exchange ot tubes; 10 - the knob of blocking; 12 - the toggle switch 

of the start of the illumination of instruments; 13 - the protective 

grids of plate circuits. 

Fig. 2U. Basic schematic of the unit of power amplifier. 

Key: (1). Communica tion/cornection. (2). Output/yield. (3). Input, 

(U). Housing. 

^^-^..^ ±lJil  .,'.. .      
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In the upper  right-hand corner  cf   the  front/leading  panel  of 

unit   is  arranged  high-frequency  coupling  "output/yield  VIIK"   through 

which  is supplied  the  excitation voltage on  the eighth  cascade/stage 

or  directly   into antenna   in  the  work of radio beacon  in  the  mode of 

the  light rating ot emission/radiation. 

Unit   cf   power amplifier. 

This   unit  amplifies   high-treuuency  oscillations  to  the  value 

necessary   for the  feed  of  azimuth antenna. 

Schematic diagram   (Fig,   2 4),   The eighth  cascade/stage  is 

assembled  by  diagram  with comnion/general/total grid on a  cermet 

triode of  the typ«  of  liS-IB,  Input  circuit  is  formed  by the cut of 

coaxial  line  and by  tini   input  capacitance of tube Li.   It  is tuned  to 

lUUth  harmonic  of   crystal   frequency   with  the  aid of  capaci^iv« 

plunger.   Excitation  voltage   from  the  seventh  cascade/stage  envois 

through  high-trejuoncy   cable to the coupling  loop,   which  is arranged 

in the  cdvity ot   input   circuit,  output  circuit  consists  of   the  cut   of 

coaxial   line,   on the  one   hand  by  the   leaded  transfer  capacitance  of 

tube   Llf   and  on  the o* h^r  hand  -   by  the  capacitive short-circuiting 

^^mii^r^m^mMei^^Kii^,^^^.^^^;^^..,, ..i.^.,,   ^..■-■^ttl 
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plunger of tuning. 
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Fig,   26.  Unit of power  a«plifier:   1 -  the display  of  the tuning of 

«nit;   2 -  the protective grid of  plate circuit;   3,   *»,   8 -  the 

organ/controls of  the tuning of unit;   5 -  h-f  coupling;  6  -  the cover 

of  inspection hols   for  the exchange of tubes;   7 - the blocking  knob. 

Pig.   26.   Basic scheiatic of the  unit of  the »eter of the passage 

power IPM-1N. 

Key:    (1).  Circuit.    (2).   Housing.   (3).   input.   (4).  Hz. 
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power take-off  firoip the output duct is realized with  the aid  of 

by a capacitance/capacity  of the  probe,  carried out in the  form of 

stub with disk at   end/lead.   Value of the tapped power is regulated  by 

the depth of   the iiainersion of  capacitive probe  into the cavity   of 

duct.   The tuning of cascade/stage and  the control/checking  of cathode 

cathode current Li   is  realized  from the readings of the  instrument  of 

IP»,   connected  in  series with  resistor  Bl   in the cathode circuit of 

tube.   Instrument  I?!   is  shunted  by   capacitor C3. 

Voltage on the anode of tube L1 is supplied from rectifier +1700 

v through the blocxing throttle/choke Drlf shunted with capacitor C5. 

The anode of tube is d-c insulated from output (anode) circuit by the 

circular bypass capacitor Cl  with  dielectric from porcelain. 

Displacement   on  the  grid of  tube  is obtained because   of an 

incidence/drop  in  the  voltage on  variable  resistance Hi,   connected  in 

the cathode  circuit  of   tube  which  is d-c  insulated  from duct by 

capacitor C2,   Filament   voltage  on  tube comes from transformer 

transaction.   Transformer  has two  primary windings  1-2 and   2-3. 

Minding  2-3  is arranged under secondary  winding ^-5,  while  winding 

1-2 is separated trooi  the  secondary  winding  by  magnetic shunt. 

Therefore during  the passage of current  with voltage 208 V  and  by 

—M-a**ia>-*- «■■"*«•*■■- -■  ^SÄ^TT-:,-^, - 
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frequency ttOO Hz along   winding  2-3  on the secondary winding of 

transformer  will appear  voltage  12.6 in,   barely  depending  on the 

value of the current of load.   But if this current is fed to the 

winding  of  1-2  transformers Trj,  then the voltage will depend  greatly 

on the current of  load.   During  dead short  the current of secondary 

winding will  not exceed 8 A. 

' 1 

•i 
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Fig.  27.   Unit of the meter of  the  passage power:   1- toggle  switch of 

the start of the  illumination of  instrqaent;   2 - safety  device/fuse; 

3 - rule  for  the aeasurement of   wavelength;  tt  - the shielding cap of 

the light bulb;  5  - measuring moter;   6 - h-f coupling;   7 -  the 

knob/stick of tuning;   8  -   noiaogram  for  the  calculation  of  average 

power. 
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In  the  first  4-6   min after  the  starting/launching  of   transmitter 

is included  winding   1-2,   and winding 2-3  still disconnected,  because 

the filament of  tube "cold",   its resistor/resistance little and the 

operating  mode of  secondary  winding  is close  to the mode/conditions 

of  short circuit.   With   the  warm-up of  filament,  its 

resistor/resistance increases,   current strength decreases  and  voltage 

approaches   nominal. 

After  the function  of timing  relay,   it is included  by  relay  Vlt 

which  by   its contacts  disconnects winding  1-2  and switches  on  winding 

2-3.   iri filament circuit,   is establish/installed the nominal  voltage 

12.6  in. 

Consttuctions.   The  unit  of  power  amplifier   (Fig.   25)   is  placed 

in the upper  section of  the cabinet  of  the  transmitter  P-200M. 

Network elements are  assembled  on  standard  L-shaped chassis/landing 

gear.   On the  front/leading  panel of  unit,   are  arranged the  controls 

for tuning  and adjustment.  In right   lower  to angle there are 

high-frequency  couplinj  for the connection  of  the  cable  with  the aid 

of  which the energy   is  supplied  to  anttnna,  the inspection  hole for 

an  exchange of  tuber,  whose cap/cov»r has an interlock   (B?  and  T\3f   see 

Fig.   24). 

■_   -      . 
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Plate ciccuit has special shielding cap/covers for a decrease in 

the strength of H. £.-field in cabin of radio beacon. 

Onit of the meter of passage power. 

Value determination of passage potter is conducted by the 

■easurenent of stresses on the cut of coaxial line. Power P in line 

can be calculated according to formula 

where aaaaaaaaaaaaaa is the maximum and minimum voltages in line; 

p is line characteristic. 

mmmmmim^ 
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Voltage from line is remove/taken with the aid of the capacitive 

probe which is noved along grad line. Io this case, ara determined 

the aaaaaaaa and the aaaaaaaa. The distance between corresponds to 

the fourth of wavelength. According to the relation of these voltages 

of aaaaaaaaaaa and aaaaaaaaaaaa it is possible to judge the 

coefficients of the traveling (KB?) and standing (KSV) waves, 

respectively. 

Schematic diagram (Fig. 26). The voltage of high frequency with 

the capacitance/capacity of probe enters the anode of tube L2 (1D1C) 

and is detected. Resistor/resistance P.4 closes the circuit of the dc 

current component of diode, in the cathode circuit of tube hg,   is 

included the instrument the Ipj which measures the average current. 

The upper scale of microammeter is quadratic and corresponds to the 

average power coefficients. The lower scale uniform servas foe 

deter«ining KBV and KSV, The sensitivity of instruments is regulated 

with the aid of resistor/resistance H3. For the stabilization of the 

initial current of diode during the oscillations of grid/networK into 

filasent circuit, between the prioary winding of transformer Tr? and 

the secondary winding of transforaer Tri is included ballast resistor 

(tube Lj). The current of ballast resistor depends on the constant 

value resistor/resistance Rl and of variable resistance 82, Prom the 

pciiary winding of transtorser Tr?, is lade the reaoval/outlet to 

ä^Hä«. "fe^k"-- "—"--"Hlft-^W 
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jack  Qt  for the supply   of gauging  voltage on the anode L2  during the 

adjustment  of  the  unit of the  meter  of  passage power. 

Constructions.   The  unit of  the meter of passage power   (Pig.   27) 

small,  with that which   is removing   itself  front/leading panel  to 

which  are  arranged  the  instrument IP2,   dial  light,   th»  scale  for  the 

measurement of  the   lengths of  the will electrical starts and the 

disconnection of grid/netwotk and  the safety device/fusa. 

From  left  side  is  established/installed  h-f coupling   for the 

cable,  which goes  front   transmitter,   while with right -  high-frequency 

coupling  for the connection of  cable to antenna and knob/stick  for 

the movement of  capacitive probe along  jrad line   (tuning knob). 

Mithin unit are arranged  grad  line and  network  elements. 

end section. 
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SUBJECT CODE 21UD 

Eages 30-59. 

Ccntccl  unit  of rectifier   +350  in. 

Sch-amatic diajraa   (Fig.   2b).   Rectifier   +350  in is asseabled 

according  to bridge  circuit on seleniua rectifier  D1   (^OGDHA), 

Voltage or  rectifyinj  bridge fciiters  frc» the   transforaer Tr^   priaary 

«indirig  of   which through  the eaiety  device/fus<; Pr2 is connected to 

grid/ref«oik 208 in,  U00  Hz   (Mock   F,,   terainal  2-3).   In parallel to 

tmetssmtUMM^MttMlm * --"~ "^      »■--^-•^«--^^■,• n^—   ^    J^ig^.J.-:.!. 
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safety device/fuse  Pr2  is iiscluded  the  targ€t/furpose,   which consists 

cf  resistor/resistance  R7 and  the neon  tute/laip  Sl2,   Keon  tube is 

fired   «ith blowing   Er2. 

i : 

I« 

Unidirectional  voltage  is supplied  to  the filter,   employed  for 

the saoothing  of pulsations«  Pi-secticn  filter consists of 

throttle/choke  D^   and  capacitors Sj   and  S2.   »t the output/yield of 

filter  is a voltage divider  Rg-P*,   voltage frei which approaches 

iBstrument IPj  in  the  position  of switch  Vt  
M*350  V"«  From  the second 

secondary  winding  of transformer Trt  is teaicve/taken alternating 

voltage  30  v  for the  preheating  of  thermostat. 

iransformer Tip serves  for the creation of the voltage 6  in» 

which  is utilized   for  the illuaiination  cf all  icasuring «eters  in the 

cabinet  of trar.emitter P-200H.   The  feed  cf  transforeer conducts by 

current  with  voltaje  206 ia#  frequency   100 Hz   (tlock P,#  terainal 

3-U).  in supply-line  winding Ti? is  included the safety  device/fuse 

Pri and circuit R5,   NL|   for  a  monitoring of the soundness  of safety 

d€vice/fuse  Pri. 

Curing the supplying cf current  with   vcltage  208 v an d  frequency 

^1^^ »^^^ ^MaMS-r-MEaE". 
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«»00 Hz wear/operates the relay Ej but value: 208 in, 400 Hz  the 

terminal eaf of couplings Pj-Pta - resistor/resistance a4 is a diode 

Bj. - the «inding of relay Pi is a terainal cf 7 couplings P1 208 in, 

U00 Hz. To the terminal of 7 couplings Ft the current with voltage» 

208 v and frequency U00 Hz enters through the blocking contact of 

tlover, which is closed crly in the presence cf air flo«. This 

connection of the power of relay Pi does net allow/assune the supply 

of high voltage on transmitter without the preliminary start of 

blower. 

Simultaneously with current feed «ith voltage 208 v and 

frequency 400 Hz voltage *21  v from the ccmmon/general/total 

rectifier through the terminal of 2«» ccuplirgs Ej, the safety 

device/fuse Pr* and the terminal ot 20 couplings P2 enters control 

circuit of transmitter. Eage 31. 

■^■T saümtgsmatm 
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Fig. 28. The schematic diagta» of the block of the adainistration of 

rectifier +350 in. 

Key: (1). Incandescence. (2). Armature plate, (emf). Hork. (4). 

Illumination. (5). Circuit. (6). Housing. (7). Iä. (8). in. (9). 

Voltage meas. (10). Hz. (11). Max. of relay. (12). Blocking. (13). 

Illumination. (14). a. Eage 32. 

is- 

4-p 

After  wear/operates relay Rlf   safety  device/fuse Pr3f   the  terminal of 

21 couplings  Vz,  the blocking  contacts  of the  cabinet  of transmitter 

and  rectifiers +1250  v  even   +1700  in,   the terminal  of 22 couplings  P2 

afproaches  tube LN2 "Llocking   is locked",   lube   will  inflame,   if 

blocking  is  nowhere disrupted.   From terminal  22 voltage +27  in   is 

supplied to the circuit  closing  contacts  cf   1-6 relay Rj». 

After 4-6  min  of  tititinq relay   DC     wear/operates and by  its 

circuit closing contacts  3-U supplies   feed  to  the relay  H5,   which 

wear/operates and   is self-lccked through contacts 5-10.  Relay  R5 by 

contacts 2-7  will  de-energize tne  winding of the  feed of  the timing 

relay   RV^ 

*^^^^*^.-^ nl,w,,MM-«amB^m«imaffiMa^;^..,.., :...J.^.«^       . 
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The contacts of timing relay 5-5 will be closed and they will 

feed pcwer on relay R6. n6 will actuate/operate on the circuit: *21 

in the terminal ot 24 couplings Pz is contacts cf 1-2 relays Ri - 

safety device/fuse Fr3 is contacts of 2-7 relay R2 the contacts of 

2-7 relay R3 - the winding of relay B6 is the earth/ground (-27 c). 

The contacts of relay E6 2-7 and 4-9 will fce closed and they 

will feed feed on relay B4, Relay B4 will actuate/operate on the 

circuit: +27 in the terminal cf 2U couplings P2 is contacts of 1-2 

relays Hi - safety device/fuse is contacts cf 2-7 relay E6 - the 

winding of relay R, is the earth/ground (-27 c). 

In this case contacts 1-6 include the circuit of the powering of 

relay E2, contacts 5-10 shunt the contacts cf i-7 relay 52, and 

contacts 2-7 disrupt the feed circuit cf the tube of LNj 

"actuate/operated the maxinnim piotecticn". Belay R2 wear/operates on 

the circuit: ♦•27 in tue terairal of 24 couplings P2 is contacts of 

1-2 relays H, - safety device/fuse tic3   is contacts of 1-6 relay R* - 

the wilding of relay R2 is the earth/ground (-27 c). With this relay 

B2 it is selt-lockeri ♦•.hcough centacts 5-1C. Cortacts 2-7 is extended, 

but this dees not affect the work of circuit, since in parallel to 

the« are included the contacts cf 5-10 relays F*. 

—I^M ^M^^SJj^^^ MMinimiiMmr^^^ iiffrJiiiifitiT^^ 
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Through the contacts of 4-9 relay E6 and the switch V3 the 

«start of high voltage» the voltage +27 in is supplied to the 

Mindings of three relays, arrange/located ic tv.e  lower section of the 

cabinet of transmitter on the circuit: +27 C - is a terminal of 2# 

couplings P2 - the contacts of 1-2 relays En are a safety device/fuse 

ft3 -  switch V, is contacts of a-9, relay S6 - the terminal of 19 

couplings P2 is windings of relay B,, F3» f* " "t^6 earth/ground (-27 

c). Belays will actuate/operate and will include/connect rectifiers 

♦ 1250 v even +1700 in. In this case will irflarte the tube LN4 "high 

voltage included". With this concludes the turn-cn transient of 

rectifiers. 

With the overloading of rectifiers +1250 v even +1700 into the 

relay P3, connected in the loaa of rectifiers, wear/operate and it 

breaks its contacts 2-7. In this case they are disconnect/turned off 

by relay R6 and R4. siiaultaueously they are de-energized by relay Bi, 

F,, B4, Tney disconnect/turn oft rectifiers and include tube LN3 

"actuate/operated the maximum protccticr.". 
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After the elimination  cf  the teascc  fot  CMerloading the 

inclusion  of rectifiers  +1250  v even  +1700  in can be produced  without 

tiae  element  by  pushing  of   knob Kn2   the  "return of the naxinua 

frotection".   in this case  again  will actuate/operate the relays R4 

and R4,   which  will   produce the  necessary  starts and will extinguish 

tube  IN3« 

liHting  relay   is shunted  knob  Knlf   fcy  pressure which it  is 

possible to include/connect  high vcltage  without the delay  of  tilling 

relay. 

For a  signaling about the disconnection of high voltage is 

provided the equipment/device,   which ccrsists cf diodes D3,  D«  and 

howler.   Upon  the disappearance  of the  high  voltage of relay R6   it  is 

discornected  and dumps  +27  in  by  its contacts  U-9   (with the connected 

switch V3)   from the  terminal ot   17  couplings   P2,  which  leads to the 

start of  sound signal   (howler)«   Paye  33. 

^^--^■*-^»'^-' fmmmm^r^m^^^^-.:^^^^- ■ - 
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Fig. 29« Ccnttol unit ot rectifier +350 in: 1, 2, 5, 7, 11 - 

ind-'oator lights; 8, 10, 13, 15 - predxraniteli; enf - measuring 

meter; U - the toggle switch of the start of the illuaination of 

■easucing meter; 6 - the toggle switch of the switch of 

incandescence, closed by cap/cover; 9 - the knot/button of the return \ 

of the »dxiamai protection; 12 - iustrüiaent switch; U - the toggle 

switch of the start of high voltage; 16 - the kcofc/button of the 

shunting of tisaing relay.     Toggle switch V* serves for switching  J 

incandescence from mode/conditions "work" into Eode/conditions 

,,harä€ning" in the training/aging of tubes. 

In unit there are instrumentE IPi and a switch Vj. 

Mith the aid of switch the voltmeter is ccrnected to the 

measuring potentiometer of any of the rectifiers. 

Constructions. On the front/leading wall of the control unit by 

rectifier +350 in (Fig. 29) are arranged the cell/elements of control 

and indication, measuring meter for the checking of the feeding 

voltages, safety device/fuses. 
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Unit of high-voltage rectifier. 

Schematic diagram (Fig. 30). unit consists of tuo 

series-ccnnected rectifiers +1250 v even +500 ir. Voltage on both 

rectifiers is supplied from one power three-phase transforser trI# 

«hich has two secondary windings. 

Eectifier ♦1250 in is assembled on seleniua cell/elements D^ the 

type 75ED24G according to three-phase bridge circuit. For the 

smoothing of the pulsations of unidirectional voltage is provided the 

filter, which is of thtcttle/chokf Drj and capacitor C^. At the 

cutput/yield of rectifier is included divider/denominator Bj-B», 

voltage from which through the terminal of 15 couplings P5 and the 

switch Vi (see Fig, 28) it is supplied to measuring meter IPi. 

pectifier +500 in is assembled en seleriui cell/elements D2 (see 

Fig. 30) according to three-phase bridge cincuit. At the output/yield 

of rectifier is includad the  ripple filter, which consists of 

throttle/choke Or? and capacitor S2, and the leasuring potentiometer 

,;  t 
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Be~Ei3« Voltage from this pctentioEetet through the terainal of 14 

couplings P5 and the switch V, (see Fig. 28) is supplied to 

instrument IPi. 

Current with voltage 208 v and frequency 4C0 Hz through the 

coupling Pl (see Fig. 30) and teruinals 1-2-3 afproaches automatic 

■achine äV1 (" gcid/netxork«). pectifiecs are switched on by 

automatic machine Avj. In this case voltage 2 08 in 400 Hz approaches 

the contacts of 1-2 contactors Bl# which wear/operates after that, kA 

will be include/connected by the timing relay FV1 (see Fig. 28). 

Ir the circuit of rectifiers +1250 v even +1700 into provided 

safety device, which consists of resistor/resistance Rj* (see Fig. 

30), through which "grounded1' ccmmon/general/total minus of 

rectifiers and oveiloaJ relay. 

Sigiialling device from resistor/resistance Ris, selenium 

rectifier D3 and relay F? is intended for the prevention/warning of 

the service personnel about the absence of anode voltage. If the 

circuit which feeds anode transformer, is exact, then relay Hg is 

included by its breaking centaet 2-7, «-9 disrufts circuit +27 v on 

■•>" aüaüüli mmmmsmm 
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howlec« -But if for any reason current fcith voltage 208 v and 

frequency 400 Hz is absent, the relay R2 is disconnect/turned off and 

includes howler. Page 34, 
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Fig.   30.   The  scheiaatic  diagra»  of   the   fclock  of   high-voltage 

rectifier. 

Key:    (1)«   Grid/network.    (2).   Circuit.   (2a).   Gcid/network.    (2b).   iiu 

(2c)   Hz.   (emf).   Housing.   (U).   Signal.   (5).   Elccking.   (6).   IlluBin. 

(7).   EA.   (8).   Volt,   ineas.    (9).   «ax,   of  relay. In the  unit  of the 

rectifier   is  provided  blocking  through ccntacts Knt and  Kn2,  which 

discornect/turns off high  voltage  with  the opening of cap/cover on 

the  front/le-iding  wall  of  unit.   Unit is arranged  in the lower section 

cf  the cabinet of   the  transmitter   P-20CM. 

Transfflitters  P-iOA  and  P-20C. 

Transmitter P-20A  is  irter.ded   for  the  generation of  the 

teference  signals   "35"  and  "3t",   which  together  with the signal  of 

the transmitter  P-200M,   irake  it  pcscible  atcard the aircraic to 

determine  the  values of  azimuth  relative  to the site of  installation 

cf radio  beacon. 

Iransmitter P-20D  is  iiterdeu  for   the   relay  retort of   the 

inguiring   signals,   which  enter   froffl  aircraft  transaitter.   These 

—..►.»■■^. tHal./r" ^ 
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signals are called  reciprocal«  They are necessary  foe deteriaining the 

instantaneous value of  range aboard the aircraft«   Furthenore,   the 

transaitter P-20D  generates the two-degree signals, which  are 

utilized fcr  the  work  cf  the ground-tased  EPI,   en  which  is 

superitBposed  the identification signal,   coded   in  alphabet   of Morse 

code.   Transmitters   P-20A  and P-20D  are  alncst identical   in  their 

structural/design  and  circuit  perforfflance. 

The transBitters  F-20ä and   P-20E  consist  cf the units  of  the 

generators  of freguency   1   (Fig.   31),  the   Keying units  2,   of  the 

assemtlies  of  the  administration  of  rectifier   11  kV emf,   the power 

supply   units of  modulators  U,  ot  the units cf   high-voltage   rectifiers 

5,  of  the  diplex unit  of   the automatic   frequency  control   (ÄFC),  of 

the  pewer supply  unit  of  unit  AFC,   of   fhase  inverters,  diplex  unit of 

the ccntrol/checking  ot   freguercy   (BKCh),   cf the  units  of  the  cetecs 

of the  passage  power   I!1P-2I,   unit  of encoder  with  the power supply 

unit,   sensor  unit  of  reference  signals.   Page  35« 
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Fig«   31.  Cabinet  of   the   transmitter   F-20A, 
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Pig.   32.  Functional transmittei  circuit  P-2CA  and P-20D. 

Key: (1). Antennas. (2). Unit of the meter of passage power, (esf). 

Phase inverter. (U). KeyinQ unit. (5). Unit of generator. (6). Unit 

AFC-   (7) ,  Unit of  encoder.   (8).  Sensors. Functional diagraa 

(Fig.   32).   Transmittets  work as folloHS,   Curing the rotation of the 

aziauth antenna of   radic  beacon  four electccaagcetic  sensors, 

arrange/located in  the  column of the drive of  this antenna,   generate 

two polar momentum/iiapulse/pulses.   two  sensors  form/shape  reference 

pulses "35" and "36",   the third is intended for obtaining two-degree 

call  fflomentuB/impulse/pulses and  the  fcutth fora/shapes 

■CBentuffi/impulse/pulse into the tocgue/BoneEt cf the passage of the 

»iddle  cf  failure of the  radiation  pattern  cf  the  azimuth  antenna 

through the direction  in  true  ncrta.  Bipolar racaientum/impulse/pulses 

are supplied from electromagnetic sensors to the  input of the unit of 

encoder. 

In  the unit of  "ncoder ar?-   form/shaped,  ate coded and  are 

distributed  the  »oaiei!tuir/inii.ulse/pulses,  which start transmitters and 

PPI.   From the output/yield ct   this unit rectangular reference  pulses 

••35n and  "36" together   with northern »CBentui/iipulse/pulse are 

supplied  tc  the  Keying   unit  ot  the transmittec F-20A,   but  two-degree 

and  inquiring -  to  the   keying  ut.it  of  transiitter P-20D. 

m^jgH^HgH Shtil 
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The  Keying units of   ttansisitters   fcrai/shapc the 

BOBentuiB/inipulse/pulses of the  high  voltage,   necessary  for  the  work 

c£ high-frequency  oscillators.   The  intensive signals through phase 

inverters and  the   unit  of  the  Keter of  passage  power are supplied  to 

antenna and are emitted   into space.  Phase  icvetters «ill natch the 

output  resistance of high-frequency  oscillator  with input  antenna 

resistance.   Page 36, 

Mfeits^üiMHI 
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Fig.   33,   The schematic  diagraiR  of  the  bleck of  high-frequency 

oscillator. 

Key:    (1).   Output/yield.   (?) .   Incandescence,   (eif).  «orlc.   (U) . 

Snitching  on.   (5).   Indicator  of  work  AFC.   |6) «  Input. The  unit 

of the meter ot  passage  power  monitors   the  power output  of  both 

transaitters,   it  measures  the  csciilaticn   ftegoency,  KBV and KSV of 

the  feeders,   which   supply energy fron  transnitters to antenna. 

Part of  the higti-freguency   energy   across  the coupler   goes  to the 

input  of units  AFC  and  of  BFCh,   Unit   AFC supports with constant 

oscillator   frequency and   ceccnstructs thea  to any of «JO 

fixed/recorded   frequencies.   Unit  EKch  is  irtended  for the  operational 

inspection  of  transmitter  frequency. 

The  feed of  transmitters is realized   fron the special  units of 

rectifiers.  Tao control units by  rectifiers including disconnect/turn 

cff rectifiers,   is  monitored their  work. 

Cnit   cf high-freqnoncy  oscillator. 

i    ■ -^«-■"^.^.-—H 
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This  unit  is  irtendcd   for the  generation   of  high-frequency 

signals.  It  includes oscillatory circuits  *ith  a cernet  triode of the 

type  GI-UB,   the coupler  of  unit  AFC,   the  mechanis« of  tuning  and 

fteguency control. 

Schematic diagram   jFig-   33).   Oscillator  is assembled  according 

to circuit  with common/general/total  grid.   Its   input  and output 

circuits  are carried out   in  the  forai of  the cuts of  the coaxial line, 

connected   in circuit of  grid -  the  anode  and  grid  is a  cathode. 

Input  oscillatory circuit  is  formed  by  inductance   in   the  forn of 

coaxial  line   (anode-grid  tule)   and  by   input  capacitance (Fi9« 

3t»b)   tube   (grid -  cathode).   This duct   from  cne  €nd/lead  is  closed  by 

the short-circuiting  tuning  plunger.  The  cathode of tube is 

isolate/insulated  by direct  current  from oscillatory  circuit  by 

typass  capacitor (Fig.   3Ua),   Page  37. 
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Fig-   34.   Simplified   (a)   and  equivalent   (b)   schematic of 

high-frequency  oscillatcr. 

U Key: (1). Coupling element. (Ü). Coupling slit cf a waveguide. 

Output oscillatory circuit (grid the anode) is foraed by inductance 

in the fcrai of coaxial line (anode-gr d tuce) and by transfer 

capacitance       tube (see Fig. 341). This duct froi one end/lead 

is closed by the short-circuiting tuning plunger, about to direct 

current the anode of take is isolate/insulated froa duct with the aid 

of bypass capacitor     (see Fig. 3Ua), with ceraaic dielectric. 

Capacitors     and     foe high-freguency currents represent low 

resistor/resistance. 

Feedback in circuit is realized through the capacitance/capacity 

(see Fig. 3U t) tube. Since in all workirg frequency band this 

capacitance/capacity does net provide the necessary value of 

feedback, latter is increased because cf the fulfillient of special 

gashes in the grid! tube cf coaxial line. This 

ccBBunication/connection is equivalent to tne cennection of 

supplementary capacitance/capacity in parallel 

Power take-off is realized with the aid cf the capacitive probe. 

aa«aa«^B«mMfe^ai8aJg^hS^^a^^^»,£aaaffllt^^,^^,„.... ■ , 
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omitted into the cavity of plate circuit ir the location of the grid 

of tube. The value of the take/selected power is regulated with the 

aid of knob/stick HcoalBlunicaticrl/connectionl,. Probe connect with 

coaxial line with high-frequency couplir.g- High-frequency 

cscillaticns enter through the unit of the iseter of passage power to 

antenna. 

The coarse adjustment cf cscillatci cf the assigned 

fixed/recorded frequency conducts by the displaceaient/iooveBent of | 

anode and cathode plunger, and a precise tuning - with the aid of the I 

iron cere, introduced into the cavity cf plate circuit. I 

Retuning froa one fixed/recorded frequency tc another can be 

done automatically from unit AFC or by hand with the aid of 

kneb/stick ,'tuniiigM. 

The automatic retuning of oscillatcr from cne freguency to 

another occurs as fcllc«s. During the installation of switch Vl - 

"aian.-auto" - to the position of "authors" (see fig. 33) the voltage 

♦27 in it is supplied to the winding of relay Ej on the circuit: +27 

in the terminal of 18 couplings Shi is a switch Vi - the limit 

HFinmM"! M IJfKnhi  ^ .. .: .«,:. ja_.. 
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switches KPi and KP2 are a winding of relay &i   - the terainal of 11 

couplings Hi  -27 in. Relay Fi operates, contacts 1-6, 2-7, a-9, 5-10 

will be closed and three-phase current with voltage 209 v and 

frequency 400 Hz fccai coupling Shi through teritinals 2, e»f, 4 it is 

supplied to the winding cf aotcr Mj- 

The first phase of this current fct the feed of electric motor 

Wt is supplied on the circuits: the terminal cf 2 couplings Sht  is 

the circuit closing coutacts of 1-6 relay al - terminal 1 winding of 

electric motor; the second phast - on the circuit: the terminal emf 

cf couplings shl  is the circuit closing contacts of U-9 relay Hi - 

the breaking contact of 4-5 relay S2 the terminal of 2 windings of 

electric motor; the third phase - on the circuit: the terminal of 4 

couplings Shj is the circuit closing contacts cf 2-7 relay Pi - the 

breaking contact of 1-2 relays F2 are a teticinal emf of windings of 

electric raotor. 

Eage 3b. 

Eloctiic motor begins to rotate and moves tuning plungers« The   1 
i 

mechanism of  the retuninq of  ducts  has  two end  switches KP3  and KP4,     i 

«ffaMuKwa«^^.. ...-■■■.-...      -;,„■,,;,•—■      , 
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with the aid of which are change.? ever the fhases of current, 

supplied to electric isotoi. Upon reaching by plunger of one of the 

end positions the tappet drum presses on the ccetacts of the end 

switch KP3. Contacts are trcken, and the circuit of the winding of 

relay B2  is  closed: *27 C - is a coupling Shi terainal 18 - the 

windirg of relay R2 the locked contacts KP4 and KP3 27 in 

(earth/ground). Helay R2 wear/operates and it treaks contact 1-2, 

1-5, 7-8, 10-11 it closes contacts 2-3, 5-6, 8-9, 11-12. In this case 

is changed the order of the alternation of phases and electric motor 

tegins to rotate in the ether direction. The contacts of 8-9 relay B2 

block end switch KP3, providing the work of electric motor Mj during 

the displacement of the cam/catch/jaw cf the mechanism of retuning 

from the contacts of the switch KP3. 

Upon reaching by the plunger of the tuning of another end 

position the cam/catch/jaw cf the mechanisit of retuning presses on 

contact KP4, Relay B2 is de-energized and restores the initial 

ordering of the- phases of the current cf electric motor Kf 

The motion of plungers continues, thus far relay P| is located 

under voltage. The feed of relay £<» is disconnect/turned off either 

autcpatically ty unit AFC upon reaching by the plungers of that 

^«■.^■-■a^^.«,^.^-. .■.■-.•.., _    : _ --.;: „^ 
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position, which providas generation at the assigned frequency or by 

hand switch Vj. The search for the required frequency conducts during 

the ascticn of the plungers cf tuning in both directions. 

In order in the case of any malfunction in the nechanisa of 

retuning not to destroy ducts, are established/installed two 

eaergency limit switches KPt and KE2# which retcve/take feed fro« the 

electric meter of retuning. 

Fcr precise frequency control is a special aechanisB, which is 

put into action by electric motor M2. An electric aotor have two 

windings (excitation and controls) - The feed cf both windings 

conducts from unit AFC. Current with vcltage 30 v and frequency «»00 

Hz through the terminals of 9-10 couplings Shi is supplied to 

excitation winding 2-U, but through tersinals 7-8 - to control 

winding 1-3. Under the action of control voltage the electric aotor 

rotates and through the reducer it changes the sufcaersion depth of 

iron core (cell/element cf the fine tuning cf duct). 

In order that the cell/eltment cf fine tuning would be located 

in the aid-position during the automatic search for the required 

ÜHäÜaiÜlttMi imaiisaiaaeiaa^a-ME^i^^^ 
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cscillatcr frequency, en cne of the axes cf the mechaoisa of a 

precise tuning was estatlished/installed the contact disk, «hich 

together with the contact KE7 creates the supplementary feed circuit 

cf relay (+27 C - Vi - the contacts KNi and KN2 - the winding of 

relay Bj - the contacts of 5--10 relays Ej - KN7 - 27 c). This Bakes 

it possible to move to the plunger of tuning on as much, as occupies 

contact surface on disk. When disk by its insulating sector breaks 

the feed circuit of relay E^ the plungers cf tuning they «ill stop, 

and the cell/element of tine tuning will he located in the 

■id-pesiticn. 

The voltage of anode feed on tube GS-UB (about 12 kV) is 

supplied from peak transformer, and displacement to the grid of tube 

- from variable resistarce Hx because cf a voltage drop across it 

during the passage cf complete cathode current. 

For a monitorinj of work of oscillator in the cathode circuit of 

tube is included the instrueent IP,, ptctected at high frequency by 

capacitor S|. 

Construction (Fi.j. 15). The network elements are assembled on 

"^*^^^^*ii>Wll1lPf1'''ir tiWiiifiiiHl^Mfilifri&^tiiNt^^ 
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steel chassis/landing gear cf ü-shaped ccnsttuction, on rear wall of 

which is arranged coupling Shi and high-voltage coupling It (see Fig. 

33), the supplying feeding and contrcl voltages. On the front/leading 

panel of unit are arranged the organ/ccrtrcls cf transmitter tuning, 

high-frequency coupling for the connection cf cscillator for antenna, 

the displays of the mode/conditions of transmitter, also, with boron 

cf freguency control. Page 39. 
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Fig,   35.  Unit of the high-frequency  oscillator:   1.,  2.   high-frequency 

couplings;   emf - the  indicator  cf   work  AFC;  U  - the tube of 

oscillator;   5 -  instrument of  the  develcpments  cf unit;  6,   7.  the 

crgan/ccntrols of   tuning  of  unit. 
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Fig- 36. The scheaiatic diagram of the tlock of modulator. 

Key; (1). Monitoring of modulatcr driver. (1A), in. (lb). Hz, (1c). 

[Illegible], (Id). Circuit. (2). Housing, (emf). Monitoring of 

starting/launching, (4). Grid/network. Tne arrc«/F0i.nteI: of the 

instrument of frequency control is stcpjed, when oscillator is tuned 

to the assigned frequency, Bemaining tiae it rotates. For the 

replacement of the tube GS-TiB is an inspection hole. The cap/cover 

cf inspection hole hith louvei has a blocking KP5 and KP6 (see Fig. 

33), which disconnects high voltage with the  opening of cap/cover. 

The unit of oscillator is arranged in the upper part of the 

cabinet of transmitters and is secured «ith the aid of four 

nondropout screw/propellers. 

Keying unit. 

Schematic diagram   (Fig.   36).   This   unit ccr.sists of   two-stage 

■odulator  driver and  the  mcuulatoi,   that  siiultaneously  is   power 

aaplifier.   The  first cascade/stage of  «cdulatcr driver is  assenbled 

en  the  tube GHI-6   (LJ) ,   both halves  of  which  ate  included   in 

- ■Id mat fiV^^jftiBBMia^fciiiiii HI ii ^- •^■i^ •' ••■■■• 
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parallel.   This start makes  it possible  to cttain  large  power,   but 

together  with this can   arise parasites  in  the  circuits of  tube,   which 

lequires the application/use  of  special  measures for their 

eliniration. 

Eage   40. 

As the plate load of cascade/stage serves the prinary winding of 

transferier transaction. 

1c the arrival of the trigger pulse of tut€ Li is closed by 

negative voltage -80 in, by subject en the control electrodes of both 

cf the half cr tube from power supply unit through the filter, which 

consists of resistor/resistance R26 and cafacitcr S9. Trigger pulses 

about 100 in amplitude are supplied frcm encoder to the control 

electxode of tube Lj through the terminal cf 5 couplings Sh3 and the 

capacitor Sj. Tube is blocked, and in the primary winding of 

transformer appears the voltage pulse, which transmits into the 

secondary winding cf transfcrmcr 1L19 

tMtatmm ---^^^^^^^m i'lMiiraiH S^lfl"Tiiff-i<m^ri>iirt.ti'iiiiin' ■■IN       >..»...»»«.»»--. 
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In the circuit of the screen grid are included the capacitor Sg 

and resistor/resistance R3lf which conifcse equalizer. To the arrival 

cf trigger pulse the capacitor S2 charges itself on the circuit: ♦400 

C - is R31 - S2 -400 v to the supj-ly voltage, which is soaewhat 

greater than that, that is applied to screen grid. At the 

torque/aioment of the blockage of tube the voltage on its screen grid 

turns out to be that which was increased. Therefore the current 

through the tube during the passage of leading iapulse front in 

comparison with the current through it during the passage of basic 

part cf the momentura/impulse/pulse will be note, since with the 

torque/moment of blocking of tube it begins tc pass screen current 

and vcltage to decrease because of a vcltage drop across 

resistor/resistance RJI and the partial discharge of 

ca "acitance/capacity S2. 

Capacitor is discharged on the circuit: Sg-R^-I^ - the 

earth/ground - $2, Resistor/resistances Rj-Fs, connected in the 

circuit of th^ managers, the screen grids and the anode, prevent the 

onset of parasites. Resistor/resistances P6 it shunts the secondary 

winding cf transforaior Tr^ and pertorras the rcle cf daaper in the 

case of the onset of oscillating process through the teruinatirn of 

trigger pulse. The anode and shielding circtits of tube Li are 

supplied from rectifier »UOO in, voltage is supplied fro» the power 

aiiiii^i ■ ___^Mm.«««rF.»«1»aM .m^-.^».^> ^,j^^jeigai&w, ..„..-. 
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supply unit of the modulator through the terninal of 2 couplings Shj« 

prom secondary winding peak transformer Tti the positive pulses 

through the capacitor S3 are supplied tc the control electrodes of 

tubes L2 (GMI-6) and L3 (GMI-6). On tutes I2 and L3 is asseabled by 

second cascade/stage of modulator driver« lubes are included in 

parallel and to the arrival of trigger pulse are closed by the 

negative voltage 150 V, sent to the Banagers cf the networks of power 

supply unit through the decoupling filter, which consists of 

resistor/resistance R?7 and the capacitor S10. 

The positive trigger pulse about 2G0 in atplitude is supplied to 

the control electrodes of the tubes, which trigger theiselwes for a 

period of the action of moBentum/impulse/pulse, In the priaary 

winding of transfoner Tr? appears the voltage pulse, which transaits 

into the secondary fcinding cf ttansformer "Ug- The circuit, which 

consists of capacitor sX2 resistor/resistance Fa,,, corrects leading 

iapulse front. 

Ihe secondary winding cf transferier Tr2 is protected by 

resistcr/rosictances Pi, and FIB, which aie attenuators. 

MiWülflÜitai !^^,a,^^^,*s^*mi-iltfiM-iiiiT 
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Besistor/resistance Ri3/   furtherinote,   i£   ir,tenä«d  for obtaining 

ccntrcl  voltage n  socket G1   the  "Bonitcring of   todulator äriver". 

Besistor/resistances R7-E16 serve for the  prevention of  parasites 

Feed  to the anodes of  tube  is  supplied  frei rectifier  +1500 in 

the  pcwer supply unit  of the mcdulatcr  thtcugh  the  priaary  winding of 

transferier Tr?.   Voltage  ♦600  in approaches screen grids froa the 

unit   cf   power  through  the terminal of  2 couplings Shi» 

From the secondary  winding  cf  transfecnet  1tz  the  positive 

pulses across the  isolating  capacitor  S5 gc to the control electrodes 

cf twe in  parallel   connected tubes  L*   (GM1-90)   and Ls   (GHI-90),  on 

which is assembled   tho   aicdulator« 

Modulator is ccnstructcd accoraing tc the circuit of  the partial 

discharge of the capacitance/capacity,   fchich is accuaulator of 

energy.  This  aodulator  uakes i^   possible  tc change over wide liaits 

repetition  ftegunncy and  pulse duration  without any switchings  in 

circuit.«   Page 4 1. 
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Fig, 37. Keying unit. This is especially imfortant for the «odulator 

cf the transmitter P-20D, the repetiticr. frequency of trigger pulses 

cf which is changed within limits from 20 to 15C0 Hz  depending on the 

number of aircraft, which werk in the giver tcrque/aoment with radio 

beacct. 

Tc the arrival of trigger pulse from the ECdulator driver cf 

tube L4 and Ls are closed hy negative vcltage -700 in, by subject on 

the control electrodes threvgh the coupling Sht, terminal 1 and the 

filter, which consists of resistor/resistance EZ8 and the capacitor 

Sii» Capacitor s8 charges itself from high-voltage rectifier tc the 

voltage, close to the supply voltage in the  circuit: +9 kV are a 

coupling Ix -  resistor/resistance F22 is a capacitor SB - the primary 

windirg cf transformer Tr! -9 kV, 

Positive pulse on the cratr ot 80C in amplitude is supplied to 

the ccrtrcl electrodes of tults iA   and L5 and triggers them, A node 

resistance to direct current leconi-.s sirall and capacitor S8 - tube L4 

and Lg - the tarth/yroui.d - the primary winding of the peak 

transfcrmet Tti, arrange/located in the unit of the oscillator of 

E.f, - capacitor S8. 

wmmm ii^j 
Mlu.-_   
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During the passage of the current cf capacitor discharge Sn 

through the primary winding o± pulse transfcrmer Tr1 in its secondary 

winding appears the momentuiB/impulse/pulse cf positive polarity with 

voltage of approximately 12 kV. 

The capacitance value cf capacitor S8 (0.5 pF) provides an 

almost constant value of surge voltage en the ancde of the tube of 

the oscillator of the transmitter E-20C during pulse duration, but 

does net provide this constancy in the transmitter P-20A, since pulse 

duration, equal to 6 pss, it consiflerahly mere the pulse duration of 

the transmitter P-20D, equal to 1 ps. Therefore for maintaining the 

constancy of the value cf surge voltage on the oscillator of the 

transmitter P-20A in parallel to capacitance/capacity S8 is connected 

the supplementary capacitance/capacity     equal to 2 MF« 

The circuit which consists of capacitccs S6/ S7  and 

Lesistor/resistauce Rz«», corrects leading impulse front. 

Fesistcr/resistances H19, P2lr hZ2  and F25 prevent the onset of 

fa ra sites. 

MtM jgJiiiifli^MiliiifaMiMilnitfi^ 
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The feeding voltages on the anodes and the screen grids of tubes 

are supplied from the power supply unit of nodulator, voltage +9 kV 

on the anodes of tubes - through high-vcltage coupling Ij, voltage 

♦ 1200 v on screen grids - through the teraiinal of 1 coupling Sh2. The 

feed cf the filament circuits of modulator driver and modulator is 

realized from cotniaon/general/total transfcraer lt3* 

In keying unit on front/leading panel is established/installed 

the pushbutton automatic machine Äv,, with the aid of which is 

included and is disconnect/turned off the current with voltage 208 v 

and freguency 400 Hz, which feeds transiritter. 

Constructions. Modulator (Fig. 37) is assembled on standard 

O-shaped chassis/landing gear, on which are placed all network 

elements, the pulse transformer of mcdulatcr and accumulative 

capacitance/capacity ac? estahlished/installed in the cabinet of 

transnittet. Page 42. 
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Fig. 38. The schematic diagram of the block of control by rectifier 

11 kV. 

Key: (1). [Illegible]. (2). Circuit- 

Cn the front/leading panel of unit is arranged the automatic niachine 

ÄVj (see Fig. 36) and the sockets G^Gg for the monitoring of the 

werk cf modulator with the aid of oscillograph. Keying units is 

established/installed in the cabinet of transmitter and is attached 

cendrcfout screw/propellers. 

Ccntrcl unit of rectifier 11 kV. 

Schematic diagram (Fig. 38). Three-phase current with voltage 

206 v and frequency 400 Hz will te feed/conducted to the ccntrcl unit 

through terminals 2,   emf, 4 couplings P^, Furthermore, to the 

terminal of 16 couplings P2 is conducted one phase of the current 

through the contact of blower No, 1, which eliicinates the start of 

transiBitters with the switched off blcwcut cf the tubes of 

cscillator. 

iiiiM^ ■   .    . %*       v^. 
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upon switching on autciratic machines AVj (see Fig, 36) in keying 

unit the current approaches transfcrmer Tti (sec Fig. 38), that feeds 

the dial lights LN3 and LK,. 

Illumination is includc-d ty toggle switch V2. In parallel to 

safety device/fuse PCi, is included the circuit, which consists of 

resistcr/resistance Rj and the neon tute/laiDp MIi, intended for a 

signaling about the malfunction of safety device/fuse. 

Simultaneously current is supplied to the terminals of 6-9 

couplings Pj for the feed of filament transforirers, on relay R1 and 

the timing relay BVj, If is included the blcwcut of the tubes of 

cscillatcr, then relay P, will actuate/operate and it will feed 

voltage +27 v from rectifier in control circuit through the safety 

device/fuse pr4 ("ccntrcl circuit"), pelay fl wear/operates on the 

circuit: 208 in, UQO Hz (terminal cf 4 couplincs Pj) - 

resistcr/resistance 23 is a rectifier Li - the winding of relay Rt is 

a terminal of 16 couplings F2 - 206 in, UC0 Hz closes contacts 1-2. 

In this case the voltage +27 in enters ccntiol circuit. If blocking 

is locked, then on the circuit: +27 C - the tGrminal of 21 couplings 

^i^Ai^iij^^j^j,,.^^^, 
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P2 - blocking is a terminal o£ 22 couplings P2 -• resistor/resistance 

B, is a tube LNi "blocking is lock&d" -27 in, tube "blocking is 

locked" it is fired, signalling, that the blocking is not disrupted. 

Page 43. 

After  3-4   min   wear/operates  the timing relay  Byt  and   through 

contacts  1-6  supplies  voltage  ♦27  v on  th€  terainal of   13   couplings 

F2  and of   the relay  H2,   which,   after  actuate/operating,   it   is 

self-lccked  through  contacts  5-10,   disccmect/turns off  the  feed of 

the  tindng   relay  RVt  and  through  contacts   1-6   it   provides   switching 

the  incardescence   of  the   tute  GI-14E  in  the  unit,  of  oscillator,  Upcn 

the  reclosing  of  transmitter  it  is  possible to  use the  knob/button 

KNi   in  order  to shorten  the  en  time  cf   transmitter.  Knob/button  KN1 

shunts  the  performing  contact of  timing  relay   and  simultaneously  the 

closing  relay  R 6,   which,   being  self-lccked   through  contacts   1-2, 

supplies  vcltaye  +27  v  through  contacts   3-U on  switch  V,. 

The transformer Tia, fcl.ich ccntrcls high vcltage, has blocking 

contact KK2, which is closed durinj thf installation ot the minimum 

vcltage.   In   this case,   if  switch   Vx   thf-:   "inclusion  of   high   vcltage" 

^*--'-"- —-—-In iim-i.miiiiiirr    ■      ■   - 
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costs in position "On", opetates r9lay E3. 

Belay B3  wear/cperates on the circuit: +27 C - are terminals of 

21-22 couplings P2 - blacking is a switch Vj - contact KN2 is 

contacts of 2-7 relay P4 - the winding cf relay R3-27 in. Relay R3 

«ear/cperates and shunts by its contacts 7-8 contacts K!il2, which 

provides the possibility of the adjustmcnt cf ligh voltage to 11 kV, 

With ccntf  = 2-3 is supplied feed on relay Bs and foot LN2 "high 

voltage is included". Relay supplies feed tc vatiac (transformer 

Trz)# the terminal of 15 couplings E2 and the terminal of 11 

couplings ?!. From the termirals cf 14-15 ccuplinqs p2 the current 

with voltage 20b v and frequency 40C H7 app^oäches the winding of 

anode transformer (in the diagram is not shown). 

The turr-on transient power supplies concludes unit of high 

voltage 9 kV with the aid cf transformer Tr2. 

If it. the work of transtni tter on any reason occurs the 

overloading of rectilioa 11 kV, then will be include/connected relay 

B*. It hy contacts U-9 will discoi.nect the relay B3, which will 

ensure with relay ?.$,   and the latter will discornect high voltage. 

..-■"■ 
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For the reclosing of voltage 11 kV it is recessary to 

establish/install transferier Irz to initial pesition (minimum 

voltage). The winding of relay E3 is shunted by capacitor S3 for an 

increase in the time constant of circuit, which is necessary for the 

retarding/deceleration/delay of the start cf this relay during the 

function cf the relay of the B5axin,UBi pretectien B4 from random 

shcrt-term overloadings. 

In the circuit of the control unit is frovided the device, which 

signals about disconnection or about the absence of anode voltage. 

Signalling device consists cf howler, relay P3, selenium rectifier 

D2, If relay R3 is de-er.ergized (it in this case will disconnect high 

voltage), then through its contacts 1-2, selenium rectifiers D2, D3 

and the terminal 01 17 couplings p2 will be include/connected sound 

cemmunication (howler). 

Ccnstructions. on front/leading vail (Fig. 39) are arranged the 

cell/elements of control and direction. Unit is established/installed 

in the cabinet of transmitter. 

Power supply unit of modulatOL. 

^MlMffmrtliiiilliMM limiyii iiii ir—t- r T?" 
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Ihis  unit   provides modulator   with  the  necessary  feeding 

voltages:  -600—700  in,   -100—150  in,  -50—100  in,  +U00  in,  ♦600 in, 

♦1200   in,   +1500  in. 

Schematic diagram   (Fig.   40).   Voltages  600—700  in,   -100—150  in, 

-5C—100 in  provide the rectifier,   assenbled according to  bridge 

circuit  and   which  consists  cf  tiansformer 'lr1,   selenium  rectifier Dg 

and  pi-section  filter.   Filter  consists  cf capacitors S^  and S2, 

lew-freguency   throttle/choke Dti   and  rcsistcr/resistance R*. 

Besistor/resistance  Et   is selected  in  the  frocess  of transmitter 

tuning  during  the   ad just merit  ot  voltage   700   in-   Page  44. 

j 
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Fig.   39.  Ccntrol unit  of  rectifier   11  kV:   1.   ,   2.   measuring  neters; 

eaf -  the   toggle switch  of  thf   start of  illmiEation;   4 -   the tube of 

the  Ecnitoring  of   the  completeness  of  safety  device/fuse;   5,   9,   11, 

12.  safety  device/fuses;   6 - the tube  of the  signaling of   blocking;  7 

- the adjusticent knob  of  high  voltage;   8 -  the  toggle switch of the 

disccrnection of high  voltage;   10 -  the  knot/button of  the  shunting 

of timing  relay. At  the output/yield  of  rectifier  -700  in  are 

connected  the  voltage  dividers.   The  divider/dencminator,   which 

consists of  resistor/resistances  Re/   Bio»   Bti#   is intended   for 

cttaining  the voltage   within limits -fiCC-7CC  in.  Resistor/resistance 

B9  included   in  parallel   B8  serves  as  shunt   for  the  measuring a>*ter 

IFi,   with the aid or which  is  Bcnitored  the  stress level -  700  in. 

The divider/derominator  is,   which  consists  cf   resistor/resistances 

Ei2»   Ei3»   Ki»»   ßi5»   ^i?»   Bie»   is  designed  fcr   cttaining the voltage 

-100—150 in   whose   valae   is  regulated  with  the  aid  of  potentioneter 

Pjs  according  to the  instrument  IPl.   As  shunt   fcr  an  instrument 

serves  pot^ntioroatec  hn,,   Fl7,   F.la.  The  divider/denominator,   which 

consists of  n-sistor/resistanc^c  £,9,   f20,   fi2l,  R22,  R23f   P24,   B25f 

is intended   for obtaining the  voltage   1C—1C0   in whose  value  is 

establish/installed  with  the  aid  of  potenticmeter  P?0 according to 

the  instrument  IPX.   As  shunt   foe an  instrument  serves 

resistct/resistauce   Bg*. 

mmmmmi^mmm.m^m^^.^jm.M-. [ .| r^^j^:^^ ^ 
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Current with voltage 2C6 v and frequency 100 Hz is supplied to 

transformer Tti  froia terminals 4 and 5 couplings Pt through the 

safety device/fuse Pr?. Fcr the protection cf tiansaitter in the case 

of the malfunction cf rectifier in parallel to the load of rectifier 

is included the circuit, which consists cf relay Rj and 

resistor/resistances B5t   E6, Kelay Pj wear/cperates only in the 

presence of displacement. Ey contacts 1-2 it ignites pilot lamp LN2 

"displacement included", while fcy contacts 3-4 it closes the blocking 

of the start of hiyh voltage, which creates the circuit of the start 

cf transmitter. Bias voltage is ircnitored with the aid of the 

instrument IPl with the scale 800 in, which is connected by switch 

Voltages +«00, +600. +1200 and +1500 in develop three separate 

rectifiers, that feed froir ccmircn/geneial/tctal transformer Tr?. 

Bectifier +400 in is as^einbled on selenium cell/elements D2 on bridge 

circuit with the pi-section filter, which consists of capacitors S* 

an'' S5 throttle/choke Dr2 and j-eries-ccnnected resistor Ree» intended 

for the adjustment of voltage +400 in. In parallel to rectifier is 

included potentiometer R27, Fza» P?9« rectifier +600 v by circuit and 

according to operating Lrinciplt- is analoqcts tc rectifier -400 v and 

is assembled on selenium rectifiers Ej, In its filter enter: 

throttio/choks Dr? th= capacitors S6, S7 and diviJer/denooinator F3lf 

1Bmiammaa^^^M   *. ffitmrritrffT MitiMttifrMillliiWiftifTftig- 
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Pazf   533,   B34.   fiectitier   +1200   and  +1500   in  is  assembled according  to 

full-wave circuit  on  high-vcltages  rectifier Ij  and L2   (VI  = 0,1/30) 

with   the  filter,   which  consists of   thrcttle/chcke Dr»  and  capacitors 

£8 and SQ.   Page U5. 

1 

3 
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Fig.   140,   The schematic   diagram  of  the   Hock  of   the  feed of  modulator. 

Key:   (1).   Circuit.    (2).   Housing.   (2a),   V.   (2b).  Hz.   (2c).   BA.   (emf). 

Elccking.   (4) ,   illuaiination,   Eesistor/tesistancc R,,, serves for the 

adjustment of  voltage   ^1500  in.   Voltage   ♦12C0  in is remove/taken 

after the supplementary  filter   H^j   and  S,0,  Divider/denoainator  for 

the  flieasuremeut of   stresses  consists  of  resistor/resistances B26,   B37 

and  B38. 

Eositive voltages   are  mcnitcrtd  with  the  aid  of the instrument 

IP2  with  the  scale   on   2000  in,   which   is  switched  by  switch   Vj,.   Supply 

voltage  en   rectifiers   is  supplied  through the  unit  cf control  with 

delay  3-U   min,   terminals  2,   emf couplir.gs  Fz  and  safety device/fuses 

Er3 and  prx. 

Constructions. On front/leading panel (Fig, 41) are arranged the 

organ/controls of the menitcriny of the werk cf rectifiers and the 

cell/elemerts of signaling. Unit is established/installed in the 

cabinet of transmitter and is attached with the aid of the captive 

screw/ptopellcrs. 
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units  of high-voltage  rectifiers. 

These  units   (Figs.   U20   43)   are  intended  for the  feed  of 

transmitters  P-20A   and  P-20D.   Ihey   aiffer  crly  in teras of  fact that 

the  rectifier  11  kv   for  the  transiitter  P-20D contains  two 

transformers  Tri and Tr2,   *hich   are  included  between themselves  in 

parallel.   Is  given   telow the descripticn  cf  the  scheaatic  üiagraa  of 

rectifier  for  the   transmitter  F-20E. 

Scheaatic diagram.   Rectifier  is  assembled  fcy  diagram  of 

duplication  on high-voltages  rectifier   Li   and  L2   (Vl-01/30). 

Transformer izl  has two  priniary   windings,  to one of  -hich  the  voltage     | 

completely  is supplied   imaiediately  after start.  On the second  shunt 

winding of   feed  goei-  acrcss  the-  voltage  regulator Ttg  that   it  aakes 

it  possible  to regulate  the  voltage,   removed  frcm  its secondary 

«indiry  within  limits  5-11   kV, 

Minus  of  rectifier   is  grounded   through  resistor/resistances  Ra 

and  [illegible].  In  pjrallel to  resistor/resistance R8   is   included 

relay   P,   (relay  ot   the   snaximum   protection)   and  voltseter,   the 

arranged/located  in  unit  controls of   rectifier   11   IcV.   Page   46. 

^EStoSp^ 
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Fig. 41. Power supply ui.it of the »odulatcc; 1 - the dial light of 

instruments; 2,  emt -   measuring meters; U, 7 - instruaent snitches, 5 

- the tube of the checking of the presence of tias voltage; 6 - the 

toggle switch of the start of the illumination cf instruments. 

Eesistor/resistance R4 shields the central unit from the 

iEcidenco/inpingenient of high voltage. Ihe fotentioaeter, which 

corsists of resistor/resistancts Ki-E6, through resistor/resistance 

K7 is connected to voltmeter with the scale on 15 kV, The filaments 

cf kenotrons are supplied frcm special transfcrKer Tra. 

Rectifiers 11 kV are arrarged in the lower sections of the 

cabinets of transmitters and are closed by cap/covers. The contacts 

Knl and Kn? disconnect/turn off high voltage with the opening of 

cap/cover. Control hy those rectifiers conducts from the control 

units. 

End section, 

■agM^ga^B^^^^I^BJ ^^'^* mlUMm^^^.*.^ 
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Fig. «2. Schematic diagram of rectifier 11 kV F-20D. 

Key: (1). Target/purpose- (2). Housing. {2a). in. {2b). Hz, {3).     | 

Elocking. (4). Max. protection. (5). Will measure voltage- (6). Neg. | 

voltage. 

SSEiMBiC^^äBiA^^ >.ri  ,, .. . 
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Fig- 43. Schematic diagrair oi rectifier 11 kV P-20Ä. 

Key: (1). Circuit. (2). Housing. (2a). in. (2fc). Hz. {2c). Blocking- 

IB). Hax. protection. (4). Voltage meas. 
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Elcck  of  autoniatic   frequency  ccntiol. 

This  fclcck  has two  channel,   each  of  which  consists of  mixec,   the 

IF affiplifier   (UPCh) ,  of  discrininator,   expander,  of balanced 

Bodulator,   terminal amplifier,  amplifier  direct current   (UPT)   «ith 

search relay.  Common/qeneral/total  fcr both channels are the 

heterodyne and  the   calitratcr. 

Functional  diagram   (Fig,   U4) .   EotJi  channels  of block   ÄFC  - 

azimuth and  ranging  -   have  two  operating  mode:   the mode/conditiens of 

tracking  and   search  mode. 

The   mode/conditions  of  tracking  is  intended for maintaining  the 

frequency   of transmitters  P-20A and  P-2CD   «ithir.  the assigned   limits, 

The  search  mode   provides  the  tuning  of   high-freguency  oscillator  in 

the case  of  the  automatic retuning  of  transmitter  from  channel  to 

channel. 

The operating   principle  of block  AFC  ir.  the mode/conditions of 

tracking  entails the  following.  Tie  signals of   high  frequency  through 

figjüjlggj fc.^^,.^,.:......-.. ^Üu^ *•. 
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the coupler  from the output/yifId  ot  high-frequency oscillators are 

supplied  to the mixers of  the  azifliual  and ranging channels  of  block 

ÄFCh.   Mixers  the transfcrraed signals cf  high  frequency  into the 

signals of  intermediate  frequency,   sinjultaneously  to isixers is 

supplied  voltaye/stress  fron,  the heterodyne,  cciaon/general/total  for 

ranging   (DK)   and azimuth   (AK)   channels.   Heterodyne generates the 

stable  frequency  wbich   is  utilized   for  obtaining  intermediate 

frequency. 

As  a  result of  the   displacenK-nt  cf   the  oscillations of  the   high 

freguency  of  transmitters  and  oscillatiens  cf   heterodyne at the 

output/yield  of  uiixer,   are  obtained  thp signals of  the  intermediate 

frequency,   which  go  to   the   input   of   the   aaplifiers  which amplify   the 

obtained   signals to  the   value,   necessary   fcr   the   work  of 

discriminator. 

In  the   azimuth  channel  ci   hlock  AFC  aftü^  double  frequency 

cenversien   which  is realized  with  the  aid   ci  supplementary  heterodyne 

and mixer. 

Ciscriminator   is   ir.terded   icr  cbtainirg  erccr  voltage   with 

Bi kMKtei ii1wit#tTriila»^,.„..«ei^.Mriw^^^ 
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frequency  drift  of  tränsniittei   Leyond   uargirs.   From  the output/yield 

cf discrirainator,   the  positive   pulses  cf  equal  amplitudes   in  the case 

of  the absence of   the  detuning  of   the  frequency  of  transmitters and 

diffecont amplitudes  with  its detuning   are  supplied to the  expander 

cf  moBsentum/irapulso/pulses.   Exfandet ccnvetts  vcltage pulses into 

direct/constant  voltaje   (error  voltage),   which  is supplied  to 

balanced  raodulator. 

Ealanced  modulator  mcäulates  the   tluctuaticns of carrier 

frequency  U00  Hz by  error  voltage.   The  modulated  voltage is supplied 

to  the  output  amplifier  cf   ccwer,   and   then  -   tc  the electric  motor of 

the  frequency control  ot  oscillator.   During  a  change  in  the 

cscillatcr  frequency at  the  cutput/yield  cf  discriminator,   appears 

the error  voltage,   vhich  controls  the  electric   notor of  frequency 

ccntrcl. 

Curing  a change  in   the  cscillatcr   frequency of high  value,  when 

from the  output/yield  of  mixer  are  remcve/taker fluctuations with  the 

frequency,   not  equal  tc   intermediate,   blcck  KT   it   passes  to  search 

»ode.   In  this case   at   the  output/yield  cf  discriminator,   is  absent 

the  positive  voltage,   applied   on  dc  air|lifier   khich  includes search 

relay.   Thi^   relay  strongly   uni.alances  mcdulatcr,   which  leads to the 
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connection/inclusion of the electric mctor of retiming which rotates 

until frequency at the cutput/yield cf irixer is equal to internediate 

and thus far at the output/yitld of discrioinatcr will not appear 

positive voltage. 

mm^^m^.,^^^.^.^..^^,^,.^ 
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Fig-   ^U.   Functional  diagram  of   hlcck   AFC, 

Key:    (1).   iiz.   (2).   To  the electric  motor of  the tuning  of  the 

cscillator  of  the   transiritter  of   P-20C.    (3).   Mixer  DK.    (4). 

Discriffiinator.    (5).   Expander  of   moiaentun/inipulse/pulses-    (6). 

Balanced modulator.   (7).   An-flifier,   (8).  To  the electric  motor  of  the 

retuning  of  the oscillator   cf   transmitter   P-2CC.   (9).   Search relay. 

(10).   Calibrator.    (11).   Triplet.    (12).   Couhler.   (13).   Quartz 

driver-tripler.   (1^).   HetercdyiiO,    (15).   Search   relay.    (16).   Second 

nixer,   (17).   in. 

': I 
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then   ty  search relay disccnnects  the electcic  nctor of  retuning and 

diagram passes into the  mode/conditiens of  "tracking". 

Schematic diagram   (Fig.   U5).   The   »ixets  of azimuth  and  ranging 

channels  serve  for   the   mixing  of  frequencies,   which simultaneously 

enter  on  them from   transmitters and  guartz heterodynes,  and obtaining 

intermediate  frequency. 

Each   mixer  is   the   coaxial   circuit,   or  the   one  hand  of  which   is 

established/installed   lighthouse  L6   or  L7   {6S17K),  and   with  opposite 

-  the  contact  siidir.j  ccntact  with  the   aid  cf   which the duct   i ?  tuned 

for  midband  frequency. 

In  the  housing  of   mixei,   are sealed   in  twe  plugs.   In   them  enter 

the cahles,   which   qc  frcm   hetercdyne  aid   output/yield  of 

bigh-fleguency  osciliatoi   (tt.f.-  generator).   Cables have at  their 

end/leads coupling   disks,   which,   being   immersed  in the  cavity  of 

duct,   reguLitfc  the   comirunicdt i cn/conrecticr.  of   mixer  with   the 

heterodyne  and  of   irixei   with tie  output/yield   cf   H.F.-generator.  The 

fluctuations  of   intermediate  tr^uency  are  temeve/taken   frcm  the 

plate   loads of   tubes   L6   and   L7. 

-^^^..^^..^.^^I^^.^-.^!^^^^ m -. t .. - 
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In filament circuit, are included H»F.- throttle/chokes Li and 

12 for the exception/elimination of spurious coupling in high 

fiEqaer-cy. 

The  IF  amplifier  of  rangincf  channel   (UECh-EK)   is intended   for 

the anflification  of  the  fluctuations cf   intemediate frequency  to 

the value,   necessary  for  the work  cf  discrittinator,   UPCh-DK consists 

of three  cascade/stages  cf   aniplif i caticn   (Fig«   46).   The 

coiBaiunication/connection  ct   mixer   with   the  first 

intermediatefr^quency   stage  is  transformer.   The  fluctuations of  the 

intermediate   frequency   through  the rcupling  Ft   are  supplied   to  the 

first   winding of  inductance coil  Llt   which  will  match  the   output 

resistance   of  mixer  with   the  entry   impedance   cf   the  first 

interitcdiatefrequency   staje.  The  SPCCIUJ  winding  of  this coil  is 

shunted by  resistor/r^sistarce  R2   for  the  expansion of  passband. 

CascaCe/staq?" is assembleu by the diagrair cf consecutive anode 

feed en tube Ll (6ZhlP). As load aerves the duct, which consists of 

the inductance coil  L*   and of  the output   capacitance of tube.   Anode 

immtmaätäm i tummtiama 
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and scceening voltages en tube they are sufflied through the filter 

S^Ss. Displacement automatic, because of the currents, which pass on 

the cathode resistor/resistance B^ which is ptctected by 

condenser/capacitor S3. The voltage of channel is supplied through 

the filter L3S4. 

Fage 49. 

For the control/ci.ecking ct the current ct the detector of 

mixer, the voltage from the first wirdirg cf irductance coil Lj 

through thp filter, which ccrsists of H.F.- thrcttle/chokes L2, L13, 

condenser/capacitors Si, S2, S?s r^sistcr/resistance Hi, approaches 

instrument IPi (see Fig, ii5). The intensive fluctuations of 

intermediate frequency are supplied to the second 

interoiediatefrequency stage, asscinbled en tube L2 (6zhlP, see Fig. 

46). The diagrams of the first end second cascade/stage are 

analogous. 

The third intermediate frequency stage en tube L3 (6Zh1P) for a 

decrease in the effect cf the affplitude modulation of the voltage of 

interaediate tre-juency en the wcr'K cf discrimirator is assembled by 

'^ilriia'iiiiiitiiTiTfrriiir iinii*^«^,*^- 
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diagram with grid-circuit clipfing- Ihc; resistcr/resistance S9 is 

lieiting. If input \oltage does not exceed tias voltage, grid current 

it is absent and grid voltage it changes in accordance with a change 

in the input voltage. When input voltage exceeds bias voltage appears 

the grid current, which creates a voltage dioc across 

resistci'/resistance RQ. ft further increase in the input voltage 

virtually does not produce an increase in tie grid voltage, which 

remains constant/invarialle and clcse tc 2eio. 

From output circuit (l8, Sj* and S,ft) the fluctuations of the    | 

I intermediate frequency through the ccndenser/capacitor S15 because of  I 

inductive coupling enter the duct of tie discriBinator. I 

Discriminator is assembled on tube L4 (5Kh2P). The duct of the 

discrimirator consists of the inductance ceil in and of capacitors 

Sir  and of Sl8, but its load are the resistcr/tesiatances HI5 and 

Blft, The capacitors ot S20 and S2l serve for the filtration of 

high-frequency com ponents. Th^ contrcl voltage through 

resistor/resistances Hl9 and Pje is supplieo tc the expander of 

Eonen tum/impuls^/pulsos. 

BiBBaMiMaMaiMij||^ii^ 
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The feed of the filament of the tute of discriminator is 

supplied through H.F.- throttle/chcke Ll0 ard the capacitor Sl9 for 

the elimination of spurious coupling in high frequency through the 

power supply. H.f,-throttle/choke L9 blccks the closing/shorting of 

the currents of interroediate frequency tesides tube L* and forms 

circuit for the dc current, coinponent of tute. 

Discriminator WOIKS thus, output circuit UFCh and the duct of 

the discriminator are inclined lor intermediate frequency. As a 

result of the double bond of tbese ducts cr. the anodes of foot 1*, 

simultaneously operate two voltages; through capacitive coupling - 

alternating voltage Uj (Fig. UTaj and through inductive coupling - 

voltage U2/2. 

The resulting voltage on tie anodes cf tute is determined by the 

vector sum of the voltages: 

ÜHsHaüi ».ä-ataM-ij..., 
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If detunings no, then a difference ir frequencies of the 

transiaitter and heterodyne is equal to interinediate frequency and 

Loth ducts are inclined into resonance. The resistor/resistance of 

the duct of discriffiindtcr has active character; therefore the current 

cf aaaaa in it coincides in phase with emf cf the mutual induction 

aaaaaa. This current, flow/lasting over inductarce coil Lii (see Fig. 

46), stresses of the aaaaaa (see Fig. «7), which advances current I2 

by 90°, After dividing the vector of the aaaaa cf Ln (since 

inductance coil Ln   (see Fig, 46) it has the grcunded esidpoint) and 

after accuniulating geometrically the vectors of aaaaaaaa and aaaaaaaa 

with the vector of aaaaaa (see Fig. 4 7), we will obtain the equations 

cf the voltage of aaaaaa and aaaaaa, applied tc tube L* (see Fig. 

U6), Consequently, through resistor/resistances R15 and the Ri6 will 

flow/last the equal currents, which create equal positive voltages. 

frlmnt'imii iirs-^^^^*mtmi4k*^e£* 
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Eagcs   50-51, 

Fig. U5.   Schematic   diagraai   ot   the   bicck   AFC. 

Key: (1).   .Mixer.   (2).   Input.   (3).  Califcrator.    («) .  Housing.    (5).   in. 

(6). Cutput/yield.    |7) .   Current   output   cf  cascade/stage.   (8).   Cont. 

(9). Cont.   thf   energy   level.    (10).   Pteheater.    (11).   Inclusively 

.^.«U.vk:.^-:,^.-^».:,..^^^^^ | ^ , ^.__ 
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incandesciny.   (12).   Control   tmit.    (13).   Balance.   (1U).   Search.    (15). 

Control/checking of  channels.   (16).  Capture-   (17).   Hz-    (18).  Cont.  of 

turns  cf  motor,   (19).   Cont.   is  coniinon/ceneral/tctal.   (20).   Housing. 

(21) -   lllumiiiation. 

B^Jfiaa^g ■-w^.^fe^.w>A.^.....^..^. _.: ■:,x:.^,J    .■■ . _  . . 
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Eage 52. 

Fig. UC). Fundamental äir{.lifiti circuit cf the intermediate frequency  ] 

of the ranging channel of hlcck AFC. 

^^ ^.^ .. ...v-. .^...^. J^^  iJ,-^"m^i"-"~iVjt--"- 
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Key:   (1).   Housing .    (2).   Output/yield.   (3).   Control/checking.   («♦).   V. 

müteiäi ifcia6MaiaM^At^-i.fV,«[fm^Tl,,.f|^^^ 
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Fig. 47. The vector diagrams ot the stresses cf the discriminator: a) 

detuning is absent; b) detuning positive; c) detuning negative. 

a***!*******,*^.^...***^^^..^ g........... „.,.., 
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Fig. 48. Fundamental aBplifiei circuit cf the interinediate frequency 

cf the azimuth channel of fclcck. AFC 

Key: (1). Duct of the discriminator. (2). Ccntrcl/checking. (3). 

Circuit. (U). Housing. (5). Cutput/yield. (6). Cont. (7). \. 

(    I 

m liiiir^ffwr^^^ 
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With positive detuning coil LJI resistive cf inductive 

character; therefore eif at the mutual inductict of aaaaa (see Fig» 

47) wattful ox aaaaaa, produces in it the current of aaaaa lagging on 

phase behind aaaaa to angle 0. This current, flew/lasting over 

inductance coil Lii (see Fig. 4 6), creates en it the stress of aaaaa 

(see Fig, 47), which anticipate/leads tc phase current Iz by 90°. 

Fage 53. 

After  accuirulating  gponietrically  vectors  +U2/2 and  aaaaaaa   with 

vector  Uj,   let. us   ascertain   that   tc  the  ancdes  cf   tube   L,    (see   Fig. 

46)   are   applied   unogual   stresses.   Consequently,   the currents through 

the  halves  of  tube  are   not   equal  and   pesitive   stress on 

resistor/resistance   RiS   aioip   than  on  resistor/resistance Pi6. 

Analogously  discussing,   it   is   possible   tc   show that  with 

regative detuning   (Fig.   147c)   stress  on   resistcr/resistance   Rl6   is 

more   than   during   resistor/resistance   Fis» 

Tht   IF  anspliiier   of   ^ziruth  channel   (UPCh-AK)   amplifies the 

■VBfcgSj^Füiaft-^. 

aMsaiataam—- ; 
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fluctuations of   intermediate  frequency  to  the  value,  necessary   for 

the work  of  discriminator.   This amplifier censists of  three stages: 

irixer,  heterodyne  and  discriminator. 

The  fluctuations  of   intersieaiate   frequency  from  mixer  are 

suj-^lied  to  the   first   interned ia tetrequency  stage   whose  diagraa  is 

analcgcus   to  the diagram  of  OPCh-DK.   Intensified  with the   first 

cascade/stage stress  is  supplied  to  the  ccntrcl  electrode  of  tube  L3 

j6Zh1P,  Fig.   48)   on   wnich  is asse»hled  the second  mixer.   To the 

suppressoi:   grid  of   this  tube,   is  suj-plied   the   stress of  the 

hetercdyn^   through   the   capacitor  S10-.   *s  a   Lesult   of  the mixing  of 

the  first  inttrmediate   frequency   and   frequency   cf  heterodyne,   is 

isolated  the  second  inter iredia tc  frecuercy.   The  fluctuations of 

intertediate  frequency   are   remove/t aken   fteir   duct   L7,   Ris,   S21   and 

are  supplied   to  the  second   \\   amplifipr,   asseirlled  on tube  L4 

(6ZhlE) , 

The  second  and   third    (tuie   L4,   L5   -   6ZhlF)   IF  amplifiers  and 

discriminator  Lfc   (bKü^P)   thpy   work   analogous   with  the  appropriate 

cascade/staqes  of   ranyiny  channel. 

M^faMlMitorifcttMft 
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The  second heterodyne ci  azimuth channel generates 

high-frequency oscillations for operaticnal previsions of the second 

Bixer, Heterodyne consists oi the asaster quart2 oscillator and the 

cascade/staye of the frequcrcy ffultiplicaticn of quartz. Oscillator 

is assembled on the left half of tube li (6819).. Quartz is included 

between grid and cathode ot tuLe. The cascade/stage of aultiplication 

is assemtled on the right half of tube Li aid is inclined to the 

third harmonic of crystal frequency. 

The cascade/stages of ranging and azimuth channels are analogous I 

in diagram; therefore suhsegutntly is given ths description ot the | 

diagrams only of ranging channel. Channel consists of the expander of  | 

ucirentunyiinpulse/pulti^s, of ba]^nc;-! 'c'v-'lztor, torrinal antplifier    1 
i 

and  dc  amplifier. | 
I 

The  eXtJandcr   of  motrentuir/in pu Ise/p tlsos  ccrverts  the   positive 

pulses,   «hich  enter   from   the  output/yield  of   discriminator,   into  the 

constant  control  voltage. 

rcsitive   pulse  arprcäches   the   ccntrol   electrodes  of  tube  Lz 

(6N1P,   se^   Fig.   U5).   In   this  case,   the   capacitcrs  S2  and  S7,   the 

^^z-mm^^mm^^^^SSZ^ fj^j^^^^^^^^ 
£i ASSiiU imSMii-v, ■„J,*ji&,i*,:~i^\j1:}.t.-6i.;*^i-.ss&*i ^äJ^:üi?Mi*:äi,^................. 
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connected  in  cathode tubes,   charge  thenselves.   Bt  the  termination of 

the  action   of  nioffientuni/iinpulse/pulse,   the  capacitors Sg  and  S7   begin 

to be discharged on  the  circuit:  S2-F,1-R20 -  the earth/ground - S2 

and  on  the circuit:   S7-E13-Rlfe -  the earth/grcur.d  S7.   The  time 

constants  of  discharge  circuit  S2   {Bn   ♦  r(20)   ard  S7   (Ri3-Ri6)   ace 

fitted  so  that  the   capacitors  are  discharged  not  more  than  to 

€.1-0.20/0  of  aaaaaa,   therefore,   frctp   resistor/resistances   R1&   and 

B2o  it is  remove/taken  almost  dirt-ct/cctstar.t   voltage,   in   order that 

would  not  affect  the  random  overshoots   cf   voltage,   caused   by  the 

jumps of  oscillator  frequency,   in  i-arallel   to  resistor/resistances 

Fn  and  B13   vere  included  capacitors   S3   and   S6. 

i 
1 

Voltage on the dncdfs of the tubf cf exparder is supplied from 

voltage divider, which consists of fixed resistcrs Hl0, Pj, and 

potentioflipter F60 whos« splint is derived en frent/leading panel with ' 

writirg "Balance D". With tne aid of potentiometer Rfc0 it is possible ! 

to balance the initial currents of tricdes, anc resistor/resistance 

pl0 and pj4 together with capacitors S^ and S5 they are decoupling 

filter. 

Eage   5a. 

aaaifi ittaa &SäSl^m^SiSsääak^^ä^ä^m^ä& •iitiithlmi^^'m '■"■■ i :._...;... r^i^aH 
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The balanced modulator of ranying channel changes phase and the 

aisflitude cf the stress of frequency 400 Hz in accordance with a 

change in the stress, which enters froir exfandec. 

Modulator is assembled en tubs L3 (6P1E). Cisplaceaent to the 

control electrodes of balanced modulatct is supplied automatically 

because of a voltage drop across the ccninon/general/total for both 

triodes resistor/resistance Ri^, shurted with capacitor S8. The plate 

leads cf tube L3 are the resistor/resistances hu   and P^» frons which 

the voltage of thp signal through capacitors S^ and the S10 is 

supplied to transformer Trj. Transformer has the grounded midpoint. 

Thus, its windings are included towards each ether. 

To the cathodes of tute L3 from the special winding of power 

transformer, is supplied modulated voltage 6 v with frequency 400 Hz, 

which through resistor/tesistarces R6 and R?0 is applied in phase to 

the grids cf tube. 

Vcltdg^ UUO Hz frenuency is modulated ly the error voltage. 

mm Hamm -:L- JBM äa^Bfeya^aaa^aaiiafefeaa^^äi^» ..i.-J'  ■.,.,■,:;..■.. •.a.V.f-;: l-^. 
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which is  remove/taken ftcm resistor/resistances B|ft and R20. In the 

absence of error, i.e., when the voltages, applied to the grids of 

tute L3, are equal, on plate leads are isolated the voltages 400 Hz 

frequency, equal in phase and amplitude. curing the supplying fron 

the plate loads of fcalanced irodulatcr tc piimarv winding transformer 

Iti  equal in phase and amplitude voltages they average out, but 

voltage on the secondary winding of conversion transformer Tt2   is 

absent. 

When the error of voltage is present,, applied on the grids of 

tufce L3, are not equal. The currents thtcugh tute are not also equal 

and therefore voltages from plate loads thay are remove/taken with 

different amplitude. In the secondary vändirg cf transformer Trj, 

will appear the voltage with the amplitude, equal to a voltage 

difference or. the halves cf priniaty winding. The phase of this 

voltage depends on that, tc which half cf primary winding applied 

larger voltage, rht resulting voltage approaches terminal amplifier- 

Thn terminal amplifier of lai.ying channel emplifies error 

voltage according tc power up to the value, necessary for the work of 

th^ electric motor of the nechenism of retuning. 

a Mas ■-^'•^ ■ — iiiBliililMMiiltmr niTiiTiifF ,*t^i*™^titiVtimiMM*MfViyl, 

J 

J 
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Amplifier is carried cut on tubes I* (6P6S) and L5 (6P6S) by 

push-pull transformer diagram. Vcitage itrcni balanced Bodulator to the 

yrids cf amplifier enters throuyh the secondary winding of 

transformer Trt. To the grids cf bias tubes, is supplied from the 

rectifiei. cf bloc^ AFC - 105 in. Amplifier is assemtled by the 

diagram of consecutive anode teed. As the plate load of aoplifier 

serves the primary winding cf the transfcrtter lr2, fron) secondary 

«indirg cf which the voltage is supplied to the electric »otor of the 

Bechanism of retuning. 

The dc amplifier of ranging channel ccrtrcls the relay Pi, which 

converts diagram from the mcdc/conditicr.s cf "Eearch" into the 

node/conditions of "capture". Amplifier is assembled on tube Lj 

(6N1P). In the absence cf positive errcr vcitage on the right half of 

tube Li, it is closed by the positive vcitage, applied on its cathode 

froai cividpr/denoiainat or Bit  l(Zl   F 3 which is xncludeci at the 

cutput/yioid of rectiiier *100  in. 

Positive volt?, p.. trorn thf plate lead ci thf right half of tube 

!•! through rcsistor/tosistance i<^, which ertecs in voltage divider 
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?♦♦ Rsf Sfc» goes t--0 ti:iG grid of the left half cf tube. To 

potentiometer R6, protected by capacitor Si, is supplied negative 

voltage -105 in. The wiper is estatlished/installed at this position 

in which the grid voltage of the left half cf tube is close to zero. 

In this case it is completely cpened. As its lead serves the winding 

cf the relay Rl which is included and ty contacts 4-5 switches on 

tube LN1 "search" and the electric motor of retuning, and also it 

disconnect/turns off tube Ll»2 "capture", breaking contact 3-4. The 

contacts by 6-7 relay Fij connect the grid cf the left half of the 

tube cf balanced aodulator vit\   the earth/qround, which leads to the 

shatp imbalance of irodulatcr, as a result cf which the electric motor 

of the tuning of oscillator tecjins to rotate. 

Page 55, 

The rotation of the eltctric irotcr ct tuning occurs until the 

frequency, jene rated by transmitter, appreaches itself that which was 

assigned sc, in order tc isolated at the eutput/yieii of the mixer of 

oscillation with the int.ern.tdiate rreguency of channel into the band 

cf capture of disciiminatcr. Then on the cathode of the left halt of 

tute L2 appears positive voltage. This voltage through 

resistor/resistance % approaches the grid ef the right half of tube 

m unuMMiiiM 
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L|.   Tube triggers   itself,   vdtage  en  its ancde   «ill  give,   and  on  the 

grid  cf  the  lelit half  of  tube  it   becomes  negative  and it  is cut off. 

Belay   P,   switches  on  the  electric  tcctoi  cf   retuning,  it switches on 

tube  "capture"  and   disconnects  the  grid  ot   the   left  half  of   the  tube 

c£ balanced  modulatcr   frens  the  earth/grcund.  Diagram  passes to  the 

Bcde/conditicns of   "tracking".   The  electric  meter  of tuning changes 

the  oscillator  frequency  of ti ansiaitter  until   icterisediate  freguency 

teconses  ejual  tuning   frequcrcies  of   discrininator,   whereupon  the 

electric   motcr is  stopped. 

Heterodyne   (Fig.   49)   it  oscillate   cf   the   high-stability 

freguency   which  is   supplied   tc   the   mixers  of  the  azimuth  and  ranging 

channels  of   block,  AFC.   The  cscillaticn   freguency  cf  heterodyne 

corresponds   to   162-1  crystal  harmonics. 

Heterodyne  consists  of   tlic   master   quartz   oscillator  and  the 

cascade/stages   cf   frequency   orultiplication.   The   master   oscillator  is 

assembled   on   the  left   half   cf   tube  Li    (6N1F)    nith   the  quartz, 

connected   between   the   jiid   and   th'.-  cathed».   In   the  anod« circuit   of 

tube,   ar^   consecutively   included   two  duct:   duct  Lj,   S3,   inclined   to 

the   fundamental   harmonic  of   tie   cscillaticn  freguency of  quartz,   and 

duct   L2,   S6r   incline 1   to   the   third   narrocnic  of   th«-  oscillation 

*LL J^zf* " "'-J:.:^:'..  ':"'... "^  '   .^ 
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frequency  of  quartz.   Thc-refcre   the   niast€r  cscillator siraultaneously 

petfcrms the  role  of tripler. 

The  equivalent,  diagrain  01   the  master  cscillator is  inductive 

Hartley  oscillator  circuit.   The   capacitance/capacity  of 

comraunication/couRectiori  is  the   capacitcr  St,   connected  between anode 

and grid  of  tube.   Resistor/resistances   F2   and   F3  are  leakage 

resistance  of  the   yrid   of  the   left   halt   of  tule Li« 

BesistcL/resistance  r4  and  shutting  capacitcr   £s  compose the circuit 

cf aurcaiatic  dispIaceseBt,   Voltage  with  the  frequency  of third 

crystal  harmcnics  from  the   nastet   oscillatci   through the  band-pass 

filter  L2#   St,,   L3,   S7   is  supplied   to the  seconc cascade/stage. 

The  seccnd  cascide/staye   is  assembled  en   the  right  half  of  tube 

Lj   as  triplet.   Plate  circuit  L«,   S^   are   irclired  to  the  ninth 

harrocnic   ot  crystal   rrequency.   The   rc-sistor/resistance  R5,   shunted 

with   capacitcr   s<,,   provides  automatic   displacement. 

The third cascade/stage (Güut;ler) is carried out on tube L2 

{6N1P). As plate load serves duct L6, t^e Sx,, inclined on IS-th 

bariconic  of  crystal   frequency.   The   voltage  cf   18-1  narmonics frcm 

i^Esirsc ™"~   --ü    __   ^^ _       _ r^—fei^i^LÜ^ 
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synstnetrical  input  circuit  is  supplied  tc   Lcth  grids of the  fourth 

cascadfc/stage. 

The  fourth  cascdöe/stage   (tripler)    is   asseitbled  on  tube  L3 

(6N1P)   by  the double diagrai  wlich  provides  the  suppression  cf  even 

harmonics.   As the   plate  load  01   cascade/stage   serves  duct   Li0,   the 

aaaaaaäaaaa,   carried  out   in  the   forai  of  the  syinnetrical 

short-circuited   line  which   is   inductively  connected   with  the 

analcqcus   line,   connected   in  yiid   circuit  -  the  cathode  of   output 

stage. 

Output   stage   is  assembled   on   tube   l4   (lighthouse  triode  6S5D)   by 

diagram   with  comraon/general/total   grid.   As  the   plate  load   of 

cascade/stage  serves the  coaxial   line,   inclined  on   162-th   harmonic  of 

crystal  freguency.   The   tuning   of   cascade/stage   is  conducted   by   the 

displacement/movement  ot   plungtr  over  the  maximum  of  cathode  current 

ever   the   instrument  ot   the  IPi,   voltage   on   which  is  supplied   from 

resistcr/resistance   Ri8,   connected   in   the  cathede  of   tube   L^.   The 

tuning  of   cascade/staue   is  realized   ty   the   capacitance/capacity,   one 

cf   plates  cf   which   is   tastcnea   on   the   indoor   wiring  of   coaxial   line, 

and  the  second,   movdlie,   is   connected   with   the   Hid  of  gear   with  the 

irechanisni  cf   tuning. 

:r»:==~ws»,;ss2: .Jm 
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Pig. U9, Schematic diagram of the hetercdyne cf block AFCh. 

Key: (1). cascaae/stage. (2). Thermostat* (3). Tuning. (4). 

Designation. (5). Housing. (6). in. (7). Cutrent of heterod. (8) 

Therm, control. 

rsr^rrssr?"!^:. '..' .SZ-A'^ZL. i-"^"/. 
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Filatuent  voltaye   enters  thtouyh  H.F.-   thrct.tle/chokes  L13   and 

l14,   the  capacitor   S26,   which   protects  output   stage from  the 

penetration  of   high-frequency  currents   in  value  incandescence. 

Anode   feed  to   all   cascadf/stages  cf  hetercdyne  is  supplied  from 

rectifier  +300   v through   filters  of   the type   EC,   and  to  the  fourth 

and   fifth  cascade/stages -   thicugh   the   sup pleireiitary  H.F.- 

throttle/chokes  L,,   Li2   and   tie   capacitors   cf   S23,   S27. 

The retuning ol the frequency of hetercdyne is conducted by 

switching quartzes. The coirmutotion of cuartzes occurs with the aid 

cf switch V! "switching channels" and six relay Pi-F6. The ducts of 

all cascace/stages of rault.i plication are carrifd out in the form of 

the band-passs filter, which ^nsur* the possibility of the work of 

hetercdyne over a wid«.- rany» of fr^yuer.cies without tuning. Working 

quartzes  of   heterodyne   fcr  an   irccease   in   the   frequency  stability  ate 

placed into the theriuostat whose work is analcgcus to the work of the 

thermostat of the fiv--stage olivet cf the trarsroitter of P-200M. The 

power  Output  of   hetf-rodyne   is  not   loss   than   30   irW., 

Calibrator  is   iri* ended   for  the  control/checking  of  the  frequency 

t  l 

»Tf^-^^.^..:-^- ^ -:•- :*~*:y'—.-- m   -     tesV±?  "' 
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cf the duct cf discriminatcrs UPCh of azimuth and ranging channels. 

Calibrator is the quartz heterodyne, which consists of the master 

oscillator and the cascade/stage of the tretlinq of frequency. 

Heterodyne is assembled on the left half cf tute L8 (SNIP, see Fig. 

<45) . Quartz is included between the- gric and the anode. The 

cascaöc/stage of mult if 1 ica t ion is assenbled cr. the right half of 

twin triode L8. 

Eecause of the sufficiently large amflitude of the sixth 

harmonic of crystal frequency en the plate load of tripler, the 

calibrator has the enly enc output/yield, eirplcyed for calibrating 

the frequency of the discriitinätcr£-. cf aziiftth and ranging channels. 

The controi/chockirq cf the work cf bleck ÄFC is realized by an 

instrument of the IPi, v.hich is switched by switches V3 and V4. 

Switch V3 has two position of "1i
M and "d", switch V, is three 

pesitiens. in position the "cuirert heter. cutput stage" is measured 

the current of the output staqe cf heterodyne; at the second position 

"current is placed. " - the cuiient cf the detector of mixer, in this 

case is included the sutpleiier.tary resistot/resistance H?7j; in the 

third position "bdidnco" - the vol*-aje rn the electric motor of 

retuninq. The resistor/rosistarce fs, is supplfetentary 

i mam ■^-  i/-   , f 

äMÜiM mmm 
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resistor/Lesistance to the instrunent cf the IElr voltage on which in 

this position V^ is supplied through the dicde Ej. 

Constructions. Block (Fig. 50) is arranged in the cabinet of 

supervisory equipment. All network elewents are carried out in the 

fcrm cf the separate functional rules, estatlished/installed on 

L-shaped chdssis/lanaing gear. On the front parel of block, are 

placed the cell/elements of th<- ccntrol/checlcing of control and 

tuning. In block is estaLiished/instal led the common/general/total 

filanent transtonaei Tr5, whicli has five windircs: primary to voltage 

208 v with trequency aOQ Hz and four secondary. 

tagaaäiaa iHrTffänii-rrfrrtNur i r^i MMJiiliiBaMä^Bai^jaatsteaaaB^^iMaja .^.' ":^'-: '■   • :- _ 
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Fig-   50.   Block   AFC:   1 -   measuring  meter;   2,   8  - high-frequency 

couplings;   3,   7 -   the   knob/button  of  the  ccntrcl/checking   of  the 

balance of  channels;   4  -  ccnuautator  switch;   5  - the knob/stick  of  the 

tuning  of  heterodyne;   6  -   instrument  switch. 

^^-^- '^^s^^^f^fiif^B 
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Each  secondary   winding   provides  voltage  6.3  v  with the current  of 

load  2.5  a.   All windings  are  ccnnected   in  parallel  between 

themselves. 

Fewer   unit  of  unit  AFC. 

Thiri unit provides unit AFC with the fcllcwing stresses: +300, 

+15C, 105 in direct current even 30, 6 and 6 in alternating current 

400  Hz   frequency. 

Schcuiatic  diagrajn.   Positive   stress   +3CC   and  -»-ISO   in   issues 

rectifier   C1   (rig.   51),   as£€t:ibled  by  sirgle-phase  bridge circuit  on 

selcniiKC  cell/elpments.   cutput   voltage   is  statilized  with   the   aid   of 

the  electronic  regulator   which   consists  of   tuhc  L6   (SGUS),   amplifier 

tube   L7   (6ZhH),   current-r egulat ira   tu})6s   Lt-Ls    (6N13S)   and 

resistor/resistances  S22-S?q.   Viith   thh   aid  cf   resistor/resistances  P2 

and   R2fe,   is  regulated   the  stalilizJ
+ion   factor,  while with   the  aid  of 

tesistor/resiGtancr'  pZB -  the  output   voltage  of stabilizer   «-BOO  in. 

Voltaje  +150   ir  is  criainxl   with   the   aid  cf   tubes  Le    (SGUS)   and 
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L, (SG4S), feed to which is supplied frcm rectifier +300 v through 

the terminal of 13 couplinqs P2, Teiminals 13 and   14 couplings Pa are 

ccnnected only with the placed in place unit AFC. By this tubes Le 

and L9 are protected frcm overloading with idling. 

Voltage -105 in is obtained with the aid cf the rectifier, 

assembled on single-phase bridge circuit on seleniuip cell/element D2 

and capacitors S* and s 5. In parallel to rtctifier is included tube 

Iio {SG3S) with ballast resisrance luz- 

All DC voltages are »cnitored with the aid of the instrument of 

191  with the scale en 500 ir. Instruirert is ccrnected to the 

afprcptiate circuits with the aid of svitch V2 and has a dial light, 

which is ir.cluded by switch V3. 

Iransformer Tr2, besides voltage cr rectifier, gives of two 

alterrating voltage 30 and t v with frequency «CO Hz which ace 

supplied Ltspectively to terminals ti, S and 1-1C couplings P^ 

Voltage on power unit it supplied with the aid cf switch Vt. 
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Fig, 51. The schematic diagran) of the tlcck of the feed of unit AFC. 

Key: (1). Circuit. (2). Housing. (3). ir. {4). Hz. (5). illuiaination. 
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Fig. 52. Pcwer unit of unit AFC: 1 - the dial light of iseasucing 

Beter; 2 - measuring meter; 3 - the toggle switch of the 

connection/inclusion of illumination; 4 - power switch; 5 - the tube 

of the ccntrcl/checlcing of the [illegitle] cf safety device/fuses; 6 

- safety device/fuses; 7 - the switch cf the measuring instrument. 
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Construction (Fig. 52). Unit is assemtled en standard L-shaped 

chassis/landing gear on which are ircunted all network elenents of 

rectifiers. On the front/leading panel cf urit, are arranged 

aeasuiing aieter, the safety device/fuses and the toggle switches cf 

ccntrcl cf rectifier. 

End section. 
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Fxg«   53.   The  scharaatic  diagram of  the  tlock  tcr  measring the  passage 

power  of  IPM-2I. 

Key:    (1).   Input.   (2),   output/yield.   (3).  Circuit.    (4).   Housing. 
I 
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Unit  of the meter of passage power. 

This unit has azimuth and ranging channels. The Principle of the 

werk of the unit of IPM~21 the same as cf the unit of the IPH-lH 

«hich was described above- 

Schematic diagram (Fig. 53) . The high-frequency pulses of the 

transpitter cf P-20D front capacitive probe approach the anode of tube 

It (2D1S), they are detected and charge capacitor S3 up to the a 

certain value of surge voltage. The time constant of charge of 

capacitor S3 is determined by the ancde resistarce Li   and of size 

capacitance of capacitor S3. Resistor/resistance !?l creates the 

circuit constant component of cathode current Ll. 

One or the other grad line is connected tc diagram with the aid 

cf switch Di# which has two position: "channel A" and "channel dM. 

During setting switch Bj at position "channfl d" the grad line of the 

transmitter cf P-20D is connected to the cathoöe follower, assetbled 

en the left half of tube L3 (6N8S). Cathode repeater divides the 

circuits of detection and accuaulaticn cf aicmentua/impulse/pulses. 

mmm^zu* 
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With connection to measuring circuit, the capacitor S3 begins to ] 

be discharged on the circuit: Sj-Vi-Rs - the earth/ground - S3. Since 

the time constant of charge is much lower than the tiae constant of 

discharge, pulse duration, which enters the grid of the left half of 

tube, is soaenhat more than 1 JJS. 

From the cathode lead Fs tube L3 the stretched 

■omen tum/impulse/piilse aFF1:caches the diagram of accumulation, 

assembled en tube L4 {'X'S). In the cathode circuit of tube L4, is 

included storage circuit S7r E7, The time constant of the charge of 

tank 5.7 is determined by the output resistance cf cathode repeater 

(left hc.lf of tube L3) by anode resistance L4 and by capacitance 

value S/. Time constant must be possibly lesser for obtaining the 

taximuK amplitude of the charge ot tank fcr the transit time of 

BOBentum/impulse/pulse. 

Capacitor discharge S7 occurs through resistor/resistance n7# 

which fcr the purucse of attaining sufficient time constant of 

discharge is selected large. Pesistor/resistance RB between the 

cathode cf tube L4 and the grid of tube L5 (6N8S) limits grid 

m^^mammm^m^^^f.^^ rn  .„ | -.,,       ..S^JTv 
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I current©. 
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Fig, 54. Unit of the metet of the passage pcwet of IPH-2I: 1.5 - 

high-frequency couplings; 2 - high-frequency dicde; 3 - to neasurlng 

line; H  - the shielding cover of dial light; 6,   lU - tuning knob; 7 - 

■easuring meter; 8 - the toggle switch of the illuaination of 

grid/network; 9 - the toggle switch of the connection/inclusion of 

output/yield to oscillograph; 10 - the knob/stick of the setting up 

of "zero" of instrument; 11 - the toggle switch of the channel 

switcher; 12 - control socket; 13 - circuit breaker. 

*-i""°-i  BBi _ 
- ■"^^n 
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In  order to stabilize  the  position  of  zerc of  instruaent, 

balance aiaplifiei   is constructed but  tc diagras  with 

autoccmpensaMon,   for   which  are  used tube  I3  and Ls.  On the  left 

halves  of   these  tubes,   are  asseffibled the  aisflifier stages,   the right 

halves  of tubes provide autcccBpensaticn. 

With  ♦■he aid  of  resistor/resistance   E21   realizes the  initial 

balance of  amplifier  by the adjustment   cf  the  current through  the 

right half   of  tube   L3.   Thereby   is  regulated  grid voltage of  the right 

half  cf  the  tube of  the  balance  of  anplifiei.  assembled  on   tube  Ls. 

In the  cathode  circuit  of   tube   LSf   is  included measuring  meter 

the   I? 1   whose calibration   is  conducted   with  the  aid  of 

resistor/resistances p.lI#   F13 and  RjÄ-   Ey   pctertiometer R1t   is 

establish/installed   "zero"  cf   instrument,   and  by potentiometers BJJ 

and  al6 correct  measurement  ranges. 

The  feed  of the ancde  circuits  cf   cutput  iieter  is conducted  from 

the  rectifier assemtled  by  two-half-feiicd  diagram.   Filter   (Dplf  Cu 

and Ci5)   -  L-shaped.   At  the output/yielc of rectifier,   is  a  voltage 

regulator,  consisting  of   two seti^s-connected  tubes  L6f   L7   (SGZS)   and     1 

~^^.cr    .i^-v : ■-:.,  .       .     •-- 
ä&i tajtoaaäi&iaffiMaatetaifc. fvhiafi ^^{iMmaniNtlMlim rilhViriiriM 
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the ballast  resistance  Rl8, 

si 

For the stabilization of "zero" cf aeasuriiig meter daring a 

change in the filament currents during a change in the line voltage, 

is included the ballast resistor (tube l9, 1B1C-17), For the setting 

up of the rated current of ballast resistor parallel to the priaary 

winding of transformer Ipj ar^ included variable resistances B|9 and 

E20. Ihe secondary winding cf transformer Tpa is included 

consecutively with the primary winding cf transformer Tp!. 

Constructions. Unit (Fig. 5U) is placed in the upper part of the 

cabinet NNO. On the front/leading panel of unit, are arranged: the 

measuring meter, which has two scales: upper quadratic - fcr the 

readirg cf power and lower smccth for measurement of KSV and the KBV 

c£ feeders, the organ/controls of adjurtment ard control. 

Phase converter will match the output resistance of transmitter  I 

with input resistance of antenra so that , I 

fidi g|g^B|^M||Mg«gK ntm' m rmttmr, -r: im^v -. ■,. ^gumif' ~-«— 
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Fig, 55- Functional diagram of EKC. 

Fey: (!)• Azimuth channel. (2). Mixer. (3). Narrow-band cascade. (U). 

Detector. (5). Cathcde repeater. (6), Input. (7). Heterodyne. (8). 

Local Heterodine. (9). Calilrator. (10). Keasuring meter. (11). Pack 

detector. (12). Banging channel. (13). local heterodyne 

'--~"~~"-",-*c'a";- iäLaii s^ Kn=feifci^i«TiüiiiK Hvi^ -riUi! 
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It  is established/installed  between  the  cutfut/jield  of 

high-frequency oscillator and  the  unit  cf  the  geter of  passage  power. 

Phase inverter is the cut  of the coaxial  line  mfcose length can change 

in soflie limits with  the  aid of  special  «echanis». 

Unit   cf  the control/checking of   frequency, 

This  unit monitors  the  frequencies  for which  are  inclined the 

transsitters P-20A  and  F-200,   the   frequency  spectra of  these 

transtitters,   and  also  it  serves  as  indicatcr   *iith the  tuning of 

transiitters with the aid  cf  phase inverters  in the case of  the 

"juifing"  cf  frequency. 

The unit of the control/checking cf   frequency consists of  the 

■ ixers of  azimuth  and  ranging  channel,   second  iixer of azimth 

channel»   IF  aiplifiers  of  these  channels,   peak  detector,   heterodyne, 

calihiatcr. 

Functional   diaqran   (Fiq.   FS)   it contains  the azimuth  and  ranging 

channels which  ace   intended  £ct  the- ccrtrcl/checking  of   frequencies 

—.^»■-^TflitliMiiilf'ytlii^ ii ir 
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cf  the transaiitters  P-20A ard  P-20C  resfectivelj« 

The operating   priaciple of the  unit  cf ccntrol/checking consists 

cf  the follcwing.   To the  input  of  the  ffiixers  cf  the aziauth and 

ranging channels through  the coupler,   ate supplied  simultaneously the 

high-frequency  oscillations:   froa  the  output/yield of the  transaitter 

P-20A or P-20D aal   from the coroaon/general/total for both  channels 

heterodyne,  stabilized  by guartz.   As a  result  cf the aixing of these 

oscillations at  the output/yield  of  mixer,   is obtained the  voltage of 

intersediate freguency,   which  is supplied tc  IF aaplifier.   This 

voltage  is aaplified by  the first inteiitediatefrequency stage and  is 

ccnverted  into the  voltage cf  lower   intemeaiate  frequency  in the 

second cascade/stage,   for  which  to  suppcesscr  grid tube of  the seccnd 

cascace/stage,   it   is sut-pli^d vcltage   frcit  the   local oscillator  whose 

frequency   is stabilized  by   quartz.   The  signals  cf  interaediate 

frequency  arp anplifiod  and arp  supplied   tc  nattow-band 

interaediatefroquency  stage and   further  to  detector.  At the 

output/yield of   detector,   the   pulse anplitude   fcill be aaxiaua,   when 

transaitter  frequency corresponds that  which was assigned;   with the 

detuning  of  tiansaittr-rs,   its  aaplitudf  decreases. 

HoBt-ntuB/iDpulre/pulse-r. trca  th= cutput/yield of detector  are 

mmmm - --  '- 
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sufplied  to the cathode follower,  froai  cutput/yield of which they 

approach the  nonitoring   jacks Gj  and  G2,   arrange/located on the 

front/leading channels  of  unit.  These  sockets ate intended  for the 

visual test of momentuni/iaiFUlsp/P11!5«5  "it*5 the aid of oscillograph. 

Siiultaneously  Bonentuai/iBfulse/pulses ftca cathode follower are 

supplied   to the  peak  detector  through the circuits of co»iautation« 

Fage  63, 

Direct/constant  voltage  fron the output/yield  of  peak detector 

approaches the  measuring  iiistruinent,   thus  far  readings of  which are 

proportional  to pulse aaplitude. 

For checking tl-o ccrrectness of  the tuning of  UNCh-AK  and 

UNCh-DK  for  interaediate   ireguency   into  BKCht   is  asseabled  the 

separate calibrator,   which  is selt-excited  oscillator with 

consecutive  multiplication  of  frequency.  Voltage   15 NHz  frequency 

with  the aid of cables  apfrcaches  UNC,   "Ihe   foweting of  the  unit of 

the control/checking of   frequency  is realized  froi separate 

rectifier. 

a^M^MHMB "t—ifiimfir-^at,5s^i 
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Schercatic diagram   (Fig.   56).  The  mixers  are the input 

cascade/stages of  unit  and  serve for the  fixing of  the oscillations, 

applied  frca  transmitters,   kith the oscillations of the local 

oscillator  for the   purpose  cf  obtaining the  voltage of  intermediate 

frequency. 

Each  mixer is  carried  out   in  the  form  cf  the coaxial   line   in 

which  is established/installed   lighthouse   triode  6S17K   (L6  or  L?).  On 

the housing cf  mixer against each other  are placed two plugs with 

clamp  grippers.   In   plugs  erter  catle  erds  »ith coupling disks.   At  the 

opposite  from  tube   end/lead or   the  coaxial   line,  is placed  the 

short-circuiting tuning   plunger,   which   is  estatlish/installed  in the 

position,   which corresponds to  tuning  for  midtacd  frequency.  The 

signal of   intermediate  tceuucncy  is  reicve/taker from the   plate load 

c£ tube  with  the aid of switch   jaw  contact. The structural/design 

tank  between coaxial line and the ancdp-gtid  sfcitch  jaw contact 

shunts  input  UPCh   in  high   freguency.   H.f.-throttle/chokes  L2,   l3 and 

the capacitors o£   S|9,   S?0  in  t.i.e  filament  circuits of  the  tubes of 

mixers protect thv  circuits  ot   powt-ring ftci  the  penetration in them 

c£  high-frogue Hey  oscillatiens.  The  output  voltage of  intermediate 

frequency   is  suppli^l  on  th« cf«i le of  KEj  and  KE*  to input   UPCh, 

m^iiiiiiffreiirirriifflifiri-'-i if'' r^ anijfrjjüDfrg^ijgaa! 
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The amplifier  of  intermediate  frequency  aiflifies  the 

oscillations of  intermediate frequency,   it  coovcrts thea into 

oscillations  with  lower  intemediate  frequency and  then into the 

video pulse  whose amplitude depends on  the  detuning of  transaitter 

relative to  the assigned  frequency. 

The schematic  diagrams oi  UPCh-AK  and  UPCh-DK   (Fig.   57)   are 

coipletely analogous.   The  voltage of  intermediate  frequency  from 

■ixer  is supplied to the  irjut  of the  first  intermediatefreqoency 

stage,   which  ia assembled  on tube  L2   (6Zh1F).   The  input circuit  of 

cascade/stage is carried out  in the  form of the duct, which consists      ' 

of  inductance L3,   i.4,   the  capacitor  cf  £12  and  resistor/resistance 

B8,   which  is intended   for the expansion of  the  pass-band of  input 

circuit,   äS the  load of  cascade/stage  serves the system  of coupled 

circuits   (L5,  S1I   and  L6,  Sis).   For  expansion  of the passbands  duct 

are shunted  by resistor/resistances  3J0 and  Rig.   Anode power to tubes 

is supplied  from rectifier  ♦150  v through  the  decoupling filter 

B«Sto.   DisplacöBönt  i?  autciratic,   because  cf   vcltage drop across 

tesistot/resistar.ce  Pl?,   shunted  by the capacitcr of S^.   Filament 

voltag-» is supplied  through  the  filter  CpsSu« 

aiäim ..^^^^^^ ^...^^.a. ^.,-..iLL.-.,...m^^r_. 
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«ixer is assetabled on tube L3 (6Zh2P) f to cootrol electrode of 

«hich will be moved voltage with UFCh, and en shielding - froi the 

second heterodyne. The voltage of intermediate frequency is isolated 

on duct Lrf Sl7. The automatic displacenent is provided because of 

the drop of voltage on resistor/resistacce B14 which is shunted by 

the capacitor of S2o- Anode voltaqe is supplied through the filter 

The second heterodyne is assenbled en the left half of tube Lj 

(6N3N) by capacitive Hartley oscillator circuit. Throttle/choke Dp» 

insulates cathode from ground in high frequency. In the anode circuit 

of the left half of tube 1^, is included the band-pass filter (\>x,   Sl 

and Li, S7), inclined to the quadratic coipenent of crystal 

frequency, the presence of excitation voltage is monitored in socket 

Gt with the aid of cscillcgraph. 

-;- -•■■■ — JfilMimMBiiii^liftliMMiMftiiriiniirrri r I'IJJT.^'-...-. ■ Ify .l«i iVrftiMrar fii "iin'' A 
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Fig.   56.   Schematic  diaycara  of  EKCh. 

Key:   (1).  caliber.    (2).   Circuit.   (3),   Housing«   (4).   Mixing  current, 

(5).   Pulse  circuit.   (6).   Input.   (7).  [Illecifale] circuit.    (8), 

Intermediate   frequency,   (9).  output/yield  cf  heterodyne.   (10). 

Illegible. 

<* •' m rTiiiWr-—-^- -- - ■ "-T~' ■': -■-..-JI^—t.. 
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Fig-  57.   Printsinial'naya  amtlifiei:  circuit of   the  intermediate 

frequency   cf   UPCh-DK. 

Key:    (1).   [Illegible],   (2).   Input.   (3).  Circuit-   (U).   V.   (5). 

Output/yield.   (6).   Mixing  current.    (7).   Housing. 

U—__i^^Mai ^aMfc^aanaaaaja -^- .w.:,..:.,^—.....;-.^ •  . 
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Cn the right half cf tute Li is assenibled the detector, load of 

which is the divider/dencminatcr, which consists cf 

resistor/resistances R,», B5. 

Ihe voltage of intermediate frequency fret injection circuit 

through the capacitor S1B  is supplied tc the narrow-band aaplifier, 

asseabled cn tube L4 (6zh1E). the load cf this cascade/stage is the 

band-pass filter LeS2? and l9S23. Voltage froB the duct of L,S23 is 

sent to the detector of video pulses, assembled on the diode Dl, lead 

cf which are the resistor/resistance F,7 and the capacitor Sz«- Video 

pulse frcai the load of the detector across the throttle/choke Dre, 

which decreases the penetration of the fluctuations of internediate 

frequency, go to the terminal cf 9 couplings Sht and further across 

switching circuits - to peak detector (see Fig, 56). For the »atchiag 

cf the output resistance of detector UFCh with the entry inpedance of 

peak detector, is applied cathode follower cn tebe L3 (6N3P), On both 

halves of tube L3, are asseinbltd cathode fcllcwers for ranging and 

aziouth channels. From the cathode loads $2  and B3, the video pulses 

through capacitors S«, Sj and resistor/resistances R,, p4 approach 

peak detectot. 

Peak detector converts the video pulses, which enter its input. 

^^BH^MäMM neaataiB ;a^..^.^...^.^^,.^. ... 'äM^nir-tmr^itsrM-'amiftrtriT'i.A.^mf-t- 
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into direct/constant voltage, which coEcespcndE to their amplitude. 

It co sists of two identical channels: aziauth and ranging, asseabled 

on tubes L! (6Kh2P) and L2. On tube li   are asscebled the detectcrs of 

both channels. During the action of video pulse, the capacitor Sj, S2 

charge themselves up to peak value on the circuit: Ei (Rj) 1%   Si (S2) 

- earth/ground Bj (K^). Capacitors are discharged through resistance 

Ba and F3. Voltage from the output/yield of the detector through 

l-shaped filters HtS* and T^SJ   is supplied to the input of the 

cathode follower, ottput potential of which directly proportional to 

the aaplitude of video pulses. 

Page 67. 

Heterodyne   (Fig.   58)   it  generates  quartz-stabilizedfrequency 

which  is supplied   to the  mixers  of  aziiruth  and  tanging channels for 

obtaining  intermediate   treguer.cy. 

Heterodyne consists  of  the crystal assigning oscillator and four 

cascade/stages  cf   frequency  multiplication.   It  works on any of   U0 

quattaes  which  are   switched  with  the aid  cf  switch   Vt.   For  an 

increase  in  the frequency  stability,  the  quartzes  are 

f&iäissMtmm üMMBMaaMiMi^i^äiMaBI    ^ädS'-^^ 
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established/installed into thermostat. 

Ihe master oscillator is assembled on the left half of tube L| 

(6N3P) by inductive Hartley oscillator circuit. In anode circuit is 

included the duct, which ccnsists of L?,  S» and L3, Ss which is 

inclined to the third harmonic of crystal frequency, voltage from 

duct L3, S5 is supplied to the second cascade/stage - tripler. 

The second cascade/stage is assembled en the right half of tube 

Li. Its load is the duct L4, S, and L5, S,2. Cascade/stage works with 

the automatic displacement, removed from circuit Rs, S7. Ancde power 

is supplied from rectifier +300 v through the filter R^Sio« 

The third cascade/staqc is asseirbled en tute L2 (6N1P) and works 

in the mode/conditions of froguency doutlin?. As the load of 

cascade/stage serve ducts I6, S16, L7, Sl7, and L8, SiB. The 

secondary duct consists of two bluets, because the fourth 

cascade/stage is assembled ty push-pull circuit. Displaceaent is 

automatic, because of a voltage drop across resistor/resistance Rt2» 

shunted by the capacitor of 3,3. Anode feed is supplied through the 

filter R|3St«. 

mij^mmtmmimtm "Miiiiiiniffiim"!—r-'=1^E-: JIltiifiMBi'iiMilniifliP«**^^ 
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The  fourth cascade/stage  is assefftled  en  tube L3   (6N1P),   it 

works in the aode/conditions of the tretling of  frequency«   as the 

lead  of cascade/stage  serves the duct,   carried  cut  in the foe« of  the 

two-wire circuit which   is  inductively  connected fro« another,  foraing 

together   with tank   tube  14  the   input  circuit  of the  fifth 

cascade/stage. 

The fifth cascade/stage  is  assembled   en  tube L4  by diagra«  with 

cc»ffior./general/total grid on  the  lighthouse  triede of 6S9D«   As  the 

lead  of cascade/stage serves the coaxial  line,   tuned to the third 

harmonic of  crystal  frequency.   The   tunirg  of  duct is conducted   with 

the aid  of  the  knob/stick,  derived  to  the  front/leading   panel  of 

unit. 

Cutput voltage through twe  cables apfteaches  the  input of  the 

fixers  cl  aziauth  and  ranging  channels.   The control/checking of the 

tuning ot  the first three  cascade/stages  is ccrducted  in  the sockets 

of Ü1-G4  with the  aid  of  oscillograph.   For  the   control of  the  power 

cctput of  the fifth  cascade/stagp  cathede  the   tube L,  through 

mm^mMlimasm m ? i ^ 
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tesistor/resistanc« P.19  connect  with the  instruoent of  IPi 

Calibrator  is   intended   for checking  accuracy  the tuning of 

OPCh-AK  and  UPCh-DK   for   intermediate  frequency.   It consists of  two 

cascade/stages:   the generator,   stabilized  by  quartz,   and frequency 

iultiplier. 
..a. 

First cascade/stage of the calibrator is asseabled on the left 

half cf   tube L* (6N1P, cm. cf rig. 56) ty capacitive Hartley 

oscillator circuit with the quartz, connected tetween the anode and 

the grid. The second cascade/stage (frequercy »Gltiplier) is 

assenbled on the right half of tube L* and operates in the 

■ode/conditions of the arrangement of frequency« In anode circuit is 

incluotd the duct, inclined to the third harincnic cf crystal 

frequency, voltage from duct Lj, the S13 through the capacitor S18 is 

suppli^ to high-frequency couplings Fi and Fa connected with cables 

with intermediatefteguency stages. 

The circuits of the ccirinutation of BKCh have two switch to five 

positions. Switch v (sae Fig. 56) is irtendcd tcr the preparation of 

unit for the work. In position the «balance« is supplied voltage ^27 

mMllin■11lrTrrilm1l'T^lllrn^l^^^il^Ml^lT^-"'J-'--*^**^ 
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v on relay 5» in interaiediate frequency stages. Relay »i 

•ear/operates and by contacts 1-2 discccnects anode power froa input 

cascade/stages, local oscillators and DFCh, but by contacts 3-*» 

switches circuit for an application cf voltage froa the calibrator 

which at this torque/monent is switched off. In this position is 

conducted the balance of measuring circuits in aziauth and reacte 

channels by the setting up cf "zero" of the instrument of IPj by 

potentiometers B6 and R,,. 

^^mimtlMtmm ri^M^ '•  -• :'---'---    - in      ■    im MVI-.«   ft^- «■• —•■** 
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Fig. 58- schematic dia-^rani of the heterodyne of BKCh. 

Key: (1). Circuit. (2). Housing. (3). V- («) . Current of output 

stages. (5). Thermal circuit. (6). Preheaticg tub. (7). 

cascade/stage. (8). Circuit, (9). Sixer. 
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Switch is set in turn in positions the "work AKH and the "work DK". 

In this case, consecutively with the instcunent of IP| are included 

tesistoi/cesistances  B6#   B7 OL"   ¥&,   B9.   Frcn these 

resistor/resistances is  remove/taken necative  displacement   for  the 

coapensation constant   displacenient at   the  output/yield of  peak 

detector  in  the  absence  of  signal. 

In position "Cdlibt.   AKM   is raali26d checking   the   tuning of 

UPCh-AK.   Anode  voltage   is  supplied  to  califcrator.   It is  included by 

the  relay   R^  which  by   contacts   1-2  disconnects  anode  feed   fro» input 

cascade/stage and  the  local  oscillator  of  UECh-AK,   but   by   contacts 

3-4  it supplies radio   frequency  voltage  fror  calitrator on  UPCh-AK. 

Voltage  from  output/yield  UFCh  ak  through  the switch V!  approaches 

the  irput  cf   peak  detector,   passing  cathode follower.   In leasuring 

circuit  consecutively  with   instiuraent  IF   is  ircluded 

resistor/resistance  Ri0  whose  value  determines   instrunent   sensitivity 

during checking  t'tora  the  calitrator of  aziatuth  channel. 

In  position  "Calibr.   CK"  is  checked  Urch-EK  fro» calibrator.   All 

processes cf  the werk   cf diagram arc- analogous  tc those above 

described.   The calitration  cf  djayra»   is  ccrducted   with  the aid of 

tesistcr/rcsistance  R5.   In  thifc case,   the  switch V2  «ust  be 

^MMf %,y0fmemam**M**A*a**i tmmm V.-U..  jt-_i \&&m.mädiä* 
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established/installed at  position  the  "kork DK«, 

In  positions   "work  ÄK"  and  the  "work  EK"  calibrator is 

discornected,   by relay   Rt   is  de-energized  and   diagram is put to 

Mcrking  order. 

Switch   Va the   "monitoring  of  fflode/conditicrs0  has  five 

fositicns.   In position  the  "heterodyne"  is  aonitored the current of 

the output stage of heterodyne.   In  pcsiticns  the "current  of aixer 

DK" and  the  "current of  niixer  AK"   are ascnitcred the currents of the 

■ixers  of azimuth  and   ranging  channels.   In   positions the "work  AK" 

and the  "work DK"   instrument  NPj   is corrected   to  the measuring 

circuit  of  azimuth  and  ranging  channels respectively« 

Fower of   BKCh   is  realized  from the  network of  alternating 

current with  voltage  208   v  and  trenuency  «0C Hz  which  through  the 

toggle switch V3 and  the  circuit  treaket  Fr2  is supplied to 

trarsfcraicrs Tr j and Tt 2,   From the  secondary  windings of  transformers 

is reicve/taken  voltage  6.3 v  tor  the  pewering cf the filament 

circuits of  unit,  on  diodo? D, and  Dt0   is assetbled rectifier  *21 v 

for the feed of relay  H,,   while on  the  diodes  cf  Di-D»  - plate 

■Biimi.rf'iFT A -«.M, ■ ii. ^^.^joti^^^,.^,,;^^,^ 
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rectifier of unit. At the output/yield cf the last/latter rectifier, 

is included the filter, which consists cf throttle/chokes Drtt ether 

and capacitors S1S and S16. From throttle/choke Dr2, is reaove/taken 

the vcltage +300 in. 

Electronic regulator is assembled en tubes L8 (6Zh1P), L9 

(6N13£), Ls {SG2P) . From the output/yield of stabilizer, is 

reacve/taken the voltage +150 in. From transferier Tr^, is 

reicve/taken voltage 30 v for the feed of the theraostat of 

hetercdyne. 

Constructions, unit (Fig. 59) is carried cut on L-shaped 

chassis/landiny gear. Cn tht- front/leading panel of unit, are 

acianged the instrument IP,, the dial light of the LN2 of instrument, 

snitches Va - the "moniteeing or mode/cenditiers" and Vj, V, - 

••switching guartzes", potentiometers "balance AK". "balance DKM and 

knob/stick "tuning ot aeterodyne»'. There is a dcor for an admission 

to theimostat and th« replacement cf quartzes. 

end section. 

"Ba^-^a^;" iiliiliil-iiin-Mnir- s^stme^mimm 
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Fig-   59.   Unit of the contrcl/checking  cf  the  fieguency:   1  - aeasuriug 

aeter;  2 -  the  knob/stick  cf  the tuning  of  heterodyne:   enf  - 

ccBiBUtator switch;   U -  high-frequency  couplings; 5 -  instruaent 

snitches;   6  -  the   pctentioioeters  of  the  adjustaent  of  balance and 

sensitivity;   7 - the  toggle switch of  the start  of grid/network,  önit 

cf  encoder. 

a 

this  unit  form/shapes and  codes northern,  two-degree  and 

reference pulses »35»  and  "je",  entering  frca electroaagnetic sensors   1 

coluans of   the  drive of  aziffuth antenna,  and  the reciprocal ranging 

BOBentua/impulse/pulses,  formed  into NEU.   Froa  the output/yields of        | 

unit   the Htoaontuia/impulse/pulse? are  sufplied   tc  the aodulators of 

transaitters  P-20Ä and   E-20D,   on  1KO and  NEU. 

The unit of oucoier   has  four  codes  fct the  reference  pulses  "BS* 

and  W36H,   of   reciprocal  ranging  anJ twc-dcgree 

aoaentUB/iapulse/puls^s,   switching  codes  is realized by  hand. 

Functional diajr^s«   in  Fig.   fiO).   Channel cf  northern 

Boaentua/iapulse/pulsos.   Foi  tip starting/launching of  this channel 

to the  ir.put  cf  its asiplifiec-liaiter   troa  electroaagnetic sonccr 

■HK^HMB ■mmaummi niimifiir^iiiiiiiiiMlfiitiirii 
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«ncrth"  are   supplied bipolar momentui/iitpulse/pDlses 40-50  in 

aaplitude. 

The  intensive   and   limited   tnoraentum/iiBpulse/pulse approaches the 

phase inverter,   which  changes  its polaiity  to  positive,  and  then - to 

the differentiating  circuit  for   obtaining  the   ici»entuiB/inpulse/pulse 

of short  duration.   As  a  result   cf  differentiaticn is formed negative 

pulse.  The  second  cascade/stage  of   araplifier-liniter amplifies  and 

limits the differentiated moaientutn/impulse/pulse,   but  phase   inverter 

changes   its  polarity  by  positive.   Frcni   the  cutput/yield  of  phase 

inverter the  aomentum/impulse/pulse  is  supplied to  cathode  follower 

and  further on  cable -   en  PPI.   Single  northern 

icientum/itnpulse/pulses   from the  output/yield   cf  cathode  follower 

take  the form,   close  to  rectangular,   with  duration   10  pss  and 

aiplitude   cf  approximately   50   in. 

Channel   of   reference   pulses  "35".   Ihe   lirst  cascade/stages  of 

this channel  according   to circuit   (aroplifier-liirit.er,   phase  inverter, 

the differentiating  circuit,  the o^cond  aaiplifier-limiter,   phase 

inverter  and  cathode  follcwer)    arc   analcgous   to the cascade/stages  of 

the channel  cf  northern   monieptuni/iu pulse/pulses  with  the  only 

difference,   that to  the  input  of,  tirst   amplificr-limiter are  supplied 

re.*^. ., ~VI...,^W^.^i.-...fc^,..,-:, 
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the bipolar  raofflentuic/impulse/pulses  frcir  the  electromagnetic sensor 

cf  reference   pulses  "35". 

Fxcni  the output/yield of  the   cathode   fcllcwer  of the  channel of 

reference  pulses "35"   the  pcsitive  p  l£€ afprcaches delay  line  for 

obtaining the bunk   of   the  Biomentum/iinpulse/pulEes,   delayed  one 

relative to another  for  a  period,   which ccrteEfcnds to the  code of 

channel,  and  further -   on  amplifier.   After  amplification the  pair  of 

BO roe ntum/i in pulse/pulse 3  is  supplied   in   the  diagram,  which   is 

coBBion/general/total  for  the channels  cf  refererce  pulses  M35M   and 

"36n,   Circuit consists of  the  multivihratcr,  which  forms 

momentum/impulse/pulses  in  duration,  a irf li f ier-limiter,   amplifier  and 

cathode follower.   From   the  output/yield of  cathcde  impulse   repeater 

are relayed on  cable  to  the  mcuulator  cf   the  transmitter P-20A  and to 

NPO  fcr its closing  for  a  period  cf  the emission/radiation  of  signals 

by the transmitter   F-20A. 

the  channel  of   the  reference  pulses "36"   is analogous   to  the 

channel  cf   momentum/impulsc/pulsei;   "35", tut  en  its  input   are 

supplied  bipolar irocren tuir/in fulse/pulses ficm   the  electromagnetic 

sensor of   reference  pulses   "Sb". 

m—m ^^^^mWbmi-Mi ..^M 
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Output  reference  pulses  "35" and  "36",  gcirg  to aodulatoc  of 

tcansmittet  P-20A  and  on  NFU,  take  positive pclarity and the for», 

close  to  rectangular,   with  amplitude of approxiffately   100   in. 

The channel of  two-degree  moinectuai/inifulse/pulses  is  started  by 

bipolar   nioinentuni/i.t(lPuls<2/Pul£gl£  from the  electrcmagnetic sensor of 

two-degree premise/iaipulses.  The  first   five cascade/stages of  this 

channel are  analogous those  which  were  deEcrited above and   fulfill in 

circuit  the  same functions.   After  the  fifth cascade/stage -  phase 

irverter -  the  positive  pulse  approaches  the  tlccking  oscillator, 

which  develops  the   positive  pulses  of  the  short duration,   which are 

supplied to  delay  line   for obtaining  three  aoBentuin/iaipulse/pulses, 

delayed  one   relative  to  another  for  a  pericdt   «fcich corresponds  to 

the code  of channel.   These  three momentUDi/iitpulse/pulses are 

aaiflified,   are form/shaped   hith  snultivi tratcr   ir  duration,   then they 

pass two cascade/--1 ages  cf  amplification  and approach the  cathode 

follower,   from output/yield  of  which  they  ara   supplied  on   cable to 

the  startir.j/launchinq  cf  the   modulator  of  the  transmitter  P-20D  and 

for cut-off  of  NPU   for  a  period  oi   the  emission/radiation  of signals 

fcy  transad ttet.   Pa^je 71. 

aMSMeKtafe*-^— 
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Fig-   CO.   Functional  diagram or   the unit  of  enccder. 

Key:    (1).  Channel  of northern  momentum/impulse/pulses,    (2). 

amplifier-limiter.    (3)   Phase  inverter.   (4).  Differentiating circuit. 

(5),   Cathode  repeater-    (6).  To  PP1.   (7).  Ccnnicn/general/total channel 

for  reference  pulses "35"  and  "36".   (8).   AnäpUfier [illegible].   (9). 

Delay   line.   (10).   Amplifier   is  siixer.   (H).   Multivibrator-    (12). 

ABElifier-liraiter.    (13).   Ampli Üer.   (U).   Cathode  follower.   (15). 

Channel of   reference  pulses.   (16).   fimplifier-liaiter.   (17). 

Cascade/stage of agreement.   (16).   to.   (19).  Blocking oscillator. 

(20).   Amplifier.   (21).   Kulti-vibrator.   (22).   Amplifier-limiter.   (23). 

Cathcde  follower.    (2U) .   Cathode   follower.   (25).  Manipulator.   (26). 

Channel  [illegible!  inoinentuir/iirpul se/ptlses.   (27).   Blocking 

Generator.    (28).  Delay   line.   (29).   anplifiei-nixer.   (30). 

Multivibrator.   (31).   Amplifier.    (32).   Phase  inverter.   (33).  Cathode 

repeater.   (3U).  Channel  cf   tesi-cnding  f illegible] 

BOiEentuffi/iinPulse/Pulses-    (^)*   Imitator.   (36).   Phase inverter.    (37). 

the  iil6ti-vibratoi of   the   blanking  moraentu a/in pulse/pulse.   Page 71a. 

«iTfMffiffff%i '^•^^■^•^^ämäiMat^. 
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Fig.   61.  The schematic  diagram of  the  block  of  encoder. 

Key:   (1).   Cascade/stage  cf   ceding.   (2).   Multivibcatcr of foraation. 

(eaf) .  Amplifier,    (4).   Tho output  stage of  the  reference signals of 

azinuth.   (5).  Circuit.    (6).   Hcusir.q.   (7).   V.   (6).   Hz.   (9).   Output  of 

signal interrogation unit,   (10).  coding.   (11).   Imitator-   (12).   The 

output stage  of  channel,   (13).   Test stage.   (TJ),  Multivibrator  of 

foraation.   (15).  The output  stage cf the channel of call.    (16).  Call 

cede  keyer.   (17).   «ultivibrator  of  the  tlankinq 

■onentuiB/iaipulse/pulae,   (18).   The  output  stage  cf  range channel. 

(19) .   Fhas«?  inverter.   Page  72. 

mtm^iv^i^^.ZZZ 
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For  the  formation  cf  the  call  nicitcrtUB/iifulse/polses  of  radio 

beacon  in  the form  of  the   points and dash in t«c-degree channel is 

establisueii/installed  the  manipulator,   who  is  ircluded by  the special 

toggle switch,   arrange/located  en   the  front/leading panel  of  unit. 

Siiultaneously  from  the  forming  blocking  oscillator of channel   single 

■omen tum/ioipulse/pulses  through  the cathode  follower  approach  PPI. 

The channel of  reciprocal  ranging  momentuff/iapulse/pulses  is 

started by   inguirir.g  ranging menen tun/in pulse/pulses  by  duration  1,5 

jiss  of approximately  50  in  amflitude,   accepted  by   NPU.   The  taken 

icmentum/inipulse/pulses  start  the   fclokn ig-oscillator,   generating the 

Biomentum/impuise/pulses of  the shoct  duration,   which  are supplied to 

the  del'iy line,   which   fcrms  twc-pulse cede.  frcK the line  of  pulse 

delay  after   pLV'lininar y  amplification  are   fcrro/shaped  in duration 

with  multiyitrator   and  ajain approach   pre-leave amplifier,   the 

intensive   Bomsntum/inipulse/pulEes are  converted  into positive   in the 

phase   inverter,   fre»  output/yield of  which   across  the cathode 

follower they go to  th^ starting/launching  cf   the  modulator of  the 

ttarsaittfii   F-20D  and  cu-  oft  NPU. 

Tiie  unit  of  encoder   are another the cascade/stage of  agreement,        ; 

emjlcyed  fcr  the formatier,  cf  thr^t-pulse  cede   in  the torque/mement j 

mm ^""■^"^^^irilMnriiiffi'-1 ^^ ^nsä^s. SMSmmää;. 
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et  the northern matching  of  reference  fulses  H35"  and w36w
f   and  the 

initatcr,   intended   for  checking  of  transmitters P-20A and  P-20D  in 

cases when azimuth  antenra  fcr  any  reasons  does not rotate. 

Schematic diagram   (Fig.   6 1,   see  insert),   channel of northern 

lomentuVi^Pulse/pulses.   Frcm  electrcmagnetic   sensor the "north"  of 

the cclumn  of   the  drive  of  antenna  momentuii/inFuls«/Pulse  through  the 

isolating  capacitor  Si   is  supplied  to   the ccntrcl electrode of the 

left  half  of  tube  I*!   (6N2P) ,  the  performing  the  role 

aniplitier-liroiter   (Et  -  the leakage  resistance  cf  tube,   821« "   the 

liEiting  resistor/resistance  in  grid  limiter  circuit).   The   limitation 

cf  Bonentum/impulse/pulse  cccurs because  cf  grid cathode currents. 

The  plate  load  of amplifier-limiter is   the  resistor/resistance  !?4. 

Displacement -a   v  to the  left  half   cf  tute  is  supplied  from  rectifier 

- 210  v  through  the  voltage  divider   F3,   P2   (Sj   -  blocking 

capacitance/capacity  in  ties circuit). 

The   positive   part   of   the   moraenturo/impulse/pulse triggers  the 

left   half  of  tube  Lj.   From  plate  load   F4   is reitcve/taken the 

intensive and limit iny   incirer.tuir/inipulsc/pulse   kith  an amplitude of of 

apprcximatf 1 y  100   v ar.d   is  yupplied  through the  capacitor  S3 to the 

grid  ct   the   right  half   cf  tube   L^  -  phase   inverter.  Tube  is cut off 

> 

; 
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and from its plate load R5 is reniove/taken the jositive pulse with an 1 

aaflitude cf 80 v and the duration 1 »s, which approaches the 

differentiating circuit, which consists of capacitor S4 and | 

resistor/resistance E?» I 
j 

The differentiated Ecmentuni/iaipulse/pulse through the capacitor 

S6 is supplied to the grid cf the left half of tube Lz   (6N1P) - 

amplifier-limiter. The left half of tute L2 is closed by negative 

displacement frons divider/denoirinator B8# Pl0 (F9 - the leakage 

resistance of tube). The positive part cf the acmentuai/iiBpulse/pulse 

open/discloses the left half cf tube and frca its plate load R12 is 

remove/taken the negative pulse of short duraticn 80 in amplitude, 

which enters through the capacitor S8 tc the grid of the right half 

of tube L2. The right half cf tube wcrks vith zero displacement, 

negative pulse closes tube and fruiß its plate lead it is remove/taken 

positive pulse of approximately 120 in amplitude. The formed by the 

fcrBirg cascade/stages moaientum/irn pulse/pulse cf positive polarity 

through the capacitor 39 approaches the cathode follower, made on two 

in parallel connected tricdes cf tube I3 (6K1F). 

Eage 73, 
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Triodes in  the  absence  of monientuin/iinpulse/pulses at the output/yield 

are cut off  by  negative   voltage 50   inte  s  vcltage  divider   BJS  Hl7 

(R16  is  leakage resistance of  tube,   capacitor   Sio -  blocking). 

After  pulse arrival  en  grids  tnc  tube  rests  on its cathode load, 

coMon/general/total  for  both   cf the  halves  of tube,  is formed the 

positive  pulse   with  an   amplitude of  of  apprcxinately  40  v  and  the 

duration  10  pss,   which   is  supplied   on  cable  on  FPI.  Cathode  repeater 

is necessary  for matching  cf the outpu*  resistarce of shaping circuit 

with   the resistor/resistance of   the cable,   en   «hich  is  relayed  the 

icnientuir/inipulse/pulso.   For  the   decoupling   ef   cascade/stages  on  the 

circuit  of  anode power  in  channel   is a   filter   FuS5. 

Channels of  reference  pulses   "35"  and  "Jo".  Bipolar 

aotaentuin/impulse/pulse   froin  the  serscr  ef   the   reference  pulses  "SS1' 

cf   the drive column  of   the  antenna  through  the coupling  Sh?  and  the 

capacitor  Sw is supplied  to the  anpli f ier-liaiter,   assembled  on the 

left  hall   cf  tube   L*   (6N2P)   whose diagram  is  ar.alogous  to  the circuit 

cf  the airplif iei-limi ter of  the  channel  cf   northern 

icBentuiR/iiiipulse/pulsc.s,   From  the output/yield  cf  the 

jMMwMJMi^iäiiiiiiiiiiiiMif^ nffsiii'^iiirf J 
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aiplifier-liroitei:  of  the  signal through  the capacitor Sl3  approaches 

aotlifier,   the   phase inverter,,   which  weeks  with zero bias  and 

fulfills  the same  functiens,  as  in  the  chacnel  cf  northern 

ffoientuiB/iffipulse/pulses,   The ertering  froai  the  cutput/yield of  phase 

inverter Dioiaentum/inipulse/pulse  is differentiated  by the circuit   of 

The  undershoot  of   montentunyiin pulse/pulse   is  liaited  to diode 

liraiter D7  and  is supplied to  the  aitplifiet-liiriter, carried  out  on 

tube  l5   (6N1F),  anä  then -   to  cathode   fcllctter  L6   (6N1P). 

Schematic diagrafis  these  aniplifiet-liititerE  and of cathode 

followtr are  analogous  to the sch^raatics  of  the same devices of the 

channel  of northern signals. 

Positive  pulse  with  an aDiFlituue  cf  stress of  HO  v and the 

dutaticn  10  pss enters  through  the   capacitor   SZ3 of  tho input,  cf  the 

delay   line   in  the   LZ-1  on  88  pss,   wnich   is  utilized  for  the  formation 

cf  codes,   the removal/outlets ol   line  are  derived  on the switch of 

codes.   Line  is  loaded   far   matched  impedance  RS4  in  order that   it 

would  not  be reflected   from  the  dead ending of 

^^^^^^mmmt-^mäm^amt^M^^^J^.. „^.„^BA..-! ..1 
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BOffientuffl/impulse/pulses,   Frcm  the  output/yield  cf the line  of  LZ-1 

they are remove/taken  two  moraentum/impulse/pulses,   delayed  for  a 

period,   which corresponds  to the code,   established/installed by 

snitch.  These momentuia/impulse/pulses  are  supplied to the 

amplifier-mixer, carried  out  on tube L7   (6N1P)   and which is two 

identical amplifiers,   assembled on  two triodes,   which work  on one 

coamon/genpral/total anode  lead 840-  1° the 9cids of the triodes 

through  voltage dividers  P3,,   B38 and  F44,  H43  given negative bias 

voltage  from  rectifier   21C in. 

After  the admission  of  positive  pulses the tube L7  triggers 

itself and   from its plate lead  are remove/taken negativ? pulses 120 

in amplitude. 

For the  final   forraaticn  of  the   coded  Ecnerituni/iBipulse/pulses 

through  duration thoy  enter  thrcuqh  capacitor   £29   and 

tesisto£/r*-sistanc^  Raza ^or t^G  starting/launching  blocked 

mltiwibrator,   assembled  on  tube  L9   (6N1P).  The  required  pulse 

duration of  multivikiator  is rtachf-d  by  trial  ard error of  the 

eleaents. 

'B*^i *fflii **"'" lTl''TttlltMllTlilllHlllilil ̂ J 
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From  plate load RS2  multivibrator  the  formed  positive  pulses 

through the  capacitor  SJI   approach the   left   (closed)   triode of  tube 

I9   (6N1P),   which performs  the role of   auplitier-  From plate load  B«e 

tube   negative  pulse  is  supplied  to  the  grid  of  the right triode of 

the tube L9#   connected  through  resistor/resistance R60   with  plus of 

poser  supply.  After  the  adaüssion of  negative   ^ulse on  grid,  the 

triode  is  closed and  on  its  plate  load  B59  is  fcraed the  intensive 

positive  pulse   150   in  amplitude,   which  is  supplied  to the  grid  cf  the 

Batching cascade/stage -  cathode  fcllo*er.   Frei load fi6i  cathode 

iopulse  repeater enters through cable  for the starting/launching  of 

transiaitter N-20A  and  through  resistcr/rasistatce   !?10,  to  the 

blockage of receiver. 

Eage 7U. 

The channel of reference   fuls^s "26"  en  its  functional 

subass^inblies is analojcus  to  the channel   cf  reference  pulses H35" 

with  the sirali  differences,   which  includes  the  following:   the eight 

triode  of  the chanr-0I  of   reference   pulses  ,,J6W,   «ake fro»  to the tube 

l13   (6N2P),   works  not  with  zero bias,   but  with   {csitive;  there  is no 

diode  liuiiter I)7;   in rh« channel ot   reference   fulses M3f>H  on  tho tube 

lis   (6K1P)   are assemblrtd  two cathodt- r«=pcat€rs,  tro« one of which 

-^-^-^  a^ 
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(from resistor/resistance Pe2) through the cafacitor S^y  the 

reference pulses M36" are supplied on FFI fee the creation of 

ten-degree markers. Fron load F83 the second cethode impulse repeater 

ate supplied to the delay lire in LZ-2, and through the capacitor 

Si25 - in the diagram of the formation cf the tlanking 

BCBentum/im pulse/pulse. 

For correct azimuth determinaticn electrcragnetic impulsers M35M 

and "36" are combined sc, in order to at the tcrque/aoment of the 

passage of the azimuth antenna through the northern direction of the 

■atching of two momentum/impulee/pulses, issued by these sensors. As 

o result of the aüditior of reference fulses M35M and "SB" at the 

cutput/yield of the unit of encoder is fore/shaped three-pulse code. 

For the exception/elimination of an inaccuracy in the pulse pile-up 

at the torque/moment of agreement, with the sensors of reference 

pulses ,,35,, and "36" is comtined the sensor "ncrth". In this case on 

encoder come simultaneously thr«-e moirentuB/impulse/pulses: 

supporting/reference "35" ar.d ,,36" ard northern. 

The circuit of enccder during this agreetert disconnects the 

channel of reference pulses "35" and issues the new imitated 

three-pulr.p cede, occurs this thus, Frcn lead F« amplifier, made on 

MBBiÜ ji^njngm 
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tube llt   the  iBomentuffl/iiBfulse/pulse  cf   negative  polarity with 

duration  1   p£ through  the  diode liaiter  D3  approaches the  grid  of the 

left  half  of  the tube  L5,  closed  by  negative vcltage  froa  voltage 

divider E27,   R29.   To this same  grid  is  supplied the reference  pulse 
M35M   cf  positive polarity  with  duration  2C  ^ss  from diode  liaiter T>7, 

If  both  momentum/impulse/pulses  come siaultanecusly,  then   positive 

pulse  is shunted and amplifier  L5   not  started. 

Simultaneously from  resistor/rosiatance  B5  phase inverter  Ll  the 

channel  of  northern momcntum/impulse/pulses is supplied the 

Bomentunj/impulse/pulse  cf  positive   fdaiity  with duration   10 pss 

through  the capacitor  S120 en  the  third grid cf the tube of  the L31 

|6Zh2F)   of  the  cascade/stage of  agreement,   lo  the  first  grid of  this 

tube  enters positive reference  julse  "afc"  from  the delay  line  in I.Z-2 

through the  switch   Vl-V.   if  tnomentuir/iirfulse/pulses come 

sisultaneously,   froai the  anode  load K107  is remove/taken the negative 

pulse,  which  across capacitor  Sll8  and   resistor/resistance  Baas goes 

tc blocked  multivibrator  La shaping  in  duration, common/general/tctal 

Tr thfa channels of  c^ference  pulses  M35M  and   ,,36M, 

Conscguently,   from  the delay   line   in  IZ-2 are raaove/talcen three    ' 

lotentuii/impulse/pul.ses:  the first - tc the cascade/stage cf the 

aammmm 
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agteeitent  of  L31,   the  scccnd ard   the  third -  tc aiaplif ier-aiixer L14 

(6N1P),   three niomentum/ioipulse/pulses  start  in  turn the foroing 

multivibrator,   which  issues three-pulse  code.   Ihe  interval   between 

the alternating  fronts  of  the  first   and thitd  iBcnieRtuni/i|BPulse/pulses 

corresponds  to the   code  c£   reference   pulses  H35w
f   and  between  the 

leading  edges  of   the  second   and  the  third  -  tc  the code  of  reference 

BOBientuiD/impulse/pulses   "36". 

Channel  of   two-degree  iEOta€iituin/iD1Ful£e/Pl'l£es.  From  the 

two-degree  sensor through  the  coupling  Sh4   and  the capacitor $63 

bipolar  moaientum/impulse/pulse   is  supplied  to   the  aiaplifier-liaäer 

assembled  en  the  left   half   cf   the   tube  cf  Lj7   (6N1P),   then  - to  phase 

inverter   (right  half  of   the tube  of  L,/)   and  the  differentiating 

circuits  S65f   Hu«.   The  undershoot  of  mementu ff/imrulse/pul se after 

differentiation is  not  passed  by  diode  C,.   Ihe   positive  part of the 

differentiated  niomentum/inipulsfc/pulse  approaches the  grid   of the  left 

half  cf the  tube of L18   (6N1P)   is  blocked   bj  the  negative   voltage, 

which  enters   from   divider/denoninacor   fizi»   Ri23« 

fage   75, 
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The  negative  pulse,   reraovod  trotn   [late lead  Ri24f   through  the 

capacitor S68 is supplied  to the   grid  blocked  ty  the right  half  of 

the  tube  of   Lia,   it   is   amplified  and  afprcaches the  blocking 

cscillator,   assembled  on  the tube  liq   (6N1F)   according  to  circuit 

with  parallel startiag/launchiny   (Btao,   S?0 -  filter  in the circuit 

cf  ancde  power,   Ria?,   Size  "  the  leakage  resistance of  the  grids  of 

the tube of  blocking-oscillator,   S72 -   the  reservoir capacitor  of 

blocking  oscillator).   From  the  third winding  of 2-5  peak  transfcrner 

Irs  bloknig-oscillator   is   remove/taken   the   positive  pulse   with 

duration  1.5   pss  ard  aifiplitude   150   in,   which  through  the   capacitor 

S73  is  supplied  to   the   input  rf   the  delay   line   in  LZ-1*.   From  the 

removal/outlets of   this   line  are  remove/taken  three 

ifoinentuni/iinpulse/pulses   and  are  supplied  to  the  grids  of  the  tube  cf 

LJO   (6N1P)   of the  a up lit ier-mixcr  analogous acccrding   to niixer 

circuit  amplifier-,   assembled   on  tube   I7.   The   first 

BOHientuni/iinpulse/pulse   is  supplied   through   the  switch  of  codes V1-B 

to  the  grid   cf  the   closed   right   halt   cf   the  tube  L20,   and   the  second 

and  the   third  -   through   dicdes  D4   an1!   D5  -   to   the  grid   of   the  closed 

left   halt   of   the  tube  of   L2o. 

From  plate load  E,37  tube  cf  L20  are  reracved  the negative coded 

pulses   wir.h   an  amplitude  ot   120   v   and   ate   supplied  to  the   anode 

circuit   of   the  closed   multivi I rator,   .jssenibled   en  the  tube  L?i 

mammm *^***&**^*ä^&^^ '^^&>ä&-$^$§!if.ltri ■rölH^TOi' 
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if 
(6NlP) ,  analogous accordinj  to circuit   tc  multivibrator  on  tube Lg 

the channel  of  referenct   moment utn/impulse/pulseE  "SS'1. 

Ihe formed  in   pulse  duration   through  the  capacitor Sa3  is  sent 

tc   two  stages of  the  amplifiers,   mdde  on   the  tute  of L22   (6N1P).   From 

plate  load   R156 this tube   through  the   capacitor   S66  the   intensive 

Bomentuin/iKpulse/pulses  are supplied   in  the output stage of  the 

channel  of   two-degr-ee   (call)   irioirieiitutc/iicpulse/pulses.   The  cathode 

follcwer  of  output   stage  on   the  tube  of  L23   {6E1P)   is  closed  by 

voltage -  20   in,   by  subject  on  ccr.trcl  electrode. 

From  the  cathode   follcvier  through   the  coupling Fs   the 

tnomentuir/inipulse/pulscs   are  relayed  on   cable  tc  the  modulator  of  the 

transiritter   of   P-20D,   and   through   resistor/resistance Km   and 

coupling   F6  -  to  NPU   for   its  closing   for   a   pericd  of  the  work  of 

t tans mit t^r.   Furtnerinore,   fron;   the  third  winding  of  transf crmer Trs 

the   positive   pulsee  through  the   capacitor   SS7   are  supplied   to  cathode 

follower   Ll6,    (6N1P),   which   in   the   atsfncp   of   itcmentuni/iirpulse/pulsp 

is clcsed,   Froir   part of   load   f;24  cathode  repeater  the 

acientaii/itBpulse/pnlsos  are  relayed  on   cable   on  PPI   for  the  creation 

cf   two-degree  aziautii   roark^rF   en   Rcreeti. 

jUKHJIgg^^ tfatiteM 
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In  the channel  of   two-degree  fflomertuta/inipulse/pulses  enters the 

itanipulator,   who forms   the call  signals of  radio  beacon  by   Morse 

code.   The   insert/bushiags  of   ma nipulatcI;• £  disk  switch   two  bunks of 

contacts-   Contacts  K2  3fcitch  into  cyclc/strcke  with  call  the  feed 

circuit  of  the  neon  tube/lamp  of   Nli   "work",   while  contacts Kj   -  the 

bias  circuit of  the  right  half  of  tne  tube  cf  Lzo»   without   passing to 

transtitter  P-20D  into  cycle/stroke  with  the  call of radio  beacon  one 

cf   the  mofflf-ntum/inipulsa/pulses  of  three-pulse   cede.  The  delivery  of 

the  call  signals of   radio   beacon  occurs  during   15 s.  Manipulators 

electric  motor   is  powered  by  alter natirg  current  with   voltage   26  v 

and  fceguency  400   Hz  from  transfermer  Trt   through   resistor/resistance 

F232   and  the  contacts  of  switch  \2. 

Channel  of   ranging   mcirentuni/inipulse/pulses.   Accepted   NPU 

inguiring   range-finders  siqnal   by   duration   1-5   yss  of  approximately 

5C  in amtlitude ar»  supplied  through  the  coupling   Fj   and  the 

capacitor  Sa9  to blocking  oscillator   with   parallel  start   assembled  on 

the   tube   L?4   {6N1P).   The  circuit   of   blcckiny   oscillator  is  analogous 

to  th^ circuit,   maoe  on   the  tube  Lj,.   In  the   circuit  of  the  grid   cf 

the   left   triode  of   blocking   oscillator   is   included  the  diode  D6  for 

the  shunting  of   negative   pulses.   Rlocking   oscillator  is 

Jmmmmammm^lgi^g^^^^g^^^^m^UKSsi^di^m^ä^ 
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open/disclosed  by  the  enteciny   positive  pulses.   In  the third winding 

cf  its transformer   is   fcraitd by  positive   julses  with duration   1.5 pss 

and amplitude  of approximately   150   in. 

Page  76. 

The   obtained   tnomen tum/iaipulse/pulse  transmits   tc  the delay   line   in 

LZ-3,   analogous earlier  described.   In  the cutpot/yield  of   the  line of 

pulse delay  enter   through  the  capacitors  of  59S  and S97  to  the  grids 

cf  the  aciplifier-mixer,   assembled  on   the  tute   cf  Lzs   (6Nlp). 

The  coded  raoaiontum/impulse/puises  freir  load   Bl7S  atopiifier-raixer 

through  resistor/resistance   R233  and  capacitoi   £9a  are  supplied  to 

the  starting/launching  of   inulti vibrator   made  cc the  tube  L26   (6N1P). 

The  ferried  along  pulse  duration  pass  through  the  forming 

cascade/stage on the tube  cf L27   (6NlP)#   that  consists of   two 

resistance  coupled   aniplifierr.   and   are  supplied   to  the  output  cathode 

follower^   assembled   on   the   tube  L?«   {6N1P). 

The  lead  of cathode   fcllower   is  the  resistcr/resistancc R16l, 

mmmmm mmmämüm --- ^■"-^- ■-' m*!Mimitoähijfäi*Mi.-m 
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coBBon/general/total  for  tubes  l.2&  and  Ljjj.  Mcientuffl/ispQlse/palses 

Kith  aaplitude of   100  in duration  2  jiss fro«  resistor/resistance Bi»» 

en cable transmit  tc coupling Fs  for starting  cf the transiittet 

1-200 and  through  resistor/resistance  Em  -  fcr coupling  F6 for a 

black-cut effect during  the effiission/radiation  cf signals  by 

transuitter- 

Channel  of  the formation of the  Hanking  acaentuB/inpulse/palse 

cf the transmitter  cf  P-200«.   In  the  unit  cf encoder enters the 

cascade/stage of the formation  of  the   tlanking  aoaentum/iBpulse/palse 

of  the transmitter   F-200M during the  emissicn/radiation  of  the 

transnitter  P-20A. 

Eeference pulse " 35"   frcio  lead  JiZft cathode follower on  tube L6 

and  reference  pulse  "36"  frcm  load  R83   cathede  follower on  the  tube 

li3 through   the  capacitors  Si,4f   Slls  and  diodes  Da, Dj  are supplied 

for  the  starting/launching  of  the   suitivihratcr of  the  blanking 

■omentuin/inipulse/pulso  en  the  tube  L29   (6N1E), 

Multivifcrator   is  made  according tc circuit  with cathode 

coupling.   From load n237   ffultivibratcr   through  the capacitor  Stja the 
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BOBientuin/iH'Pulse/Pulses  aFF1000^  t'ie  gtid  cf   the closed phase 

inverter,   assembled on   the  tube  cf  L30   (6N1E),  the load of  phase 

inverter is removed   into  transBiitt€r  F-iOOM. 

Imitator.   Iü   encoder  there  is a  separate  blocking  oscillator, 

assembled  on  the tube   Li5   {6K1F)   and  irtenucd   fcr  the verification 

test   cf  transmitters  P-20Ä  and   P-20D with the stationary  aziauth 

antenna,   Bl^     ing   oscillator works in  the  mode/conditions  cf 

self-excitaticn.  Upon   thp.  start  cf  toggle  switch  V3  is  supplied the 

feed   to  tube   LNj   "imitator"  ana  displacement  to  the  grids   of  blocking 

oscillator.   Blocking oscillatoi   develcps  positive  pulses by  duration 

1.5  pss with   following   200  Hz   freguency.   These 

BOffientuir/iinpulse/pulses  is obtained   fcr   coupling  F4  with engraving 

•'imitator". 

3y   supplying   pulses  from  imitator   to  the   channel of  encoder,   it 

XL  possible  to  start,   the   ttansmitt«rs   F-20A  and  P-20D,   without 

including   the  drive   or   the  aziuiuth   antenna,  on   which are  located 

elect iciragretic  sensors. 

The  incandescence  cf  all   tubes  cf   the   unit  of encoder   is 

mtmätSiämmmamm vmurikm®*'^immfmM 
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realized  from two  separate  traüsfcriuets Tr2 ard Tr3. 

Construction   (Fig.   62).   d;  front   panel are  derived the couplings 

for  the connection:   cables  from  electtcnagretic sensors,   cables,   but 

«ith   which  are  supplied   reference  pulses  "BS"  and "36"   for  the 

startiny/launching   of  the transmitter  P-20A and blocking of  NPÜ, 

cable,   on  which are  supplied  inquiring  range-tinders signal  frcm  the 

NPU,   cables,   but  with   which  are supplied two-degree and reciprocal 

ranging  motnentum/iuifulse/pulses  for the  starting/launching  of the 

transiaitter of  P-20D and  closing  of  the  NPU,   cables,  on   which   are 

supplied   two-deguee,   northern  and   reference  "36" 

Bioicenturn/inipulse/pulses   for  creation two-  and  of  the ten-degree 

markers of   azimuth   and   synchronization.   Here  are  arranged  the  tubes, 

indicating  the  work  of  the  channel  of call  signals and  immitator,   the 

switch  cf  codes,  monitoring   jacks anc the  toggle switch of  the  start 

if  keyer,   which  is   closed  by  special  hatch cover for an  admission   to 

the disk   of   the dialing/set   ol   call  signals  and  for  the  start   of   the 

toggle  switch  of  iaiitatcr.   Page   77. 
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Fig.   62.   Urdt of   the encoder:   1.   ,   3.   ,   4.   ,   11.  ,   12.   high-frequency 

couplings;   2 -  socket  couplings;   5,   9f   10.   Monitoring  jacks;  6 - the 

toggle  switch of  the start  of  call  signals;  7   - cctajautator  switch;  8 

-  Indicator  tubes. Cn  the  rear   end of  the  unit  is a knife 

coupling  for  the connection of   unit   to  the coMcn/general/total  cable 

system of  the strut  of   the  cabinet  of  REU.   unit is inserted  into 

cCBiDcr/general/total  fraraevicrK/hody   and  heels   fcy the captive 

screw/propellers. 

Fewer  supply   unit  of encoder. 

Ihis  unit   (Fig.   63)   issues  the   following   stresses:   +250  in 

direct current   (stabilized)   for  the   feed  of the  anode and  shielding 

circuits  cf encoder,   +200   in  direct  current fct powerng  the circuits 

of  the column  of  the  drive   cf  azimuth  artenna,   -210   in  direct  current 

(stabilized)   for pokering  the   grid  circuits of   the  unit   of  encoder. 

Upon   the  inclusion   cf   toggle  switch   Vj   voltage  208  v   with 

frequency a00  Hz fioin   the  cauinct   of  the   fscd   cf  the radio  fceaccn 

through  the terminals  of  2-?. couplings  Elf   closed contacts  of  toggle 

switch  V,   and   the   safety   dr-vico/tuse  PFj ,   parallel  to  which  are 

h&tadftMD HÜSÜBMiittbatteitib fmtimiürtnriifrriirniir i^*<,im vtfwwfc-tt^a^ite*^ 
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included resistor/resistance R3 and necn tube/lamp NW» is supplied 

to the primary windings cf transformers Tr1 and Tr2f but through the 

coupliny ?i   (terminals 6, 1,  and k,   5 are lecked) and the circuit 

breaket Pr2, in parallel to which are included resistor/resistance 

B30 and neon tube/lamp KI2, for the primary winding of transforaer 

Tr2 the feed of the dial lights of rack of NPO. From the secondary 

windings of transformers the alternating vcltage is sent to 

rectifiers D1# D2 and D3. 

The voltage +250 in prcvides the rectifier Di,   assemblea 

according to bridge circuit en seleniuc cell/elements. Voltage is 

stabilized by electronic regulator, lutes l^,   I2 {6N13S) - 

current-regulating and the tube L« (6Zh8) is anflifier of direct 

current. Tube L3 (Sü2S) stabilizes the reference voltage in the 

cathode of tube L^. From the output/yield cf vcltage regulator 

through the circuit breaker Pta, parallel to which are included 

resistor/resistance a31 and ntcn tube/lamF NL3, is sent to the 

terminal of lu couplings p2 for powerirg ancde and screening circuits 

the unit of encoder, stabilized voltage of -»250 V is sent to the 

terminal ot switch V2 tcr a ccrtrol/checkirg in terms of the 

instruintnt of IP^ la circuit is provided the adjustment of output 

vcltage on the control eiectrod*1 ot tul:e L«. Pace 78, 

wmmamm *äm mm 'iiaii^^a^Jt,-a'*li1;llirimii-Mii1i[1'rrT 
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Pig.   63.   The schematic  diagram of  the   block of  the  feed  of  encoder. 

Key:    (1).   Circuit.    (2).   Housing,   (emf) .   V.   (4).   Hz.   (5).   mA.   (6). 

lights.   Page  79. 
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Fig-  64.   Block  of   power  cf  encoder:   1  -  the  tule  foe lijhting  dial 

face;   2 -  measuring  meter;   emf  -  the  toggle switch of the   start of 

dial   light;   4 -   the   toggle  switch  ot  the start   cf  grid/network;   5 - 

circuit  breaker;  6  -  indicator  lights;   7 -  the  switch of measuring 

instrufflent. Voltage  +200  in  is  reincved  frei the rectifier  Dz, 

assembled  not bridge circuit  with  selenium  cell/elements.   This 

voltage   it   passes  through  the  filter  S*,  Dti,   LSS  and  through  the 

terminal  of   lb couplings  P2 is  supplied  for the  feed of the column of 

drive,  and  also  to   switch  V2  for  £•  control/checking  in terns of the 

irstruoient of  IPi, 

Negative voltage  of -210  v  for   pcwerin9  the circuits  of  the  unit 

of  the displacement  of  encoder   is  obtained   frcr  the  rectifier  Ds, 

assembled   but  to bridge  circuit.   The obtained  vcltage  it  passes 

through the  pi-section   filter  S6,   ethers,   £7  is stabilized  by  two 

teen  cennected   in   series  tutes   Ls,   L6    (I-GZS)« 

From  the output/yield  cf  rpctifier  negative  voltage  is sent to 

the  switch  of  the  instrument  of  IPi   and th€  ccufling Pa   (terminal   18 

is connected   with  tjrniinal   19),   from  which   it   is supplied   to  the  unit 

cf  encodtrr» 

IMMJM jÜMMtafataa^a - 
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Ccpstruction (Fij. 64). Unit tor powering the encoder is 

assembled on rectangular chassis/landirg gear *ith front/leading 

panel. The fundaiaentil cells arc placed frca alcve chassis/landing 

gear, and small parts and installation wires - telow. The input and 

output voltages of rectifiers are supplied thccugh two knife 

couplings, the arranged/lccated on rear wall chassis/landing gear. 

On front panel are derived the instrutrent NP|f tube LNt of the 

illuaination of its scale, toggle switch V3 the start of dial light, 

safety device/fuses Pr 1, Pi'z, Fr3, the tute of NL^, NLz, NL3, that 

fix overheating of circuit breaker, toggle switch Vl the start of 

grid/netwotk, potentiometer Blfc adjustment cf vcltage +250 in (is 

derived under slit), unit is inserted into cabinet of NPU and heels 

ty the captive screw/prcpellers. 

Chapter IV. 

GHCUND-BASID   BECLPICSs. 

nrnlili  r        ml rfriilffi-fai ^üjjfei^tffl'ii? 
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Ground-based  receptors  are  intended  for  reception  and  decoding 

cf signals  SZD  and  of  the  aircraft   respender  of range   (sodas)   with 

the subsequent  isolaticn/literation  and  the  separation  received J 

signals into ranging and  indicator.   Indicatcr  signals are  supplied  to | 
I the PPI,   and  ranging -   to  the  etarting/laurching of the encoder of j 

the transmitter of   F-20D,   Page 80. | 

ma jäää^UBtimmJSimmm^^m^^mm-u-,flTn,t -,, .   • ,   i-  _._  
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Fig. 65. Cabinet the NPU: 1 - unit ShDfi; 2 - unit Lake; emf - unit 

DZD; 4 - unit KDShF; 5 - receivers hearth; 6 - the unit of the 

recfeifiet cf encoder; 7 - the unit of the rectifier of receiver. 

fig, 60. Cabinet NPO: 1 - the unit of the meter of passage power; 2 - 

unit DShO; emf - the unit of ^crtatle property; U - unit NPO; 5 - the 

unit ct the rectifiar of receiver. 
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Fig. 67. Functional diaqrair cl lecettcis. 

Key: (1). Filtet. (2). Cutput units, (eirf) . Cabinet« (4). unit. (5), 

Tc IKF rack. (6). To tcansmitter. 

In receptor is provided the hlarking cf signals for the purpose of 

the sufpression of internally-produced noise in the ranging and 

indicator channels, reflected signals froai the ground features, 

limiting of charging the transnitter P-20D, 

Cabinet N'PU (Fig. oS) censisto cf the unit of encoder (ShDA) , of 

the ur.it of the limitation of charging (Lake) , cf the unit of a 

supplementary delay in the range finder (DZD), in the unit of the 

decoder of receiver (DShP), of two units ct the receivers of the 

tespender cf range finder (health), cf the unit cf the rectifier of 

encoder (VShDA), or the unit ot the rectifier cf receiver (VPOD). 

Cabinet NPO (Fig. 66) consists of the unit, cf decoder (DShO), of 

the receiver of rcsponder, unit of the rectifier of receiver (VNPO). 

mm ffani iÄikaJÜ ggiiiilÜiiMteiBÜ MMi Ü^&aÄaiöSslüs; iSrj MÜvA-.lä^äiiiä^k&tidi.. ■ 
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Functional   diagram    (Fig.   67).    Inquiring  ranging  and  indicator 

signals  of  SZD  are   received  as  the anternaE  of   the  upper and  low 

angles  and  are   sent   through  filters  to   inputs   hearth.   From   units  NOD 

the  isolated  signals  ate  sent   to thn  input  devices,   where  they  are 

divided   into  ranging  and  indicator,   and  then  -   into  unit  Lake.   The 

response  indicator  an'i   identification  signals  of  sodas  are  received 

as  omnidirectional   antenna   ard   enter  NEC.   Sith   the  input  of   NPC  the 

signals go  into decoder  and  further  alcng  ranging and indicator 

channels  into unit   Laice.   In  unit  Lak€   the   signals are  store/added  up 

cf  grcups.   There is  rc-alizea  tht   blanking  cf   irterferences   for   all 

signals,   and   tor  ranging,   furthernicre,   conducts the  limitation   cf 

charging. 

From  the  output/yield   cf   unit   Lake   the  range-finders  signal 

through  the   unit  DZC,   where  ti.ey  are  delayed  en   1iU2  pss,   approach 

the   unit  of   eucouer    (shDA)   for   coding   and   starting  of  the   transmitter 

F-20D.   indicator sijnals  with   unit   Lake  go   en   FFI   for  the   creation  of 

fcrightntss   marks  on   screen. 

end   section 

w&mmmmmm mmm liMiMrififitimi^^^ 
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Pig.  68.  Functional diagcan of unit hearth. 

Key:   0-9). Illegible. 
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units of the receiver of the responder of range finder. 

These units are intended for a separate reception, conversion 
i 
I and the aiplification of the signals,  accepted  by the antennas of  the 
k 

upper and  loner angles fron sodas by ten  frequency channels. I 

Functional diagraa   (Fig.   68).   High-frequency  signal from  the 

receiving antenna  through the  filter approaches high-frequency 

amplifier   (ultrahigh-frequency),  also,   fro» it  to crystal   mixer.  For 

obtaining  on  the output/yield of the aixer of  the  fluctuations  cf 

intenediate  frequency to  it,  besides received  signal,  are  supplied 

continuous high-frequency oscillations  fro« the quartz  heterodyne 

through the filter,  which  weakens the parasitic harmonics   of 

heterodyne.  The frequency of heterodyne is higher than  the  frequency 

of received signals upon the value of  interaediate frequency. 

At the output/yield of aixer,  is obtained the signal  of 

interaediate frequency,   which enters the  unit cf 

interaediate-frequency  preaaplifier   (POPGh [99sp04 - 

interaediate-frequency   preaaplifier]),   and then  in fundaaental.   Th? 

intensive signal is supplied to unit DShl.  For  a aonitoring of  the 

■4 

1 
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currents of Mixer and heterodyne, and also of the supply voltagees of 

unit hearth in diagraa are provided the controls value with measuring 

•eter. 

r '*. 

ll 

^ ijUjlHH, 
—   
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Fig. 69. Siaplified schematic diagtai of the blcck hearth. 

Key: (1-5) . Illegible. 

m^^SUMmmk ^^-..^^-■--^..-l..... -. 
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Scheaatic diagrai (Fig. 69). The accepted by antenna signal 

through the coupling of aaaaa is supplied on ultrahigh-frequency, the 

assembled on tube aaaa (6S9D). The application/use of a tube of 6S9D 

is caused by the ceguiceaent foe obtaining high sensitivity. This 

tube has low inherent noise level. The presence of plate circuit 

ultrahigh*frequency considerably increases the selectivity of 

receptor« and also protects the crystal of lixer. Anode and cathode 

citcuits ultrahigh-frequency are carried out in the fon of two 

voluaetric silver-plated cylindrical cavities. 

Signal froa antenna approaches the cathode citcuit through 

spring contact. This duct is tuned by plunger and is strongly shunted 

by the input impedance of a tube and by the resistor/resistance of 

receiving antenna« which provides the broad-band character of duct. 

The intensive signal is isolated in the plate circuit which is 

tuned into resonance upon the frequency of received signal, with the 

aid of coupling loop« the signal is reicve/takeo fron plate circuit 

and after the cable KB-2 is supplied to the input of crystal mixer. 

The connunication/connection between the nixer and the plate circuit 

is is very weak. This is necessary in crdei that the coupled 

iipedance fron the side of crystal aixex does not shunt plate 

mmmM^ ^.^^w..,;. ,1. 
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circuit. The available in plate circuit structural/design tank serves 

for separation of variables and the feed currents of tube hx.  For the 

creation of autoaatic displaceaent to tube Li, serves circuit R|Sf 

Ca. For the creation of autoaatic displaceaent to tube Llf serves 

circuit Bis* C2« H.f«-throttle/chokes Itv L2# L3 remove feedback in 

the circuits of feed. 

The filaaent of tube obtains feed fro« the coaion/general/total 

filament transformer of unit hearth« and the ancde of tube - through 

plug P* froa the coaaon/general/total rectifier of receiver. 

Page 83. 

Crystal aixer  is asseabled on the geraaniui diode of D~40 3V and 

is the cut  of coaxial line.  To  the input  of aixer,   are supplied two 

signal:   the taken signal of high freguency  with output/yield 

ultra high-frequency the signal of quartz heterodyne. The nixing of 

these signals and the isolation of the signal of interaediate 

frequency occurs because of the nonlinearity of the characteristic of 

diode. For iapedance aatching of the coupling  loop and internal 

resistor/resistance of diode in coaxial line«   is a transformer in  the 

|y ,MMMMBäB8aaBH|B ^-v^-Hii^-iüfrTT^riaiT! ^ laiiiiiiiiiifiijii^ii^ . 
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fon of the loved plug froi the fluoroplast which supports the KSV of 

■ixer in operating range equal to 2« The dc current coaponent of 

crystal is closed through the quarter-nave short-circuited line. The 

current of crystal is nonitored according to the instrument of IPt on 

the front/leading panel of unit hearth. 

Proa the output/yield of mixet,   the signal of interaediate 

frequency on the cable of KB-5 is supplied to unit PUPCh through the 

transient tank C2   (Pig- 70). The input circuit, which consists of 

coils It* and Ltnr is included by autcioductivc diagraa. This 

connection/inclusion is necessary for the decoupling of mixer and 

input circuit. 

The first cascade/stage of unit PUFCh is asseabled on tubes L,, 

I2 (6Zh1P) by cascade circuit (first tube works in the node of triode 

with the grounded cathode« and the second - in the aods/conditions of 

triode with grounded grid). This cascade/stage provides the minlmutD 

inherent noise level. Purtheraore« for a decrease in the level of 

noises and increase in the stability of the work the diagrams are 

introduced the grid and anode neutralization of the tubes of 

cascade/stage. Por this purpose, of inductance coil L« and L7 are 

respectively inclined for interaediate frequency taking into account 

lttfcMlM^^^£^i^^JkaJ..^^V,.^^;:.:.lr•..J::.a,aaAB^ 
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the tanks of network - - anode of tube Li and the anode - cathode of 

tab« L,. Bias voltage to tubes is supplied by circuits B», cfc and ß6 

and Bj, C,. 

The plate load of cascade/stage is the duct,   Hhich consists of 

the coils of inductance L« and of the tank of tube L2.   FCOB the plate 

circuit of tube L2 through coil u,  the signal approaches the grid of 

tube L3   (6Zh1P). 

aimmamamä^ljiA i ^---^rnji ,7,^ 
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Fig, 70. Scheiatic diagtai of the block POPCh- 

i;' 
f.:       i 

I 
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Prot the resistor/resistance of plate load B« tube L3 the fluctuation 

of the inteciediate frequency through capacitor c15 go to the input 

of IF aiplifier (OPCh). The inductance coil Ln in the anode circuit 

of tube Lj is the cell/eleaent of agreeaent. for the eliaination of 

the self-excitation of unit pUpch in the power circuits are included 

inductive-capacitance and rheostat-capacitance filters. 

The signal interaediate of frequency froi the output/yield of 

unit POPCh supplied through the coupling t to the first 

cascade/stage of unit OPCh (Fig. 71), carried out on tube Li (6Zhlp). 

Cascade/stage has the grid circuit, foraed as inductance coil Lt# ty 

wiring capacitance, by the input capacitance of tube, and the plate 

circuit, which consists of the inductance ceil i3 and of the output 

capacitance of tube. The intensive signal froa plate circuit 

transaits to the grid circuit of the following cascade/stage of unit 

OPCh because of inductive coupling between ducts. All cascade/stages 

of unit OPCh (tube of lt-lj-6ZhlP and L«-6K4P) are carried out by ons 

diagraa. In unit OPCh, is provided the aanual gain control, which is 

realized by changing the negative displacement en the grids of tubes 

Lt and Lx (6Zh1P). Displaceaent is regulated by potentioaeter Bt«, 

(see Fig. 69)# derived to the front/leading panel of unit hearth. 

Bange of gain control of approxiaately i)0 de. 

..^^^„.^^a,^ 
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Proa the plate circuit of the fourth cascade/stage of unit opch, 

the signal of interaediate frequency is supplied to the grid of 

aperiodic aaplifier on tube Ls (6K(tP). the fourth cascade/stage of 

unit Opch and aperiodic aaplifier are carried out on pentodes with 

the elongated characteristic for the expansion of the dynamic range 

of unit OPCh. Froa the cascade/stage of aneciodicheskogo signal 

aaplifier, of interaediate frequency approaches the diagrao of 

aaplitude-frequency detector (AChD), which is utilized for an 

increase in the selectivity of receptor. 

Signal with plate load In goes to duct C23, C2e# C3,, Lt2, 

inductively connected to circuit Cj*» C40» £41« List and 

simultaneously to the right half of tube L« (6Kh2P), loaded by 

resistor/resistance B^j. To left the half of the diode L6# loaded by 

resistance R22# is connected circuits Cglt  C*o»  C^i, hl3.   On the 

loads of diode L», are isolated the detected signal' of the 

interaediate frequency 0! (Fig. 72) and 02* to nith different 

polarity. 

i 
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Fig. 71. Scheaatic diagcaa of the block UPCh. 

Kej. (1). Target/purpose. (2). Housing. (3). in. (4). The current of 

the 2nd is placed. (5). Output of videc. 

Page  86. 
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Fig. 72- Ftegueocf chacactexlstics of Bait DPCh: a) frequency 

chatactecistic to ÄChD; b) frequency characteristic after &ChD; c) 

the curve/graphs, «hich elucidate the «ork IChC. 

I i 
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The fen of voltage 0| has one resonance at the frequency of 

aaaa. The fon of voltage 1)2 has failure at the resonance frequency 

of aaaa even tvo clearly expressed resonances at frequencies t3 and 

ft in view of the fact that into duct as a result of inductive 

coupling are introduced the active and reactance. The effective 

resistance deteraines failure at resonance frequency, and 

jet/reactive tvo resonance at frequencies f3 and f6. 

The total signal 0t and Ua is supplied to the grid of cathode 

follower L7 (6ZhlP) (see Fig- 71) through the filtering 

throttle/choke Lts- Figure 72 shows that the edge steepness of the 

resulting curve considerably increases« due to what is raised the 

selectivity of the circuit of unit UPCh, Per the limitation of the 

characteristic of aaplitude-frequency detector in the circuit of the 

grid of cathode follower, is included crystal diode Dt (D-2Ye, see 

Fig, 71). 

Fro« the output/yield of cathode follower, the signal is 

supplied through the coupling of aaaaa to the input of the unit of 

DShP. The feed of the anode and shielding circuits of unit UPCh i.s 

conducted froi separate rectifier. The incandescence of tubes is 

realized fron the transferier of power unit. For the target/purpose 

mtmmmä HIM^HI^niiiaiifeM^iMbaaa^aittt^Mka 
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of the elliioatioa of the self-escitaticn of unit OPCh because of the 

spucious coupling, which appear in the circuits of feed and 

aonitoring, are applied the filtering cells LC and BC. 

As already it is aentioned earlier, for ohtaining on the 

output/field of the aixer of the voltage of interaediate fceguency on 

its input* besides received signal, it is supplied the voltage of 

high-stability frequency fro« heterodyne. 

For obtaining high-stability fluctiaticns in heterodyne, is 

utilised the crystal control. Quartzes are placed into theraostat and 

work at teaperature of ♦70oC. 

transition fron one channel to another is conducted by hand by 

switching quartzes and tuning of the output ciicuit of heterodyne. 

Heterodyne consists of the naster oscillator and the cascade/stages 

of frequency aultiplication. The aaster oscillator (Fig. 73) is 

asseabled on tube Lt (SHIP) by diagraa with quartz, connected between 

the cathode and the grid, and the capacitive feedback between the 

anode and the grid through capacitor C1. 

^■^,^i^:^,a<aU^..^g :.^:^i...^^^^  » 
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Quartz is connected by one of the rela; Pt*P|0. 

The plate load of genexatcr is the duct La* c«# connected  «ith 

grid circuit L3, Cs the second half of tube L,   because of 

reactance-capacity coupling   (C2 is a tank of 

coiaunicatioa/connection)•  Both ducts fon the band-pass filter, 

which isolates the third hamonic of crystal frequency.  The 

resistor/resistance B4 and the capacitor C3 are the circuit of 

autoaatic displacenent,  resistor/resistance B« - by the leakage 

resistance of grid, resistor/resistance 83 - by instruaent  shunt.   As 

the plate load of  the second half of tube Li  serves duct L«, c9, 

inductively connected  with grid circuit LSf  C12 the multiplier, 

carried out on tube L2   (6Zh9P). 

Eand-pass filter  L«, C, and Ls#  Cti is inclined to the ninth 

haraonic of crystal freguency. 

mmmum^ammmmmm*Mmaäki®t*imiM^l^M 
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fig. 73. Scheiatic diagra« of heterodyne. 

f 
Re;:   (1).  Duct of  the  heterodyne.   (2).   Hanual tuning.   (3). 

Output/yield.   (4).   Thencstat on  10  quartzes.   (5).  Circuit.   (6). 

Housing.   (7). in-   (8).  Current output of cascade.   (9).  Grid current 

of the aaaa of cascade.   (10).   Thenostat circuit.   (11).   Quartz. 

: 
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The circuit of  the autcmatic  displacenent  cf tube L2  consists ot 

resistor/resistance Bt2 and capacitor C%3m 

The sinusoidal fluctuations of the ninth  haraonic of  crystal 

frequency are supplied to the grid of tube  l2.   In the anode circuit 

of tube«  is included duct  ltt  C14#   which  together  with  inductively 

the connected bilateral circuit I7f Clt and LSv C18 foros   band-pass 

filter inclined on   18-th haraonic of the frequency  of quartz.   The 

voltage of  this frequency  is supplied to the  grids of the   following 

cascade/stage of the aultiplication#  asseabled  by  push-pull circuit 

en tube L2   (6P1P)   and  which works in the aode/cenditions of the 

trebling of  frequency.   The push-pull circuit  provides the   suppression 

of even harionics.   By the load of cascade/stage is the duct  L,   in  the 

for«  syaaetrical short-circuited linin,   inductively connected   with  a 

siiilar grid circuit of the following cascade/stage. 

mltmmmmmäMiaa^ä^i'^im^m''^^  \i mmmfm^-'^^^^nm ■ a^t^^ätet-to^i*^^-^,^^^^^.^^^ ;■. 
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Fig« Hi.  unit is the hearth: 1 - high-frequency coupling; 2 - the 

kocb/ctick of the tuning of heterodyne; 3 - the toggle switch of ±^6- 

start of putting on the scale of neasuring aeter; 4 -  the 

potentioaeter of the adjustaent or gain; 5 - neasuring aeter; 6 - the 

potentioaeter of the adjustaent of the current of mixer; 7 - the 

knob/button of the aonitoring of the reverse/inverse resistance of 

aixer; 8 - the switch of neasuring aeter; 9 - tone switch; 10, 12 - 

■cnitcring jacks; 11 - the tube of the nonitoring of the work of 

theraostat. 
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Output tripler is carried out on tube L#   (6S50)   with  plate load 

in the fon of  the coaxial line,   inclined on  162-th harmonic of 

crystal frequency.   For the tetuning of output circuit froa one 

frequency to another,   is utilized structural/design tank in  the form 

cf the peculiar capacitor,  one of  plates of which  is fastened  on the 

indoor «iring of coaxial line,  and the second  is moved   vith the aid 

of the aechanisa of tuning,  derived to the  front/leading panel   cf 

unit  hearth. 

For the expansion  of the  passband of output stage,   its grid 

circuit  is shunted  by  resistor/resistance fit«.   This 

resistor/resistance serves  for the creation of  automatic 

displacement. 

Protection from the  various kinds cf feedback is carried  out  by 

means of the inclusion  into the filament circuits of 

HF-throttle/chokes  L12 and lt3.  For the elimination of 

self-excitation into anode circuits,  arc introduced the untying 

BC-f liters. 

The effect of  a change in the ambient  temperature for the 

aBgm™gsaa mmusummeMkMäm bjanmäa -.■ ^iiäi.^-iiMiÄ ftsiitiläiüüä -iWii .A 
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oscillation frequency of heterodyne is eliainatcd by aeans of the 

addition to the diagra« of the theraostating of quartz. The nock of 

theraostat is described in chapter III. 

Froa the output stage of voltage multiplication, of heterodyne 

is supplied to the filter, vhich is nation-band coaxial cavity. 

Filtec passes the fluctuations only of that frequency for which it is 

inclined, and all others it attenuate/weakens. Ihe tuning of filter 

is conducted by changing the subiersion depth ct  coupling element 

into resonator. The fluctuations of heterodyne vith the aid of 

coupling loop are take/selected froi resonator and are supplied to 

the heterodyne input of aixer. 

Construction (Fig. 74). Onit is cacried cut on rectangular 

chassis/landing gear on which are aounted tbe heterodyne with 

tberaostat, IF aaplifier» crystal aixer and intermediate-frequency 

preaaplifier. 

Unit of heterodyne, EOPCh and UPCh are connected to other 

devices through knife type adapter sockets and heel to aain landing 

gear with the aid of nondropont screw/propellers. 

   ^•■-  ■ =,.-.    aMMtM 
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Pig, 75« Punctioaal diagcaa of the unit of CShP. 

Key: (1). Proa unit hearth. (2). Amplifier. (3). Amplifier - liniter« 

(4). Amplifier. (5). Liiiter on the ainiiua- (6). To unit oz. (7). 

Cathode follower. (8). Cascade/stage of collisicn excitation. (9). 

Cascade/stage of agreeaent. (10). Cathode repeater. (11). To unit oz. 

(12). Indicator of outpat/yield DK, (13). Line cf coding. 

gmaK|u^y^m^ mmm —""^"Irii! IITI "tilBtrttifiiffrt 
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On front/leading «ill sing unit hearth thece are the plug of the 

connection of receiving antenna, the tuning knot of heterodyne, the 

toggle switch of the start of the illaiination cf the scale of 

■easming aeter, instraient for the functional check of unit hearth, 

potentioaeter Rlfc "aaplification", potentioieter Ba the "current of 

■ixer", switch B-2 thecontrol of th> aodes of unit and feed voltages, 

knob/button for the aonitoring of the back resistance of sixer, 

switch B-1 MM switching freguencies", tube cf the aonitoring of the 

work cf theraostat and aonitoring jacks. Unit is connected to feeding 

circuits of the cabinet of the PPO through the special knife 

couplings, arrange/located in the rear end-type part of the unit. 

Ooit of the decoder of receiver. 

This unit serves for the decoding cf the signals, accepted NPC 

fro« the aircraft, which work with beacon, and the separate isolation 

of inquiring ranging and responding indicator 

■onentua/iapulse/pulses. Decoder consists of two analogous input 

devices with the suppleaentary lines of alternating/variable delay 

and ccaaon/general/total circuits of cciautaticn, aonitoring and feed 

of unit« 

mmmmmmmmmm m ■*-^.~^—-- 
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Functiooal dlagraa (Fig. 75). FCOI the ootput/yield of unit 

under shaped poises, approach the end device of unit the DShP, they 

are amplified by tke first aaplifier« they are aiplified and are 

United on ■axinua to the second anplifier, and then they are 

supplied to the third anplilier. Fron the output of the third 

anplifier« the foraed through pulse aaplitude approach the time gate, 

vhich consists of open-end line of a delay in the LZ-1 and limiter 

through the nininua. The selector of narro« pulses suppresses 

■onentun/inpulse/polses by duration less than 0.4 pss. 

Ihe output pulses of selector approach the anplifierr in 

parallel to input of which is connected the locked at dead ending of 

a delay in the iZ-2, which forn/shapes nonentun/inpulse/pulses in 

duration. Preliainary fixation of pulse duration, which enter the 

line of decoding, allows: 

to raise code selectivity; 

the aore full to realize the sensitivity cf end device (is 

JJJMJjJaliMl^^  ^m ,-  
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provided the possibility of the work of the cascade/stage of 

agxeeients in the node/conditions of the laxiiui sensitivity) 

to shield end device fron continuous disturbance and the 

losentui/iipulse/palses, which overlap code intervals. After 

fonation in duration and aaplification, the noientun/iBpulse/pulses 

through the latching cascade/stage - cathode follower - are supplied 

to snppleaentary delay line of alternating/variable. 

L 
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Fig. 76. Schematic diagram of end device. 

Key: (1). Target/purpose. (2). in. (3). Output/yield. (4). 

oatput/yield. (5). Grid. (6). Input. (7). Illegible. (8). Ind. of 

output. (9). Blanker. (10). Housing. 

mm—rT*te**«^**^ ^^Säam^^^^M^^^i^mmi 
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This li^e lakes it possible to change a delay of the decoded 

■oaentui/iiptilse/pulses in each of the end devices, that provides a 

precise coincidence in tine sinultaneously accepted by both units the 

hearth of signals, with the subsegoent their addition in unit GZ. 

In passing by through the supplementary delay line, 

aonentun/inpulse/pulses approach line I,Z-3, «here occurs the decoding 

cf the taken noientuB/inpulse/pulses and their separation into 

ranging and indicator. These aoientui/iipulse/pulses after the line 

of decoding approach the cascade/stages of agreenent, and then to the 

cascade/stages of collision excitation. The fotied in the 

cascade/stages of collision excitation output pulses through the 

■atching cathode follovers are supplied to unit OZ, 

For a aonitoring of pulse advancing through the unit ShDA and 

their adnission into unit OZ in parallel to output/yields "d" of 

decoder are connected the indicators of the output/yield of Md". Thp 

indicators of output/yield - these are the waiting niultivitrators, 

which include the neon tubes whose rqabustion shows presence at thp 

output/yield of the decoder of ranging lOBentui/inpulse/pulses. 

wmaMaMmimemi:isamM*AA^ '  
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Scheiatic diagrai (Fig. 76). The coded ranging and indicator 

■olentoB/iapulse/pulses, accepted by unit hearth, through the output 

coupling Pi and block capacitor Cx   approach the grid of the first 

cascade/stage of the video aaplifier, asseabled on tube L» (6K4P) 

through aaplifier circuit during resistor/resistances. Cascade/stage 

works with autoaatic displaceaent (circuit aaaaaaaa). To the second 

grid c£ the cascade/stage through capacitor C2a fron unit OZ, are 

supplied the negative blanking pulses, which lock cascade/stage for a 

period of the eaission/radiation of signals with the transmitters of 

F-20A and P-20D- 

Fcoa plate load Bj the first videc aaplifier the 

aoaentua/iapulse/pulses across block capacitor C3 go to the grid of 

the second stage of the aaplifier of the liaiter on aaximum, carried 

out by aaplifier circuit during resistcr/cesistances with automatic 

displaceaent on tube L2 (6P1P). Proa the output/yield of the second 

cascade/stage, the aoaentua/iapulse/pulses, limited on maximum, 

through capacitor C* and resistor/resistance B8 approach the diagram 

of the selector of narrow pulses. 

Page 91. 
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The selection of oarcou pulses is utilized foe obtaining high 

code selectivity. Selector consists of the aiplifier, lade on tube L3 

(61i1P) with the delay lines in the IZ-l and LZ-2, and the liniter on 

the «iniaui on diode D2. The entering en grid acaentua/inpulse/pulses 

of constant amplitude are aaplified by the left half of tube L3. The 

entering on grid Boaentua/inpulse/pulses of constant amplitude ate 

amplified by the left half of tube L3. Displacement to tube is 

remove/taken from potentiometer B^. From plate load Rn, the 

iomentua/impulse/pulses are supplied to the selecting cell/element - 

open-end line. In passing by on line and after being reflected in the 

same polarity from its extended end/lead, momentun/impulse/pulse 

again comes to its beginning, delayed on the dual delay factor in the 

line. Straight line and reflected moneotui/impulse/pulses store/add 

up themselves at input, AS a result of addition, is obtained the 

momentum/impulse/pulse, which is supplied to liiiter D2 on the 

linimum. Limiter isolates momentum/impulse/pulse only during the 

agreeient input and reflected aomentum/impulse/pulses. If the 

duration of input pulse is shorter than the dual delay in the line, 

then on output/yield voltage is absent, since input and reflected 

momentum/impulse/pulses do not overlap each other in time. 

iis»M^«iaaaiiaa3aa^aiaaaitj4aA.,,w-- .-■ - ^ --■-> »■ v .^a.5<Laa.a 
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Liiitation level is regulated by fctenticieter Rl2 changing 

negative voltage on the anode of diode. Thus» the preiise/impulses, 

which consist of the Boientaa/iapulse/palses uhich have a duration, 

which does not exceed the doubled delay in the line, past the 

selectee narrow pulses do not pass. 

In passing by through the liiiter D2, ioientum/iapulse/pulses 

across capacitor C, go to the grid of the anplifier, assentled on the 

right half of tube La« In parallel to grid is connected the 

short-circuited delay line in the LZ-2, eaployed for an i«pulse 

shaping in duration for the target/purpese of an increase in the code 

selectivity of end device. Incoaing on the line of pulse delay on the 

passage of it is reflected off the short-circuited end/lead in a 

change in the polarity. Straight line and reflected 

■ooentua/iapulse/pulses are deducted at the input of line, as a 

result of which is obtained the negative pulse, which does not exceed 

the doubled delay in the line, and the positive pulse of the same 

duration. The obtained at input aoaentua/iapulse/pulses approach the 

aaplifier, asseabled on the right half cf tube L3, they are amplified 

and froa its plate load B13 through capacitor C7 are supplied to the 

grid cf cathode follower L« (6P1P). Displaceaent to the control 

electtode of tube is taken froa divider/denoainator B21, R20. Cathode 

follower cuts negative pulse and, furtheraoce, will agree output lamp 

^Ma^^yiBiiliiiiii^^ , ■—±i__aS 
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resistance «ith the line iipedance of unbelted delay. 

i • 

i 
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Fig« 77. The schematic diagcaa of the block of EShP. 

Key: (1). Delay line. (2). Tacget/puipcse. (3). Input of video. (4). 

Output/yield. (5). in. (6). Housing- (7). Cutput unit. (8). 

Target/purpose. (9). Housing. (10). Indie, of output. (11). Indie, of 

output. (12). Segal, of nixing. (13). Input of video. (14). Tube. 

(15). Input. (16). Grid. (17). Output/yield- (18). in- (19). For». 

(20). Output/yield. (21). Switching codes. (22).; Displacement. (23). 

Bousing. (24). For«. (25). illuaination. (26). Off. 

tmr.aiimimm>mmS'^mt,<imk^ >-.- ■■ -, - ■ ^ ^  . ^ ... , ^ 
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Cage 92. 

PAGE V1 

rtom  resistor/resistance B19 cathode iapulse repeater through 

the teraiaal of 20 couplings Pj (Fig. 77# see insert), switch Bt, the 

delay line cf an alternating/variable in the LZ-4 and terainal 5 of 

plag Pi approach the line of the decoding of IZ-3. The delay lin<~ in 

the LZ-U has 10 reaoval/outlets on 0.11 pss. Delay factor is selected 

daring plant adjastaent. 

Utilized in the unit of the end device of the principle of 

decoding entails the fact that the aoiectai/iapulse/pulses of code 

are ccabined on tiae with the aid of the delay line in the LZ-3 and 

trigger the cascade/stage of agreeaent in t«o grids. Removal/outlets 

the linin of delay are switched with the aid of the stud switch of 

cedes« derived to front/leading panel. The switch of codes connects 

the winding of the corresponding relay en value (see Fig. 77): +27 in 

poMer supply - the terainal of 12 couplings Pj is a knob/button the 

IPi of the switch of codes - the terainal of 13 couplings p, end 

device is a winding of relay - -27 in power supply. Relay connects 

corresponding to code the reaoval/outlet of delay line. Relays with 

even nuabers switch indicator codes« and with odd - ranging. Ranginy 

ioaentua/iapulse/pulses enter through capacitor C|« (see Fig. 76) and 

tefiasaB«^ i '.___ ~^1—~^.L:I:J___._ 
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cesistoc/resistance R30 to the first grid cf the cascade/stage of 

agree tents, lade on tobe Ls (6Zh2P), and through capacitor C^ - to 

the third grid of the cascade/stage of agreeients. 

The cascade/stage of agreements triggers itself only when both 

■oienttti/iBpalse/pulses on grids co«e sinaltanecusly. At the 

output/yield of this cascade/stage# are obtained the 

■oKntoi/iBpolse/pulses of the negative polarity, delayed with 

respect to the first aoientun/iipulse/pulse of input preaise/impulse 

en 25.4  0.35 »JSS« Displaceient to the third grid of tube ls is 

reaove/taken fron divider/denoainator B28« 827. Displacenent on the 

first grid of tube Ls is regulated by potenticneter Bi, derived to 

the front/leading panel of unit. 

Froa plate load Hsa the cascade/stage of agreeaent negative 

pulses go to shock-excited oscillator, aade on the left half of tube 

lh   (6H1P). By the entering pulse tube is cut off in its plate 

circuit, which consists of the inductance ceil Is and of stray 

capacitances, because of the energy, accuaulated during the passage 

of the current through the tube, appears oscillating process. For the 

expansion of passband the duct of the shunted ty resistor/resistance 

Bj«. The reaoved froa plate circuit loientui/iapulse/pulses of 

BBS  ' , , .  : ,  ^_:_^__. 
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shock-excited oscillator thcoogh the cathode fcllouer» assenbled on 

the right half of tube L6, are supplied to unit OZ. Cathode follower 

in the absence of aoientua/iapulse/pulses is closed by voltage fron 

divider/denoainator B3a# B37. 

Fro« load B3« cathode iapulse repeater of shock-excited 

oscillator through capacitor C85 are supplied to the grid of the 

nhich «aits aultivibrator« asseabled on tube L9 (6P1P). Nultivibrator 

is lade but to diagraa «ith cathode coupling. Parallel to load PS4 is 

connected neon indicator light "output/yield d", outlying to the 

froQt/le'iding panel of unit DShP. It burns, when tube is 

open/disclosed by the incoaing aoaentUB/iapulse/pulses. The pulse 

duration of aultivibrator is selected so that at the saallest 

repetition freguency of trigger pulses, egual to 30 Hz# the glow of 

tube would be «ell distinguished. 

The coded indicator preaise/iipulses froa delay line enter 

through capacitor C20 to the first grid of the cascade/stage of 

agreeients, aade on tube L7 (6Zh2P)# and to the second and third 

grids - through capacitors Czt  and C|« respectively. The 

cascade/stage of agreement is closed on all grids by the negative 

voltage, reioved froa divider/deno^inatcrs B«t, R40, B4S, P««f P,,, 

S**i^Sli_:  ■ ' J 
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B«a and wear/operates  only  in the case vhen it triggers itself 

fiiiultaneously cm all grids. 

■MBaMMMlJBaiMiiitMllifatfiift»!^  i-  ■■ ■■ ^4.,  ; ^ulfl 
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Fig- 78- Onit the DShP: 1- • 6. pilot laips; 2 - the toggle switch of 

■easaring leter; 3 - ■easuring instuaient; 4 - shielding cap; 5 - the 

toggle switch of the start of the illuiination of aeasuring «eter; 7, 

13. the potentioaeters of the adjustaent of displaceaent; 8, 10. 

safety device/fuses; 9 - the indicator light of blowing; 11 - the 

stud switch of courses; 12 - the pilot laap of the collected code. 

mjk 
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In the cascade/stage of ■atching in parallel tc the first grid is 

connected the diode 03« which is liaitei en the niniiua. Froa plate 

load B*«, the aoaentua/iapulse/pulses approach shock-excited 

oscillator on the left half of tube L« (6S1E) # also, from it - to 

cathode follower on the right half of tube Ls- These cascade/stages 

are analogous in diagraa to cascade/stages on tube LÄ. Fro« the  load 

of cathode follower« inductor aoaentua/iapulse/pulses are supplied to 

the output/yield of the unit of DShP. 

Unit DShP obtains feed froa the special unit (see Fig. 77), 

asseabled on chassis/landing gear of the unit cf DShP. Alternating 

voltage 6.3 in is reaove/taken froa separate filauent transferier 

Irt. For obtaining direct/constant voltage - 105 in serves the 

seleniua rectifier Da with gas stabilizer Ls (SG-3S). 

direct/constant voltage ^250 v for the feed of the anode and 

shielding circuits is reaove/taken froa the stabilized selenium 

rectifier D1# L1# L« (6M13S), L, (6Zh8) f Lt (3G-2S). 

Alternating current with voltage 208 v and frequency 400 Hz is 

supplied froa the coaaon/geoeral/total csbinet cf the power through 

waawis»- -. " ■ 
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the kiife coupliag P3 (terminal 2, 3), the safety device/fuse Frt to 

the ptiiary vindings of transfoners Tti0  Tt2, Tr3. 

CoDstractions. Unit (Fig. 78) is asseibled on rectangular 

chassis/landing gear« On chassis/landing gear are arranged two unit 

of end devices» the seleniui rectifiers« the transforners of the unit 

of pouec« delay line of an alternating/variable in the end devices 

and the network elements of feed. Electrical sotinting is aade in the 

baseient of chassis/landing gear. 

To the front/leading panel of unit are derived the tubes of iLl 

"outpct/yield D-l« and lLa "output/yield 0-2*, leasuring aeter IPj 

nith cap covering the dial light of the dial face of IP| and toggle 

switches Bs snitching the controlled/inspected voltages and B3 the 

start of the illnaination of the dial face of IP|# potentioneters Rl 

"the displaceaent of aaaaaa "and R« - the "displaceaent of aaaaaa", 

the stsd switch of codes, tube of the looitcring of the collected 

code, the safety device/fuses of PRj during feed circuit 208 in, 100 

Hz and Prt during the circuit of anode feed, tube the NLj of the 

■cnitcring of blowing. Unit is inserted into cabinet NNU and is 

fastened nondrop-out screw/propellecs* 

»•rni-iniii .j^änan^afc»,^.^"-..,...,......-.,...,.■ .. 
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Pig. 79. ptmctieaal diagcai of BOZ. 

Key:   (1).  Banging channel.   (2). Cascade/stage of addition.   Ceaf). 

Cascade/stage of blanking DK.   (*).   Oscillator of inpact excitation. 

(5).  Cathode follower.   (6).  Output/field.   (7).  Input.   (8).   Fro«.   (9). 

Cascade/stage of the liaitation of charging.   (10),  Cathode  follower. 

(11).  Channel of the blanking of internally-prcdaced noise  and 

liaitation of charging.   (12).   Oscillatoc of pilot lanp.   (13). 

Counting circuit.   (U).  Cascade/stage of addition-   (15),  iaplifiet. 

(16).  Blanking signal  to the unit of DShP-   (17). Cathode follower. 

(18), Indicator channel,  Onit of the liiitation of charging. 

This unit serves for the addition of the decoded ranging and 

indicator noeentun/iapulse/pulses,  which cc«e in froi units DShP and 

DShO,  for the suppression of internally-proäuced noise   (fron the 

transiitters of radio beacon)   and of liaitation of charging the 

traasaitter P-20D.   Page 95. 
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Pig.  80. Scheutic diagcai BOZ. 

K«ys   (1)« Charging is output/yield.   (2). Input,   (eaf).  Illegible. 

(«)• liaitation. (5). Coatcol/cbecking. (6). Output/Yield. (7). 

Target/purpose.   (8). Input.   (9).  Output/yield.   (10).  Illuaination. 

(11).  Off.   (12).  Porn.    (13).   Illegible.   (14).   in. Fro» the 

ontpat/yield of anit are renoved the trigger poises on  unit shDA, 

indicator aonentan/inpnlse/pnlses on PCI and blanking - for the 

closing of units DShP and osho for a period of the eaission/radial ion 

of transnitters. 

The blanking   (closing)   of the decoders of receivers for a  period 

of the eiission/radiation of signals by transmitters is necessary  for 

the exception/eliaioation oi the penetration of the false  trigger 

pulses on the encoder of the traasaitter P-20D and appearance of 

fals« aarkers on screen PEL 

The liaitation of charging the traasaitter P-20D is introduced 

for the prevention of  its overloadings if the  nuaber of aircraft, 

which  work «ith radio  beacon«  exceeds the peraissible aaount.   The 

cascade/stage of the liiitation of charging "cuts out"  part of  the 

incoaing aoaantua/iapulse/pulses,  propcttional to the aaount of 

 >-rt^11*n--1i   - ■  immmmammmmaa^Bmmmmanmmmmr'tla^mmM'u  ViMl"..^. t. 
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g-£orc«, and it supports with aliost constant the ■ediui frequency of 

the deaaod of range-finders signal. As a result of this the aediui 

fregncncy of obtaining the answer/responses by any of the requesting 

aircraft «ill be less than the interrogation frequency to the value, 

proportional to the overloading of the transnitter P-20D. 

The functional diagraa (Fig. 79) contains the channels: ranging, 

indicator« the blanking of internally-produced noise and linitation 

of charging the transnitter P~200. 

Banging channel is ictended for the addition of the ranging 

ionentua/inpulse/pulses, sent fron the units of decoders MPO and MPO, 

foraation of reciprocal ranging aonentui/iapilse/pulse« indication of 

the passage of ranging aonentua/inpulse/pulses and reading of their 

average repetition frequency at input or output/yield of unit, and 

also blanking for the purpose of the suppression of 

internally produced noise and liaitation of charging. 

tage 96, 
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the focied ranging ■oientui/iapulse/pulses D-1, 0-2, 0-3 £rcm 

mtits DShP and DShO stuible to the cascade/stage of addition, but 

after it [to the cascade/stage of blankiag drifted NdN and counting 

circuit. To the cascade/stage of blanking fron the channel of the 

blanking of the internally*produced noise through the cathode 

follower and the cascade/stage of the liaitation of charging are 

supplied the blanking ■onentun/iapulse/fulses. In passing by the 

cascade/stage of blanking, ranging soaentui/inpulse/pulses are 

supplied to shock-excited oscillator, fron output/yield of which the 

■osentun/iapulse/pulses through the cathode follower enter unit DZD, 

Furtheraore, the aoaentun/inpulse/pulses frcn cathode follower are 

headed for counting circuit and the cascade/stage of the indication 

of the passage of ranging aonentnn/inpulse/pulses. 

Indicator channel is intended for the addition of the decoded 

reciprocal nonentua/inpulse/pulses for a gecund-based indication, 

which enter fron the units of decoders HPO and but also the delivery 

of indicator noaentun/iapulse/pulse PPI. 

Fron the units of decoders MPD and of HPO the reciprocal 

indicator aoaentun/inpulse/pulses 1-1, 1-2, 1-3 are sunnacized in the 

cascade/stage of addition and then through the output cathode 

■•*■ 
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follonec are supplied 09 cable on FPI. 

The channel of the blanking of intecnally-pcoduced noise and 

liaitation of charging is intended for the creation of the  blanking 

■oaeatua/inpulse/palses«  which lock ranging channel and the units of 

decoders RPO and of no for a period of the eiission/radiation cf 

transaitters P-20i and P-20&.  the sappressot pulses ZS-1 and  zs-2 

froa the anit ShDi approach the cascade/stage cf addition.  The 

resulting ■oaentut/inpulse/palse is aaplified and is supplied  to the 

cascade/stage of the addition of the blanking 

aoaentua/iapulse/pulses, and then - on the cascade/stage of the 

blanking of the channel of "d" for its closing. 

The saae resulting Boaentna/iapulse/pulse is supplied  froa the 

cascade/stage of addition tc another output aaplifier stage,  froa 

which receives the blanking negative pulse for the closing of the 

units of decoders NPO and MPO.  The cascade/stage of the limitation of 

charging fora/^hapes the blanking aoaentua/iapulse/pulses. 

Scheaatic diagraa   (Pig. 80).  Banging channel.  The decoded 

ranging noaentna/iiipulse/pulses froa the unit cf the decoder of NPO 

^ls*i**m—~-~.~-*~tm*m,^*im^^mesmimimmeamm^  ,  
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through the transiest coapling PM2-2 (teciinal 15, 16} and fro» the 

aait of the decoder of the BPO throagh the adapter socket PH2-3 

(teraieal 2«) approach the cascade/stage of addition« asseabled on 

three geraanioa diodes D1# Of« 0«. Diodes are loaded for the 

conaon/general/total load fix« The utilised circuit does not give the 

total addition of the siaoltaneousl; incoaing 

■oaeataa/iapulse/pulses. In the case of the siaultaneons arrival of 

two OE three aoaentua/ispulse/pulses on load B« is isolated only 

greatest on the basis of pulse aaplitude, since for reaalning signals 

(saaller in aaplitude) diodes turn out to be clcsed. 

proa the load of the cascade/stage of addition positive ranging 

aoaentua/iapulse/palses through capacitc C<9 «ill be feed/conducted 

to the control electrode of the cascade/stage of the blanking, iad€ 

on the tube L|3 (6Zh2P). The cascade/stage cf blocking on control 

elect lode as the negative voltage« reaoved froa divider/denoainator 

B»v» B*o kia  bullet potential on the third grid. To the third grid of 

tube froa the cascade/stages of additici and liaitation of charging 

are supplied the blanking aonentua/iapulse/pulses. In connection with 

the fact that the repetition frequency cf the ranging and blanking 

■oaentus/iapulse/pulses, «hich eater on both grids« and also the 

duration of the blanking ■oaentua/iapulce/pulses can change over wide 

Units« and conaeguently« «ill be changed the paraaeters of output 

I- ■ ■-'"- tmmtmm 
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p«ls«sv into the circuit of cascade/stage is introduced the fixation 

of the grid aode/coaditions of tobe. Fixation of the aode/conditions 

of tobe on the first and third grids is provided by connection to the 

grid resistors BST and Bss diodes Ds and 0«# through which are 

discharged the block capacitors in the pulse separations. 

Cage 97. 

Daring the absence of the blanking aoaentui/iapulse/pulses on 

the third grid, the tube Lts vorks as usual aaplifier.   Entering the 

[illegible] grid aegative pulse cuts off cascade/stage, thereby not 

passing ranging Boaentua/iapulse/pulses on the output/yield of 

channel. 

Fron the plate load of cascade/stage B«t   tbe 

■onentua/iapulse/pulses across capacitor Caf go to the start of 

oscillator with collision excitation. Oscillator is nade on the left 

half of the tube Lt«  (61IP). The plate load of cascade/stage is the 

duct,   which consists of inductance coil Lg, the wiring  capacitances 

and coil capacitance Lf  Dud is shunted by resistor/resistance B«3, 

which suppresses free oscillations in duct« aaking it aperiodic. 

^säm^mMlmm m^m 
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The e&teciag ■ouiita«/iBpiilm/pals« cats off the left  half of 

the tube l,l% and in plate circuit they appear natural oscillaticns, 

«heceopon the first positive half-period of oscillations is supported 

by a sharp decrease in the anode cathode current,  and negative 

half-period is suppressed by by-passing resistor/resistance B63 and 

the tube,   which is open/disclosed after cOiFletion of the action of 

the entering soaentua/ispulse/puise. 

For the liaitation of the aaplitude of the appearing in duct 

■oaentus/ispulse/pttlse into circuit is introduced negative current 

feedback through the cathode resistor/resistance B«4. The obtained 

■oaentua/iapulse/pulses froa the plate circuit through capacitor c2s 

approach the grid of the cathode follower,  asseibled on the right 

half of the tube L|« aad closed by the negative voltage,  which is 

reaoved froa divider/denoainator B«yf B»«. Cathode follower is 

applied for the agraeaent of the high output resistance of 

shock-excited oscillator with the low resistor/resistance of the 

cable,  which traasaits output ranging aoaentua/iapulse/pulses on unit 

DZD. 

  Jhir^Mmimfiffrlf n rWf^HtMi ..»^»^„■^■..».^iMai 
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For a ■onitoclog of the passage of ranging 

iowntoa/iapolse/polses into the circuit of unit Lake is introduced 

the special indicator cascade/stage, sade on the tube Lts   (6M1P) 

according to the circuit of the waiting aultivibrator with cathode 

coupling.  In parallel to the load of cascade/stage B8« is connected 

indicator light ML» "output/yield dM,  established/installed on  the 

front/leading panel of unit lake and burning at the torgue/aoaent of 

the adaission of ranging aoientua/iapulse/piilse« The pulse duration 

of aultivibrator is establish/installed so that at the noainal  fulse 

repetition rate, egual to 30 Bzv the glow of tute would be is «€11 

distinguished. 

The counting circuit,  introduced  into ranging channel« serves 

for the aeasureaent of the average pulse repetition rates at the 

input into unit Lake and output/yield fzoa it.  Banging 

lonntua/iapulse/pulses froa the cascade/stage of addition   (during 

the aonitoring of the fregnency of input pulses)  or froa output 

cathode follower  (during the aonitoring of  the freguency of output 

pulses)  are supplied through switch Bt  "input- cutput/yieldH and 

capacitor Zx to the grid of the left half of tufce Li   (6N1P)# closed 

by negative voltage froa divider/denoainator B«. Bs. 

ittjl'&,l**Mi*^a^*ai^*J'l*°*fcBifcaitiiin^niinriiii,iri'VfftiiiiMiviT!i;ii,--jiii^^^ -. ■ -^'«.---.^f.'.j!.» ,..■,« 
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fhe incoilng positive ranging ■onentai/itpQlse/pulses trigger 

cascade/stag«, also« on load S«f coiion/geueral/total with the load 

of the expanding aaItivibrator« asseabled on tube L2 (6N1P), appears 

the negative pulse« which through capacitoc C« is supplied to the 

grid of the right half of tube lt§  activating of aultivibrator. Proa 

load Bl0 this half of the tube« opened in the absence of 

aoaenttta/inpolse/pulse« is reaoved the positive pulse and is supplied 

through capacitor Cj to the grid of the closed in the absence 

■oaentua/inpulse/pulse of the cathode fcllower« asseabled on the 

right half of tube If legative grid voltage of cathode follower is 

supplied froa divider/denoainator Bs# 6A« In parallel to load R7 

cathode follower is included instruaent IP|# which neasures the 

average current« which takes place through the tube. Value of the 

current is proportional to the nusber cf Bcientua/iapulse/pulses, 

which enter the cathode follower per unit tine. 

Sage 98. 

Indicator channel. The indicator •oaentui/iapulse/pulses 1-1« 

ii- TlMBil 
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1—2» 1-3, that enter ftot the unit of the decoder of the HPU through 

the coupling P>2*2 (tenimal 13« 14) and the contacts of relay B«# 

aad also Croa the unit of the decoder of the 8PO through junction 

112-3 and the breaking contact of relay B«f ace supplied to the 

cascade/stage of addition. This cascade/stage consists of three 

diodes Dj# D«« Dt» working on one conson/general/total load B1. The 

circuit provides the noatotal addition of signals as in ranging 

channel. 

froa load Bi of cascade/stage indicator aoaentua/iapulse/pulses 

through capacitor c« aad resistor/res ist a nee Bs9 pass to the grid of 

cathode follower« while froa its load Bt« the; are supplied on cable 

to the output teraiaal of 9 couplings CB2-2 and further - on PPI. 

Belays P| and Ps serve for providing th« separate indication of the 

aircraft, which work according to the fundaiental and siaplified 

vet si en. 

Channel of the blanking of internally-produced noise and 

liiitation of charging« Suppressor pulses (ZS-1, ZS-2) froa the unit 

of the ShDh through the coupling PB2-2 (teraiaal 10, 11) approach the 

cascade/stage of addition, and« on the tuba Lt2 (6X2P). Cascade/stage 

works oa oaa coaaoa/general/total load B«« and is asseabled according 

"im       M^M^i ^^^■- - -  ^.^.^. ^^„ _„ ,....„ ^a 
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to the circuit of the nontotal addition. Suppcecsor pulses, passing 

thcongh the sueuing cascade/stage, ace isolated oa the load of 

cascade/stage and froa it through capacitoc Ctl they are supplied to 

the closed output aaplifier, asseibled oa the left half of the tube 

lia (6N1P) and the right half of the tube I.1T (6lilP)v which are 

included in parallel. 

lo the control electrodes of tubes given negative displacesent 

froa divider/denoainator Batt Bs«. In the circuit of cascade/stage is 

utilized the fiiation of the node/conditions of tube on the first 

grid because of start in parallel to the grid tesistor of the diode 

Ct0f which abstract/reaoves charges fron block capacitor« thereby 

providing with constant the potential of grid independent of 

frequency and duration of the incoaing ioaentui/iapulse/pulses. 

iron the plate load of aaflifier B«« the negative pulses across 

capacitor Ct0 and the coupling Pi2-3 (terainal 10, 21) go to tb«f 

third grids of the video aaplifiers of the units of decoders NFO and 

IPO, cutting off thea for a period of the eniseion/radiation of 

sigaals by the transaitters P-20A and P-20D. 

 '---'-■—'■•■-"•-"- 
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fttctheraore, froi load Bs# cascade/stage cf addition the 

sappressor poises ace supplied to closed with negative voltage fron 

dividec/denoainatoc B«t« B,« the aapliiier# aade on the eight half of 

the tobe I.,» «ith fixation of the aode/conditices of grid by the 

diode D10. flosentoa/iapalse/palses ace aaplified and fron the load of 

cascade/stage Bso through capacitor Cn approach the grid of the 

cathode follower, assembled on the right half of the tube Ln, {6N1P). 

Cathode follower works with positive voltage on control 

electrode because of the connection of grid resistor H93 to plus of 

power supply. 

The obtained on load B*s noaentua/iapulse/pulses pass circuit 

B««» Cx« and are sent to the third grid of the cascade/stage of the 

blanking of ranging channel, cutting off it for a period of the 

eaission/radiation of transaitters P-20A and P20D. 

The cascade/stage of the foraation of the Hanking 

aoaentua/iapulse/pulses of the liaitation of charging is assembled on 

the left half of the tube l|0« Into the cathode circuit of the 

cascade/stage through dividcc/denoainatcc Bsa» Bsa» Rts given 

fa^^^^^^^"^-^-- -^--^-^m^m^^^Bma^mam^ggl^ S ,,»„„.__■, ^_ _. . ZjzJiL 
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negative voltage froa the unit of cectifiet 11 kf of the transnittec 

P-20D. The plate load of cascade/stage is the resistoc/cesistance ES7 

*  the grid resistor of the cascade/stage of blanking. To the control 

elect code of the cascade/stage through resistor/resistance B«« is 

given the voltage - 105 in. The node/conditions of tube is selected 

by a change in the voltage on cathode by potentioieter Bsz the 

"liaitation of charging" so that daring norial charging the 

transaitter P-200 the cascade/stage is closed. 

An increase in the charging decreases the negative supply 

voltage of the transnitter P-20D, which is supplied to the circuit of 

the cathode of cascade/stage. Dpon reaching of negative voltage on 

the cathode of the level of liaitation, the cascade/stage is 

open/disclosed and froa resistor/resistance 8«? is renoved negative 

aoaentua/iapulse/pulse, which closes the cascade/stage of the 

blanking of ranging channel, in anode value cascade/stage there is 

toggle switch Btv which includes the cascade/stage of the liaitation 

of charging, page 99. 
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fig. 81. Unit Lake: 1 - the toggle snitch ot  the start of the 

■ode/conditions of the liaitatioa of charging; 2 - aeasuring aeter; 

eaf - the toggle switch of switching aeasuring aeter; 4 - the toggle 

switch of switching the illuaination of the scale of aeasaring »eter; 

5# 6, 7, 8f 9, 11, 12, 13, 1« - aonitoring jacks; 10 - indicator 

light.     Constructions, unit (Pig, 81) is asfeabled on rectangular 

chassis/landing gear. The electrical acanting of unit is wade in the 

baseaent of chassis/landing gear. Ill supply vcltagees, the input and 

output signals of unit are supplied through tue knife couplings, the 

arranged/located froa the back chassis/landing gear. 

On the front/leading panel of unit are arranged toggle switch Bj, 

switching on of the liaitation of charging, the instruient IP,, which 

aeasures the aediua frequency of pulse advancing, toggle switch B3 

start of the illuaination of the instruaent IP,, toggle switch Blt 

which changes over counting circuit to input or output/yield, the 

indicator light HL|, which signals about the passage of ranging 

■oaentuB/iapulse/pttlses through the unit Lake, lonitoring jacks for 

checking noaentua/iapulse/pulses along cscillcgcaph. 

Onit of a suppleaentary delay in the range finder. 

aB'"'''<^T'i^i^^^ 
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This unit serves for a delay in the decoded interrogation pulse 

en the value, equal to the initial delay  in the phantastron of  the 

aircraft neasuring unit of aziauth. Delay factor  (131.2 pss)  is 

reached because of  the  application/use of  an ultrasonic delay   line. 

Functional diagraa   (Fig.  82).   Hoaentui/iapulse/pulses froa unit 

lake approach the series-connected the variable delay  lines in the 

unit DZD.  The first and third delay lines  (on  0.3 pss and  2 yss)   are 

intended  for the adjustaeat of coaaon/genecal/tctal delay during 

zero-setting of range.  The second delay line   (on  1 ps)   it serves for 

the coapensation for the scatter of the ratings of delay lines. 

Since to transait aoaentua/iapulse/pulses through the ultrasonic 

delay line without considerable distcrtioos is  iapossible,   then they 

convert into signals.  To avoid distortions the signal carrier 

frequency is selected of the calculation of the foraation of each of 

thea not less than  seven tiaes by the periods of high-frequency 

oscillations. 
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In the output/yield of the third  line of  pulse delay approach 

the dtiwec,  which cons'sts of video aiplificr and shock-excited 

oscillator.  Ihe unit of dtivet converts ■onentun/iapulse/pulses into 

the radio pulses,   vhich are necessary for excitation of ultrasonic 

delay line. 

fhe obtained in shock-excited oscillator signals are supplied to 

ultrasonic delay line«  «here they are delayed on 129.5 pss. in 

passing by this delay line, signals considexably they are 

attenuate/weakened.   For the coapensatioq for line loss the signals 

approach four-stage aaplifier.  Then they ace detected, and  the 

obtained ■osentas/ispulse/palses are supplied to two-stage video 

aaplifier with cathode efficiency.   Proa the output/yield of the unit 

SZO the ■oaentua/iapolse/pulses enter unit ShOA. 

Scheaatic diagraa   (Pig.  83, see insert).  Fcoa unit Lake the 

iOientua/iapulse/pulses through the knife  junction P«   (terminal  16) 

are supplied to variable delay lines on 0.3 HSS,   1 MS even 2 pss. 

These lines are ten-link low-pass filters with T-shaped cells and 

reaoval/outlets froa each cell.  Delay line of 2 »JSS is foraed c£ two 

lines with delay on 1 its each.  Page 100. 

■■■Mi >"M 
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Fig.  82. Panctional diagrai of the  unit DZD. 

Key:   (1).  Drivet.   (2).   Input.   (3-*).  Illegifcl«;.   (5)  electrical line 

delay T = 2 pss.   (6).   Video aaplifier.   (7). shock-excited oscillator. 

(8).  Output/yield.   (9).   Video aaplifier with cathode efficiency. 

(10).  Aaplifier of radio pulses with detector.   <11}.  Delay line r = 

129.5 |iss.   (12). Aaplifier. The cells of delay lines are changed 

over «ith the aid of snitches Bt  the "raage-zerc calibration" - 

"accurately" and B« the "range-zero calibration« - "roughly",   derived 

en the front/leading panel of unit. The series connection of delay 

lines aakes it possible to accurately fit the delay in unit,  which is 

by 131.2 pas. 

For the suppression of reflections froa the dead endings o£ 

delay are loaded for resistor/resistances 833,  B3^t 839, egual  to 

«av« iapedance,  Froi the lines of  pulse delays through cable approach 

the video aaplifier,  asseibled on tube I-,   (68IP)  according  to 

asplifier circuit,  during resistor/resistances. Displaceaent is 

supplied froa divider/denoainator Bs«f   Bts. Froi plate load the 

■oaentua/iapulse/pulses across capacitor Ct« go to the grid of  the 

cathode follower»  sade on the left half of tube L«   (68IP)*  and  they 

cut off it. 
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On the right  half cf tube L« is asseabled  the shock-excited 

oscillator according to antoindoctive oscillatcr circuit 

self-excited. The duct of oscillator LT is inclined at frequencies  15 

♦ 0.5 HHz. The load of cathode follower is connected in parallel to 

the duct of oscillator and Hill shunt it#   pceveqting the 

•elf-excitation of oscillator. 

The incoaing loaeatua/ispulse/pulses cut off cathode  follower. 

Its output resistance sharply increases,  the shunting of the duct cf 

oscillator it decreases« and it is self-excited at frequencies,  which 

corresponds to the tuning of duct L7. 

The duration of the signals of oscillatot corresponds to pulse 

duration at the input of the unit DZO.  Sigaals are reaoved  fron the 

secondary winding of the Batching duct itf  connected in anode 

circuit,  and they are supplied to the input of  the ultrasonic delay 

line in the IZ-5. 

The op«ratiag principle of ultrasonic delay line is coaprised in 
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the fact that the electrical oscillatioas ace ccnvected into 

■echaoical ultrasonic,   which are propagated in this line along  broken 

trajectory, being repeatedl] reflected fro» the faces of line.  Ät the 

Otttpat/field of line nechanical ultrasonic tibiations again are 

converted into electrical.   Because of the large path,   which passes by 

ultrasonic vibrations in delay line, and te aultiple reflections the 

signals at the output/yield of line are obtained the delayed to 129.5 

pss and strongly weakened. 

In the output/yield of the ultrasonic line of signal delay 

approach the grid of the first cascade/stage of aiplification,  is 

assenbled to tube Lt   (6Zh1P).  The plate load of cascade/stage is the 

coupled circuit Lt« Page  100a. 
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Fig«  83. The scfcaiatlc diagrai of the block DZO. 

K«ys   (1)- Aiplifier.   (2).  Circuit,   (eif).  Housing.   (4).  Videos.   (5) 

Illegible.   (6). Driver. 

fage  101. 
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Fig. 84. Onlt DZD; 1. ,  3. control sockets; 2 - the poteatioieter of 

the aiplitode ccmtcoX of outpnt/yield; <l - the snitch of fine 

adjosteent the ballet of range; 5 - the switch of the cough 

cange-zeco calibration. Cascade/stage works with autoaatic 

displaceaent. The signals, obtained in the plate circuit of tube Li, 

transait to the grid circuit of the second cascade/stage of the 

aaplification« asseabled on tube L« (6Zh1P) acccrding to analogous 

circuit. Displaceaent to the second cascade/stage is reaoved fron 

divider/denoainator B3tf 83«. A change in the displaceaent on the 

grid of tube changes the aaplitude of output signals. Froa the 

cutput/yield of the second cascade/stage the signals approach the 

third« and then to the fourth the cascade/stages of aaplification, 

which work with autoaatic displaceaent. The ccaaon/general/total 

aaplifier gain of signals is not less than 69 dE. 

The intensive signals froa the fourth cascade/stage are supplied 

to detector I!l (D-2Te),  which converts thei into 

Bonentua/iapulse/pulses. Froa the load of detector the 

BoaentUB/iapulse/pulses through capacitor Ct4 approach the grid of 

the video aaplifier» asscBbled on tube lt (6P1P) according to circuit 

with load in cathode. Displaceaent to tube is ccaoved froa 

divider/denoaiaator Bao« B«f9 B|f. The intensified by the first 

cascade/stage aoaentttB/iBpulse/pulses ace supplied through capacitor 
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C|T to the geld of the closed in the absence signal of cathode 

follower on tefce L*  (6P1P). Ft en load fiat pulses through cable they 

approach unit ShDi. 

Onlt DZD obtains feed fron the coaaon/general/total rectifies  of 

anlt the hearth through the terainals ol knife coupling P2. In the 

filasent circuits of asplifiers are included the decoupling filters 

of the type "LC "for the eliiination of its self-excitation. 

Constructions.  Unit is assenbled op rectangular chassis/landing 

gear  (Pig* 8*># in which are installed the driver, ultrasonic delay 

line,  variable delay lines and the cascade/stages of anplification. 

The electrical sonn ting of unit is nade in the baseaent of 

chassis/landing gear. 

On the front/leading panel of unit arc placed potentionetei B3t 

the "aaplitnde of output/yield", switches Et«   ** and nonitoring 

jacks. 

the input and output pulses of unit,  and also supply  voltage 
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enter tkrough th« burnt couplings, arrange/located fro« the back. 

Onit is inserted into cabinet of RPU and is fastened nondropout 

screw/propellers. 

power supplf unit of ground-based receptor« 

Scheaatic diagraa (Fig. 85). fbe feed cf units hearth, DZD, OZ 

of the cabinet of IPO conducts fron the separate unit 7P0D. 

Proa the output/yield of the unit VPOD is taken direct/constant 

voltage «300 w  with current 130 aft, stabilized direct/constant 

voltages »250 v »ith current 300 mh9  »125 v uith current 270 *&, -105 

v with current 20 aA. 

Rectifier obtains feed froi coaaon aains of radio beacon (208 

in« «00 Hz) on value: coupling P| (tersinal 29  eaf) the contacts of 

the tcggle switch of the switching on of aains cf unit B3 are the 

safety device/fuse Pit, shunted by resistor/resistance B«, with necn 

tube lit - the priaary windings of transferaers Tra, Tr«. 

Parthersore, after toggle switch Bs the current with voltage 208 v 

mtlMBOsa umm^mmi 
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and fcequencf 400 Hz through the cottpliog Ft   (tcrainal «»,   5)  is 

•ttiplied to the pciaarf windings of the filaaent transforaers, 

arrange/located in the units D2D, OS, BShP, and power transforaers 

trt# trJ#  the arranged/located in unit BShf,  Page  102. 
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Pig. 85. The scheiatic diagcai of the block fPOC. 

Keys (1). Begulation. (2). Circuit, (eif). Boosing. (4). Hz. (6) 

Bains. 

Page 103. 
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fig. 86« Unit fPOD: 1 - snitches, aains; 2 - the tube of the 

■ciiitoring of coipleteness of c ice ait-breakers; eaf - safety 

device/fuses.     Direct/constant voltage «300 in is reaoved fron 

the seleniua rectifier u«, lade according tc bridge circuit. This 

voltage is filtered by pi-sectic« filter Ct7# D£3« c18 and through 

the coapliag Pt (teraiaal 7) is supplied for the feed of the anode 

aad shielding circuits of units hearth and lake. 

Voltage *25Q  in direct current provides the seleniua rectifier 

Di# asseabled according to bridge circuit. Voltage is stabilized by 

the electronic regulator, at whose tabes It, Is, L3 (6N13S) - 

contrclling, and tube I4 (6Zh<l) - is aaplifier. For providing a 

constant reference voltage into the cathode circuit of tube L4 is 

included the stabilitron tube Ls (SG-3S). 

the output voltage of stabilizer is regulated by potentiometer 

B«o (by change in the potential of the control electrode of tube L«) 

Stabilization factor is regulated by potentioaeter R«. 

Voltage *250  v through the safety device/fuse ?tt9  shunted by 

circuit froa resistor/resistance Rs« and by the neon tube/lanp NL2 

MmiMiiBiiniiT—aaasaaaaaaia^aai^^^aSa     - 
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coupling Pt   (teniBal 8) enters units hcatth, OZD and Lake foe the 

feed of the anode and shielding ciccuits, «here is requited the high 

stability of the feeding voltages. 

fron the seleniun rectifier D2, asseabled according to I ridge 

circuit, is renoved direct/constant voltage +125 in. This vcitage it 

passes through filter C7v Dct, C, in the diagcai of electronic 

regulator. Stabilizer is asseabled on ccntrol tubes L», L7 (6N13S)# 

anplifier L« (6Zh4) and stahilitron tubes 1, (SG-HS), L,0 (SG-3S), 

«hich ensure reference voltage on the cathode of tabe L8. 

Potentioneter B3« within snail linits regulates output voltage 

♦125 in. Stabilized voltage through the safety device/tuse Pt3,  in 

parallel to which is included circuit« which consists of 

resistor/resistance Ssr and neon tube Mis« «hich fixes blowing, and 

the terainal of 9 couplings Pt will be feed/conducted into the units 

of IPO for powering anode and screening circuits. 

Page  104. 
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Bectifiec D, serves fot obtaining direct/constant voltage 105 

in, stabilised tobe Ltt   (S6-3S). The rectifier is aade according to 

bridge circuit with ripple filter C14# tr«, Cis supplies through 

terninal 6 coupling lft  the grid'circuits of BPO, Fron this sane 

rectifier obtains feed two-stage supporting/reference stabilizer Bade 

on tubes !•«• Lto* 

Constructions. Unit TPOD (fig. 86} is asseibled on rectangular 

chassis/landing gear. The electrical acsnting cf unit is aade in the 

basenent of chassis/landing gear. Transforners, seleniua rectifiers, 

capacitors and tubes are placed frei above chassis/landing gear. 

On front/leading panel are arranged the pcner switch 83, of the 

tube Vhi,   ILz, HP, of the aonitoring of the ccapleteness of safety 

device/fuses, safety detice/fuses Pr,# Prt# Pr,# the shutter/valves 

of potentioaeters Bt0 and R3«. on  rear vail are arranged knife 

couplings, through which the unit is connected «ith other units of 

the cabinet of HPO. Unit is inserted into cabinet NPO and is fastened 

«ith the captive sere«/propellers. 
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